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Abstract
is dissertation focuses on understanding the relationship between the design of computer interfaces
and individuals with an impairment. We seek to explore how knowledge of an impairment can inform
the design of systems for those with the impairment and those around them. As the design space of
“individuals with impairments” is quite broad, we refine our focus to individuals with communication
impairments (children with autism and adults with aphasia). Specifically, this work will examine how
HCI and CS techniques can impact language development , empathy and the role communication
impairment has on linguistic patterns and conversation quality. Each of these broad themes (lan-
guage development, linguistic patterns, and empathy/understanding) are equally important aspects of
communication. Within each of these themes, technology has a powerful role to play.
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Universal design focuses on designing our environment, products, and artifacts of our daily lives so
that they are inherently accessible to both able-bodied individuals and those with impairments. A
technology (in a broad sense) which is created to serve a specific deficit may oen prove useful for
the general population. Consider curb-cuts, which were originally created to allow individuals in
wheelchairs to navigate sidewalks, but which also provide aid for able-bodied individuals with strollers,
carts, or bicycles. Another example being the electric toothbrush that was first designed for patients
with limited motor skills. Universal design provides insight into individuals with an impairment
and the broader community. And by exploring and researching technology that impacts those with
impairments, we can advance our knowledge of the human condition, develop new computer solutions,
and create technology that can improve the lives of all individuals – with a large and broadly reaching
impact.
is dissertation focuses on understanding the relationship between the design of computer interfaces
and individuals with an impairment. We seek to explore how knowledge of an impairment can inform
the design of systems for those with the impairment and those around them. As the design space of
“individuals with impairments” is quite broad, we refine our focus to individuals with communication
impairments (children with autism and adults with aphasia).
e specific goals of this work is to therefore illustrate human computer interaction solutions to help
improve communication for individuals with impairments. Specifically, this work will examine how
HCI and CS techniques can impact language development , empathy and the role communication
impairment has on linguistic patterns and conversation quality. Language development is critical for
communication. Empathy building is central for communication with individuals who have aphasia.
And being able to understand the impact of communication impairment has on linguistic patterns
and conversation quality is necessary for researchers to help improve communication. Each of these
broad themes (language development, linguistic patterns, and empathy/understanding) are equally

important aspects of communication. Within each of these themes, technology has a powerful role to
play.
e first part of this dissertation will focus on the individual with an impairment; specifically, how
HCI and CS technology can help develop language and speech production in children with autism and
speech-delays. As a child develops, acquisition of speech and language typically progresses with little or
no explicit effort from parents, family, or doctors. Developmental disorders, such as Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD), can significantly disrupt the natural development of social behaviors including spoken
communication. One hallmark difficulty of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) centers
around communication and speech. Research into computer visualizations of voice has been shown
to influence conversational patterns and allow users to reflect upon their speech. In this research, we
explore the effects of audio and visual feedback on vocalization and speech in children with ASD. By
presenting a child with a new interpretation of their vocalizations (though audio and visual feedback),
we aim to provide them with an additional means of understanding and exploring their own voice.
We have created two such solutions, targeting vocalization production, and shaping multi-syllabic
speech. While this work has directly targeted the vocalizations and speech in children with ASD,
tools have been developed with broader implications beyond the ASD community.ese include: )
creation of a coding guideline for quantitatively understanding how pre-verbal children interact with
computers, and; ) creation of video annotation tools for any research (or practice) based in video.
Further applications of this research could impact children with speech delays and potentially even
foreign language acquisition.
e second part of this document will focus on those around an individual with an impairment;
in particular, discussing how HCI and CS solutions can increase empathy and understanding for
individuals with aphasia. In addition, the second part of the document will examine how that same
technology can uncover the impact of language impairments on linguistics and conversation quality
for individuals with impairments and their conversation partners.is second part specifically targets
individuals with aphasia, an acquired communication disorder, who constantly struggle against a
world that does not understand them.is lack of empathy and understanding negatively impacts
their quality of life. While aphasic individuals may appear to have lost cognitive functioning, their
impairment relates to receptive and expressive language, not to thinking processes. We introduce a
novel system and model, Aphasia Characteristics Emulation Soware (ACES), enabling users (e.g.,
caregivers, speech therapists and family) to experience, firsthand, the communication-distorting
effects of aphasia. By allowing neurologically typical individuals to Òwalk in anotherÕs shoes,Ó we
aim to increase patience, awareness and understanding. Results from an evaluation of  participants

indicate that ACES provides a rich experience that strong increases understanding and empathy for
aphasia. To build a system like ACES, we leverage a host of existing literature from the communication
science and psychological literature.is research illustrates how the study of a disorder (specifically
aphasia), can be used to help educate clinicians, family members, and friends about a disorder.
While these two parts of this dissertation are linked together by a common theme, their related literature
and background have little overlap. To this end,e dissertation document itself is broken up into
two distinct sections. Part I examines the role of HCI technology in helping to develop language and
speech production skills in children with ASD and speech-delays. Part II examines the development
of systems that can realistically (by passing a turing test) emulate the effects of a language impairment
to build empathy, and increase understanding of the impact of language disorders on linguistics and
conversation quality. Within each of these two parts are separate introductions, literature reviews and
general summarization of the findings and implications.is dissertation then concludes with a final
Chapter (in Part III) highlighting the broad findings and summaries of this work.

Part I




Introduction to Autism, Language
and Non-Verbal Communication
Data Collection
As a child develops, acquisition of speech and language typically progresses with little or no explicit
effort from parents, family, or doctors. Developmental disorders, such as Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD), can significantly disrupt the natural development of social behaviors, such as spoken com-
munication. Since language is “a unique characteristic of human behavior. . . [that] contributes in a
major way to human thought and reasoning” (Lovaas, ), the communication deficits of children
with ASD are likely to have detrimental effects on multiple aspects of their lives.e impact of this
disability as well as its prevalence, estimated by the Center of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
as  in  children (Center for Disease Control and Prevention, CDC, ), highlight the need for
effective methods to facilitate the development of communication, including speech.
is first part of the dissertation focuses on the individual with an impairment; specifically, how HCI
and CS technology can help develop language and speech production in children with autism and
speech-delays.
e first set of chapters (  - ) present SIP, the Spoken Impact Project, which explores a new area of
HCI: using real-time audio/visual feedback to facilitate speech-like vocalizations in low-functioning
children with ASD.is work is grounded in HCI and behavioral science literature. We believe
computer-generated feedback, generated from a child’s vocalizations, can influence the vocalizations of
children with ASD for communicative purposes by providing them with additional means of accessing
information regarding parameters of their voice (e.g., pitch, loudness, duration). To facilitate the SIP
research, I conducted  major pieces of research; Tools for Video Annotation (Chapter ), A Coding
Guideline (Chapter ), and the Experimental Testing of SIP’s Visualization soware (Chapters  and
).
e remaining chapter VocSyl: Syllable Project (Chapter ) focuses on taking SIP to one of the many
possible “logical next steps,” using visualization to teach specific langue productions skills (specifically

multi-syllabic speech).e work presented in this section is part of a larger research project that is
currently underway, and will be continuing beyond this dissertation.
Beyond the experimental results, the contributions of this work are the creation of design guidelines
to facilitate video annotation in an experimental setting based on the needs of researchers, a set
of dependent variables to enable behavior analysis of non-verbal human-computer interaction, a
demonstration of a new approach to ASD research (within the context of HCI research) and an initial
understanding of how the SIP model could be further explored by the HCI community.
In order to motivate VocSyl and SIP, we first outline the general background, theory and existing state
of both HCI and Communication literature (Chapter ). When appropriate, we provide additional
theoretical background within each sub section.
is work, together, highlights the great potential of voice visualization soware for children with
autism and speech delays; systems that sit at the intersection of human-computer interaction, special
education, and speech and hearing science. At this intersection, our technological solutions can
greatly impact quality of life (by increasing language acquisition) and quality of care (creating a
more enjoyable, and theoretically a less stressful environment) while simultaneously developing new
computer technologies that advance our understanding of how people interact with technology (and
how to design new solutions for interaction).
2.1 Scope and Motivation of SIP
SIP explores a new area of HCI research focusing on the use of contingent audio and/or visual feedback
to encourage sound production in low-functioning children with ASD. Without the development
of techniques to encourage speech/vocalization, a diagnosis of ASD can have far reaching negative
implications for a child’s social, developmental and educational life.
Building on prior work, our focus on computer visulization in this population is unique. Most HCI
visualizations research has focused on neurologically typical individuals (Schneiderman, ). ASD
treatment research in HCI has targeted higher functioning children with ASD (Tartaro, ) but has
failed to address the needs of non-verbal/low-functioning children with ASD.ough the literature in
the behavioral sciences has explored this demographic, existing practices use low-tech alternatives such
as PECS (Bondy and Frost, ), mirrors and echo chambers (Marshalla, ) or invasive procedures,
such as electropalatography (Carter and Edwards, ). Our research begins with the basic question:

can real-time visual/audio feedback positively impact sound production in low-functioning children
with ASD?
While there is discussion that high-functioning childrenwithASD should not be pressured to communi-
cate vocally, this concern is not applicable to this vein of research.ese children cannot communicate
by any means (e.g., typing, signing or speaking). Teaching some form of communication is essential,
though the method should vary according to individual preference and capabilities.
2.2 Scope and Motivation of VocSyl
VocSyl explores the role of computers in shaping multisyllabic speech in children with ASD and SPD.
We developed a flexible and expandable soware infrastructure. We included children with ASD
and SPD who had limited speech-language skills in the design process. Additionally, we provide the
research community a set of design guides for building future speech-language computer solutions.
Our main contributions are the creation of soware, the documentation of the TCUID process,
and the articulation of design guidelines for future soware development that shapes multisyl-
labic production. Our research begins to bridge the gap between Hailpern’s work (Hailpern et al.,
b) on encouraging vocalization in children and Hoque’s work (Hoque et al., ) on providing
a game to practice full sentence production. It is important to note that teaching perfect speech or
precise phonemes is outside the scope of this research – our soware focuses on facilitating prosody
and syllables. Further, developing or implementing ‘the best’ pitch or syllable detection algorithms is
also outside of the scope of this work, and while our digital signal processing algorithms (see Table
.) may not always be  accurate, our implementations were consistent across users.
e TCUID process using children with ASD and SPD explores a new area of HCI research. It
concentrates on the use of real-time visualizations of voice production to demonstrate and shape
(by matching) multisyllabic productions.e focus of this research is, therefore, on the design and
development of our soware and the soware design lessons-learned from our target population,




Review of Autism Literature
We present here an overview of existing research in Communication Treatment and HCI literature on
Autistic Spectrum Disorder. Additional literature analysis is presented at the beginning of Chapter :
Tools for Video Annotation, Chapter : A Coding Guideline, and Chapter : VocSyl: Syllable Project,
providing additional related work pertaining specifically to the topics covered in those chapters.
3.1 Computer Visualizations
Computer based visualization systems have been providing users with new, and faster ways to un-
derstand large quantities of varied and complex data (Heer et al., ). See Figure . for examples
of existing Visualizations. Work on Awareness Displays (Mankoff et al., ; Plaue et al., ) has
shown the benefit of abstract representations, and their ability to provide continuous streams of data
to users about their world, interests, and needs. Visualizations have also been used to impact teaching
of complex concepts (Leung, )by presenting visual and interactive representations.
Yet a major thrust of visualization research has focused on providing feedback to impact communi-
cation (Bergstrom and Karahalios, b; Bergstrom and Karahalios, c; Karahalios and Viegas,
; Karahalios and Dobson, ; Karahalios and Viegas, ; Levin and Lieberman, ; Viegas
and Donath, ) and illustrate emotion (Ahn and Picard, ). ese systems give the users a
new understanding of their vocal interaction with others (from rate of speech to dominance in a
conversation).ese visualizations have the ability to alter people’s behavior in real time.is research
has shown that these visualizations directly impact the communication of said individuals.us, the
potential impact of visualization systems is far reaching, for social, personal, and educational purposes.
We hope these ideas generalize to other communities and those with communication impairments.
Some research, content, and text from this Chapter is reproduced from (Hailpern et al., b; Hailpern, )

(a) Conversation Votes (Bergstrom and Karahalios, b) (b) Isochords (Bergstrom and Karahalios, c)
(c) Conversation Clock (Bergstrom and Karahalios, a) (d) Telemurals (Karahalios and Donath, )
Figure 3.1: Examples of existing visualizations
3.2 Autistic Spectrum Disorder
Kanner’s  description (Kanner, ) of  children with ASD documented this disorder in the
scientific community. In the past  years, scientists and therapists have strived to better understand
ASD and provide treatments to mitigate its many communicative and social difficulties. e ASD
population is not a homogenous group. Many of the characteristic difficulties and developmental
delays revolve around communication, empathy, social functioning, and expression. e Autism
Society of America describes ASD as “insistence on sameness. . .Preference to being alone. . . spinning
objects [and] obsessive attachments to objects”(Autism Society of America, ASA, ). While some
children have limited impairment, those with a greater difficulty with social and communicative skills
are considered low functioning.
3.3 Communication Treatment
Since the s, Ivar Lovaas’ pioneering approach of “applied behavior analysis” has been used to
help teach communication and social skills to children with ASD.e treatment focuses on extrinsic

(a) PECS (Bondy and Frost, ) (b)Go Talk (Attainment Company, )
(c) Speech Viewer III (IBM, ) (d)Visi-Pitch(KayPentax, )
Figure 3.2: Examples of existing communication treatment solutions
rewards (e.g., food or toys) for encouraging targeted behavior (Lovaas, ). Over time, rewards are
slowly faded or removed resulting in more naturalistic behavior.
While the merits of this treatment have been documented for  years, this form of therapy has high
financial and labor-intensive costs. Furthermore, frequent sessions requiring sustained attention
and intense human-to-human contact can be anxiety producing (Baskett, ).is anxiety along
with the detached/alone feeling of many children with ASD (Baskett, ; Kanner, ) causes
difficulty for practitioners and subjects. Further challenges also concern generalization of these skills.
Other forms of communication treatment (Greenspan and Wieder, ; Koegel et al., ; National
Research Council, ; Woods and Wetherby, ) have been used to help develop social and
communicative skills in children with ASD. Figure . illustrates four commonly used devices to assist
in the development of communication skills.

3.4 HCI & ASD Research
Since the s, the HCI community has examined how computers can aid in diagnosis of ASD (Hayes
et al., ; Kientz et al., ; Kientz et al., ). In addition HCI has studies audio perception
(Russo et al., ) and teaching human-to-human interaction to high-functioning children with
ASD (Kerr et al., ; Lehman, ; Mohamed et al., ; Tartaro and Cassell, ). Elements of
play have also been studied that demonstrate that technology/computers can reduce the apprehension
caused by human-to-human interaction (Lehman, ; Michaud andeberge-Turmel, ; Pares
et al., ). Other HCI research (Bergstrom and Karahalios, c; IBM, )and technology-based
behavioral science research (Bergstrom and Karahalios, a; Barry, ; Shuster and Ruscello,
) outside of the ASD community has illustrated the use of computer solutions in the context
of speech and communication therapy. Four of these solutions are illustrated in Figure . .ese
computer-based solutions tend to approach visualization through games, and controlling characters
in environments. While these game-like solutions can be useful, they abstract away many of the vocal
properties resulting in a lack of understanding what or how their voice may impact the visualization.
Further, they require a cognition level that can understand a game, a goal, and discovering how to
achieve that objective.
Speech recognition is a commonly used technique for computationally capturing speech for the
purposes of archival and analysis. Due to the current limitations of speech recognition soware
(Nakagawa, ; Strik and Cucchiarini, ), the forms of speech detection are limited, especially for
individuals with poor diction. Hence, technologymust be designed to aid and supplement practitioners
and researchers rather than replace them.
With this work, we explore methods and technology that can facilitate the speech and vocalization
education process for children with communication skill deficits. Specifically we intend to use contin-
gent visual and auditory feedback to (a) motivate and reward vocalization and (b) provide information
about the acoustic properties of vocalizations.e following chapter details our approach for creating
computer based feedback systems to encourage vocalization in non-verbal children with ASD.

C 
Tools for Video Annotation
Figure 4.1:VCode and VData Suite of Applications for Video annotation
Human behavior does not naturally lend itself to being quantifiable. Yet time and again, researchers in
disciplines ranging from psychology to ethnography to computer science, are forced to analyze as if
it was quantified.ose in human centered domains can now rely on video annotation to provide
them with measures on which to draw conclusions. Unlike transcription, which is akin to what a court
stenographer does, annotation is the marking of movements, sounds, and other such events (with or
without additional metadata such as rankings).e emergence of technology as a tool to aid in video
Some research, content, and text from this Chapter is reproduced from (Hagedorn et al., ; Hailpern, )

annotation has raised the possibility of increasing reliability, repeatability, and workflow optimizations
(Burr, ).
ree notable limitations of existing video annotation tools are lack of support for the annotation
workflow, poor representation of data on a timeline, and poor interaction techniques with video, data,
and annotations.is chapter details a set of requirements to guide the design of video annotation
tools. Ourmodel is the direct result of an analysis of existing tools, current practices by researchers, and
workflow difficulties experienced by real-world video coders. By understanding what data researchers
are looking to gather, and the shortcomings of existing techniques and technology utilized by coders,
we believe that we have created a framework for video annotation that can reach across disciplines.
Our model is demonstrated through the design and construction of our new system VCode and VData
(Figure .); two fully functional, open-source tools which bridge the video annotation workflow.
e primary contribution of this chapter is the set of design requirements for facilitating a system
conducive to video annotation. Specifically, we demonstrate how a system could be designed and built
to meet these requirements through a set of carefully designed interfaces and graphical representations
of data.
4.1 Related Video AnnotationWork
4.1. Video Coding in Practice
e analysis of human behavior is a study that dates back hundreds of years.is has ranged from
anthropologic ethnography (Clifford et al., ) to psychological evaluation. As technology has
developed, the use of video and creation of annotation techniques have aided researchers by providing
a referable document that can be used as evidence to back up claims and observations made (Lee, ;
Retherford et al., ; Rosenblum et al., ).ese techniques involve detailed event logging on
paper, specifying feature such as durations, ratings/levels, and time-stamps (Leadholm et al., ) .
To ensure a reliable set of data from annotation, researchers perform agreement calculations between
coders (Berry and Mielke Jr, ).is agreement is utilized throughout the data gathering process
(by testing some small percentage of data segments to ensure consistency throughout), but also during
training of coders (to decide when they fully understand what events they are looking for).ere are
many techniques for calculating agreement including Cohen’s Kappa (Conger, ; Kazdin, ),
Cochran”s Q-test, and Point-By-Point Agreement. Regardless, the management of data with traditional
means is considered “cumbersome” (Retherford et al., ).

4.1. Video Coding Tools
Digital annotation tools have demonstrated significant benefits from simple copy/paste and undo to
increased quality of coding by the facilitation of multiple passes on video and graphical representations
(Burr, ; Quek et al., ). A timeline is commonly utilized in these tools and is familiar without
extensive training (Costa et al., ). Existing research also indicates that presenting coders with
secondary or sensor data on a timeline helps them outperform coders without sensor data (Burr, ).
Increased accuracy, quality, and speed not only enhance the data collected, but also allow for more
annotation to be conducted in the same amount of time. In addition to the computational benefits
of digital annotation tools, they also provide a controllable mechanism for deferent forms of reliable
video playback. (Quek et al., ).
One critical limitation of existing tools is poor representation of data on a timeline and utilization
of screen real estate. For example, the VACA solution, while utilizing minimal screen real-estate
by condensing all annotations to one large easy to read track, presents a problem with overlapping
and simultaneous events (Burr, ).e VisSTA solution takes the contrary approach by showing
many small vertically tiled tracks.ough this allows for a good comparative view, reading individual
annotations & holistic interpretation is difficult due to scrolling (Quek et al., ).ese and other
existing solutions have not successfully dealt with this problem (Abowd et al., ; Costa et al., ;
Johnson, ; Kipp, ; Noldus, ; Ramos and Balakrishnan, ; SaySo, ; Strik and
Cucchiarini, ).
Another limitation of current annotation tools is poor interaction techniques with video and data.
ough robust functionality is provided for playback, controls can be cumbersome & overly complex,
(e.g. (Quek et al., )). Too many windows resulting in an over-saturation of information, imprecise
video interaction & annotation or rigid, inaccessible marking interfaces (e.g. (Kipp, ; Ponceleon
and Srinivasan, ; Quek et al., ; Ramos and Balakrishnan, ; Strik and Cucchiarini, )).
Each of these are common stumbling blocks which could result in unreliable data.
One last limitation is lack of support for the full annotation workflow that follows researcher from
experimentation to data analysis.e larger the degree of support, the smaller the chance of error,
and the more efficient the data gathering, collection, and analysis process becomes.is workflow
was created through discussions with coders, researchers and an examination of the existing literature.
e following are the  steps of the video annotation workflow:
. collect video
. create segments to code

. train coders/demonstrate reliability
. gather data
. perform regular checks on reliability & discuss discrepancies
. perform data analysis.
Many tools support small portions of this workflow (i.e. simply facilitating segmentation, annotation,
or reliability (Burr, ; SaySo, ; Studiocode Business Group, )), but with each break in the
process researchers can become delayed. Without export/import data reentry is required. Technology is
situated to optimize this process. Researchers have also explored dialogue transcription (Johnson, ;
Salt Soware LLC, ; Studiocode Business Group, ), tagging (Abowd et al., ; Studiocode
Business Group, ), scene based automatic annotation (Chen et al., ; Ponceleon and Srinivasan,
), automatic event logging (Banerjee et al., ), and object of focus identification (Bertini et al.,
).is chapter contrasts these other foci by demonstrating techniques for supporting human
based annotation of events that occur in video.
4.2 Interviews and Collaboration
To gain a deeper understanding of methods, analysis processes, bottlenecks, and types of data needed
for effective video annotation soware, we maintained an active dialogue with researchers (in Special
Education, Speech andHearing Sciences, andComputer Science) who use video annotation, conducted
informal  minute interviews with two experienced video coders, and refined functionality through
dialog with current users of VCode and VData. Existing tools for video annotation may address a
subset of the below described requirements, however, our system more fully satisfies all of them.
R: Facilitate Coding Workflow:e coding workflow consists of; () establishing video clips and
coding guidelines, () intense training of coders and checks for reliability, () annotation of
videos, () weekly reliability checks on annotated videos, () repeat  and  ad infinitum, ()
analyze data in statistical packages. Tools targeting video annotation should attempt to optimize
the transition between steps in this workflow.
R: Video, Annotations, and Coding Guidelines should be presented in a synchronized manner:
Interviewees described their coding process centering around analog video on a TV-VCR device,
annotating in a Microso Excel file, and referencing lengthy code guidelines. Due to the visual
separation between annotations, source material, and video, coders had great difficulty during
reviews.

R: Capture Appropriate Data: Researchers and existing literature indicate that there are different
types of data that are collected through the annotation process: counting events/occurrences,
determining duration of events, assigning levels, values, or ranking to events, performing
phonetic transcription, and general commenting (Kipp, ). Effective interfaces must provide
methods for capturing these conceptually different data types while preserving each of their
unique nuances.
R: Additional data should be displayed to coders: Effective annotation tools should allow re-
searchers to provide additional data to coders to aid in their assessment of video; for example, a
volume histogram of the current video, sensor/log data collected in tandem to the video capture,
or annotations made automatically or from another source. Displaying additional data points
has shown to increase the accuracy of coded events (Burr, ). Further, annotation soware
should facilitate the management of multiple video streams to get the most accurate ”view” on
the session, and thus produce the most accurate data (Quek et al., ).
R: Allow multiple forms of playback: Researchers mentioned that continuous playback is not
always the preferred method of analyzing a video. Oen multiple modes of playback are utilized;
continuous or standard playback, continuous interval playback (play for N seconds, then stop),
and skip interval playback (jump N seconds, then stop).is allows the video to be divided
in to smaller segments for annotation of events that are more difficult to pinpoint (i.e. when a
smile starts or ends) (Quek et al., ).ough conceptually simple, manipulations of video
using a standard VCR was described as ”annoying” and ”a mess” due to hand eye coordination
and repeatability issues.
R: Agreement calculations should be easy and manipulatable: Regardless of agreement technique
used, researcher expressed a frustration in attempts to calculate inter-observer reliability. Specif-
ically, existing solutions were limited to importing data into a statistical soware package for
calculation or calculating them by hand. Video annotation tools should provide quick & easy
reliability calculations for individual variables, as well as overall.
R: Provide functionality for visual, graphical and contextual review of annotations: In interviews,
coders lamented the process of ensuring reliability on a weekly basis; as it consisted of searching
through printouts of a spreadsheet for discrepancies. Specifically, by lacking context in this
spreadsheet coders found it difficult to recognize what a given codingmark referred to due to the
lack of synchronization with video. By providing a visual, graphical way to review annotations

Figure 4.2: Two Coders and Researcher reviewing a coding session.
(in the context of the video) coders would be better able to justify the decisions, determine the
correct solution, and save time identifying the errors.
4.3 VCode and VData
VCode and VData are a suite of applications which create a set of effective interfaces for the coding
workflow following the above design requirements. Our system has three main components: VCode
(annotation), VCode Admin Window (configuration) and VData (examination of data, coder agree
ment and training).e interaction with VCode and VData is demonstrated in Figure . - Figure
. in which two coders are marking a video of a child in an experiment, and checking the agreement
between their annotations.e reader should note our solution is only one possible implementation
of the design requirements, and that these requirements could be applied to improving existing video
annotation soware.
4.3. VCode
e VCode application (Figure .) is designed to provide researchers with an effective way to obtain
reliable data from an observational research video. By allowing researchers to present multiple video

Figure 4.3:VCode Interface
e VCode application graphically represents the behaviors being coded as marks on a timeline. It is
easy to see correlation between the marks on the timeline and sensor data displayed below.
streams in addition to other sensor data (e.g. log data, annotations from other soware, or signals
recorded by a computer/monitoring device) the coder can make the best annotation decision possible.
Video: To facilitate multiple video streams VCode presents one main video at full size, and a dock
with other streams playing in real time. When a docked stream is clicked on, it repositions itself into
the main video window, while the video which was the previous focus, scales down to the dock, thus
equating visual importance with relative size and visual weight.
Variable List: To provide coders with a persistent list/understanding of their task and objective, VCode
presents them with a list of each variable they need to annotate.is list (presented along the right
hand side of the VCode window) displays each variable”s name, a unique color associated with that
variable, a keyboard hot key for placing marks, as well as UI buttons to facilitate mark placement.
Events:When annotating a video, two different classes of coding events emerge: ranged and momen-
tary. A ranged event is one that extends over a period of time (marking action start and duration).
Momentary marks have no duration, and thus represent one specific moment in time. Each mark
appears with it”s associated color and it”s keyboard hot-key letter (see Figure .).ese color and hot
key based identifiers make it easy for coders to quickly assess which events represent which variable.

Figure 4.4: Comment and Transcription Interface
Comments can be attached to any mark (See Figure .), allowing additional observations, lev-
els/ranking, or phonetic transcription (through onscreen phonetic keyboard). Any mark with a
comment has a inverted outlines to signify that it has a comment attached. Figure . and Figure .
show a ranged event representing the length of time which a child is making a sound, with additional
momentary marks at the start noting other features of the child”s state of being).
Timeline:e timeline is the heart of VCode. It is modeled aer the moving timeline one might find
in a video editing application (e.g. iMovie, Final Cut Pro, etc.). Events, graphically represented by
diamonds, appear in a spatial linear fashion to sync with the video. Once an event has been placed
on the timeline, dragging, clicking, and double-clicking can graphically manipulate the mark.e
standard solution for dealing with large numbers of tracks or variables is to provide a vertical scroll
bar or overlay tracks. Rather than limiting the amount of information on screen by scrolling, tracks
representing momentary events are ”stacked,” such that they vertically overlap.is optimizes usage
of the screen while still providing enough area for track isolation and selection, even under dense data
conditions.
Ranged event tracks are unable to benefit from this stacking optimization because of the more compli-
cated interaction for manipulation and thus are vertically tiled. Researchers can present video volume,

Figure 4.5:VCode Timeline
Each event is marked as a diamond, with the corresponding hot-key being represented on the mark
for easy identification. A time stamp runs along the top of the timeline, with a play head represented
vertically.
sensor data, soware log data (from Eclipse or Photoshop for example), and even other annotations to
the coders.is additional information is presented graphically to the users by bar, line, or scatter
plot.is secondary data can allow coders to annotate data captured by other sources than the video
streams, as well as provide additional context to their code. For example, should a coder be instructed
to mark when a certain noise occurs, he can line the mark up with an audio peek, rather than estimate
it and be concerned with reaction time.
Interaction: Annotations can be inserted into the timeline via UI buttons or keyboard hot keys. In
order to increase association between hot-key and timeline, timeline marks have the letter of their
hot-key on them. To optimize the typically complex transport controls we isolated the key activities
that coders need execute and provided controls limited to play/pause buttons, coarse and fine grained
playhead positioning, and step controls.e three modes of playback outlined in R are available.
4.3. VCode AdministrationWindow
To ensure consistent configuration between coders and sessions, all administrative features are consoli-
dated in a single window.e expected workflow is such that a researcher would setup a single coding
document with all the variables to be used on all the videos.is template would then be duplicated
(with media and log files inserted for each trial).e main task the Administration Window (Figure
.) is to facilitate is the creation of tracks, used to code data. Researchers can add, remove, and reorder
tracks that appear in a list format.e name, color and hot key of each tack can be set through this

Figure 4.6:VCode Administration Window
e code is specified in the Administration Window along with the different video angles, screen
capture, and log data.

Figure 4.7:VData Interface
Later, analysis is performed on independent codings of the same video using VData
list presentation. Tracks can be enabled as ranged events through a check box in this interface.e
Administration Window is also where a researcher specifies videos and data file to be coded, as well as
secondary data for contextual annotation.ese elements are specified and synchronized through a
drag and drop interface, all of which is hidden from the coder to prevent configuration corruption.
4.3. VData
Critical aspects of the video coding workflow (training, reliability, and accuracy) revolve around
demonstrating agreement between coders. VData (Figure .) is a separate executable application
specifically targeted to aid researchers in training and agreement analysis of coded data produced in
VCode.
Multi Coder Analysis: By loading two VCode files into VData, tracks are automatically loaded
into the main data table that presents all the raw data (opportunities, agreements) and percentage
agreement for point-by-point agreements calculation. For each event (momentary or ranged) an
opportunity is said to occur when the primary coder makes a mark. If the secondary coder also
makes a mark within a specified short interval, the marks are said to agree. A percentage is calculated
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from agreements/opportunities for easy interpretation. A tolerance variable is also present to ()
accommodate for variability in the mark placement by the coders, and () recognition that there is no
quantization of marks beyond the granularity of the millisecond timescale, a property of the system.
VData also provides agreement for ranged events and annotations in a similar fashion.
In addition to point-by-point agreement calculations, VData also supports Kappa Calculations by
switching tabs. Much like point-by-point agreement, all of the raw data needed to perform a Kappa
calculation is presented in the application. Kappa calculations is based upon the notion that within a
given time span (the video duration), there are a discrete segments called opportunities. By opportunity
we mean, that in a certain period, an observation can be made (aka something DID or DID NOT
occur). When calculated, Kappa takes into account the probability that two coders made a mark at
the same location by chance.e presence of a annotation in VCode, means an event occurred.e
absence of a mark means it did NOT occur. Kappa examines the number of agreements between two
coders for events occurring and not occurring. As a result, this form of agreement calculation only
applies to those tracks that were annotated using interval playback mode.
It is not uncommon for multiple tracks or variables to by measuring slight variations on a theme
(e.g. smiling vs. large smile vs. grin ), thus VData implements a track-merging feature which allows
opportunities on two distinct tracks to be treated indistinguishably.e resulting hybrid track can
be used to see all the same raw data in addition to the percentage agreement.is new track can be
treated as any of the original tracks from the VCode files.
For a holistic view, researchers can select tracks to be added into a total agreement calculation. In
other words, if analysis determines that a single track is not reliable or it is determined that a given
track will not be used in the future, it can be easily excluded from the total agreement calculation.
Conflict Resolution & Exporting: We have optimized coder training and reliability analysis by
providing a graphical mechanism to directly compare annotations of two coders. VData can create
a VCode session containing specific tracks of two individual coders for side-by-side comparison
(Figure .). Both coder”s marks appear side-by-side along side the source video, both with similar
colors (e.g. light green, and dark green).e visual, side-by-side, representation of the data makes it
easy to recognize systematic errors in context and detect differences between two coders markings.
is reduces the time necessary to locate discrepancies and discuss the reasons why they might have
occurred. It is necessary to keep records of these agreement analyses performed with VData by text
export. Maintaining export at each stage of the process provides additional transparency andmaintains
traceability of results that come out of the system.

Figure 4.8: Reviewing Annotations in VCode
A track with low agreement can be reconciled by viewing the results of two coders side-by-side in
VCode, thanks to the capabilities of the VData analysis tool.
4.3. Implementation
VCode and VData were implemented in Objective-C using the Cocoa Framework for Mac OS X ..
VCode supports all video formats and codecs supported by QuickTime to enable wide compatibility
with available video files.
4.4 Meeting the Requirements
To ensure Video, Annotations, and Coding Guidelines are presented in a synchronizedmanner, VCode
provides a unified interface containing the target video, a timeline with graphically represented anno-
tations (ranged event, momentary event, or comment depending on data metaphor) (R), additional
tracks of signal data (to increase accuracy) (R), and a list of coding guidelines (R) which place
marks and stand as a visual reminder.ree forms of video playback (continuous/standard, interval
playback, skip interval playback) are available via check boxes on the main VCode window to allow
easily switching between modes of playback (R). VData provides a dynamic interface for real time
calculation of multiple agreement values to facilitate easy and dynamic agreement calculations (R).

rough the transparent calculation process, researchers can see both the raw data, and the percentages
side by side for easy judgments about the reliability of data collected. Upon request a visual, graphical
and contextual review of annotations for both agreement review and training is supported (R).
Finally, the Coding Workflow (R) is encouraged through VCode”s template model in conjunction
with the separate VCode Administration Window for easy set up and configuration. Training, data
collection, and inter-coder agreement are enabled through a tight collaboration between annotation
environment and agreement analysis. By consistently providing data export, researchers can be assured
that any information annotated by coders can be easily extracted and exported into the statistical
analysis tool of their choice.
4.4. Initial Reaction
To evaluate our system in a cursory fashion, we conducted an informal series of interviews with
several coders that used our system during the course of an independent study. Analysis using VData
showed inter-observer agreement was good and provided valuable coded data for the study. In general,
comments from the coders were positive, especially when comparing the VCode system to non-
computerized methods. One coder wrote: ”e soware was easy to use in general, and cut down on
coding time.” Several features of VCode stood out in their comments; color coding of tracks provided
direct linkage between events on the timeline and the description panel, the correlation between files
was clear to see during review, sensor data helped anticipate events and accurately code them. It was
also noted that the sensor data provided reassurance that what they had noticed in the video was
actually correct.
In addition to these positive marks we uncovered several shortcomings of the interface.e seemingly
low-resolution bar-graph of volume data le coders unsure where precisely to make their mark.
Because the elements of this graph are relatively wide, it appears especially coarse in comparison with
the precision with which one may place a mark on the timeline. A spectrogram was suggested as an
alternate visualization of the audio data that could help understand sound and video.
From a quantitative standpoint, the time required to annotate video for SIP drastically improved
over the course of the experiment. At the beginning of their coding experience, coders took roughly
 minutes per  minute of video footage (to annotate all variables listed in Chapter : A Coding
Guideline). By the end of the coding period, coder”s time was reduced to about  min per  minute
of footage. Coders attributed this improvement to the ease of use of the annotation system.

Overall, results from these interviews and raw speed improvements, are very encouraging and suggest
a more formal study to determine if performance improves in the same way that coders stated that
they felt as the tool lowered the amount of time necessary for coding.
4.5 Other Applications
e VCode framework has additional applications outside of the HCI and Behavioral Science research
communities. In many clinical settings (e.g. speech pathology), practitioners record their sessions
with a subject, and post-hock analysis of the video to assess subject”s progress. Many of the same
features provided in VCode can facilitate analysis of clinical sessions, providing therapists with a
quick, reviewable and accurate tool for documenting progress and behavior. Further, the ability to
export data allows clinicians to graph progress made, and be able to show the client (or guardian) the
beneficial effects of treatment.
4.6 Summary and Future Improvements
Video annotation tools can be valuable to researchers by enhancing the annotation process through
increased reliability, repeatability, and workflow optimizations. However, many existing solutions
do not fully address all the needs of researchers and coders; effective representation of data on a
timeline, efficient and robust interaction techniques with video and data, and support for the full video
annotation workflow. Our research has provided many contributions in addressing these weak points.
We create a set of design requirements based on existing literature and annotation techniques, inter-
views with experienced coders, and discussions with researchers inmultiple disciplines. Based on these
investigations, we implemented a system, VCode and VData, that largely satisfies the requirements we
outlined.ese systems were then used in SIP, and coders were interviewed concurrent with and aer
using the soware, and their reactions were solicited. Our model demonstrates how video annotation
soware, for many disciplines, can be enhanced to meet the needs of both researchers and coders.
As of the date of this thesis, , downloads of the VCode soware package frommultiple universities
and countries around the world. Of note, the VCode package has been used at Departments of
Computer Science, Human Computer Interaction, Psychology, Cognitive Science, Neuroscience,
Education, Information Systems Engineering, Design Research, and Library & Information Science.

From the reaction of the coders, as well as our own assessment of VCode and VData, we have many
directions of possible future work. One avenue is creating a database or networked system in order to
facilitate remote access to content, and management of coding objects and assignments for individual
coders. It is foreseeable that the system could be extended to a tool to prepare coding files; assist in
dividing up raw footage, syncing data to video en masse, and other automation hooks. is could
leverage some of the other existing work in automatic video segmentation. Lastly, we hope to address
some of the concerns of our coders, including creating a richer set of data visualizations.
With such a tool sets available to researchers, more complex sets of variables are available to research
to code.e follow chapter details the development of a new coding system that leverages many of
the features of VCode and VData.is new coding guide allows researchers to assess the impact of




Work conducted in HCI to date has explored diagnosis (Kientz et al., ), play (Michaud and
eberge-Turmel, ; Pares et al., ), audio perception (Russo et al., ), and interpersonal
skills for high functioning children with ASD (Tartaro, ). Although this work is greatly beneficial,
the potential of technology to facilitate vocal development in lower-functioning children with ASD has
received little attention. As a result, there is little work in the HCI domain that provides a model for
how to quantitatively assess the impact of an intervention to encourage speech with low-functioning
children with ASD using HCI. It is essential, that whenever assessing a novel design approach, to have
tools and methodologies (in the case of this research, in particular, and for assistive technologies, in
general) to document that design and those techniques, so that the value of the novel approach can be
evaluated and compared to the state of the art.
We propose A (pronounced A-Cubed) or Annotation for ASDAnalysis to quantitatively assess a set of
dependent variables identified through the digital video annotation process.rough the application
of A in this research context, we demonstrate the inter-rater reliability of the annotations, as well as
directions for its improvement. Because we are required to rely entirely on subject behavior, rather
than on feedback provided by subjects (due to the nature of ASD), the creation of such an assessment
tool as A is critical for evaluation of technology used by the ASD community.e contribution of this
chapter is in the demonstration of a new coding system grounded in theory from multiple domains
and demonstration of its reliability when applied in the context of SIP, an experimental study.
When working with non-verbal subjects (those who do not use language to communicate) interacting
with a computer-based intervention system, one wonders how to assess their behavior in relation to
the computer system (e.g. “how does a computer system increase speech-like vocalizations or turn
taking?” or “are subjects engaged with the visual and/or auditory aspects of a computer system?”).
Unlike traditional HCI experiments, this subject pool cannot engage in talk/think-aloud protocol,
Some research, content, and text from this Chapter is reproduced from (Hailpern et al., ; Hailpern et al., c; Hailpern,
)
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answer a questionnaire, or have a meaningful discussion on the merits of the technology. Traditional
psychometric assessments and standard HCI task-based studies do not easily apply to this group of
subjects. As a result, researchers are forced to rely upon analysis of the subjects’ behavior to assess their
interaction, engagement, and reaction to computer-based interventions. Since no formal parent report
or normative tools are currently available to directly assess a child’s vocal response during computer
interaction, we focused our methods on direct observation. However, this raises additional questions
such as what behaviors should be considered, how to sample, and thereby, how to assess behavior.
is chapter illustrates how theory from multiple disciplines can be brought together to create a set of
dependent variables for use in video annotation, which can be used to assess the interaction between
non-verbal subjects and computer-based interventions.is coding guideline called A (pronounced
A-Cubed), or Annotation for ASD Analysis is the primary contribution of this research. A examines
the interactions of non-verbal subjects with computer feedback in terms of engagement and attention,
specifically focusing on speech-like vocal behavior.is chapter presents the full coding guideline
and justification grounded in existing literature. By basing each variable on pre-existing work, we
leverage the large body of literature that already establishes the usefulness and application of each
variable. Further, A is demonstrated in an experimental context through agreement analysis of over
 minutes of experimental video footage.
In addition to the creation of A and reliability demonstration in an experimental context, we examine
the existing body of literature and the current state of computer vision and voice detection. We
apply state-of-the-art capabilities of computer technology to the A guideline/annotation process
and detail how, and to what degree, the process may be automated. is analysis is grounded in
the technology capabilities of today, rather than what computer automation may be capable of in
the future.ese solutions may be integrated into the annotation process, reducing the burden on
coders and researchers. Because A is based on diverse literature from a wide span of disciplines, the
applications to non-verbal subjects interacting with computer-based systems are far reaching.is
chapter concludes by discussing how, and where, the A guideline may be used.
ough this work is situated in an experimental context studying Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD),
the application reaches beyond this population. A can be utilized in diversemethodologies (e.g., single
subject and group design, short term and longitudinal studies) examining a wide range of populations
including individuals with limited speech output (e.g., verbal apraxia and selective mutism) and across
multiple domains (e.g., HCI, behavioral science, and clinical practice). As researchers, it is incumbent
upon us not only to construct tools, but also to reliably test and measure the performance of our
solutions. It should be noted that A was not designed to, or has been tested to, be used as a tool for

diagnosing autism, or performing general behavioral assessment. A provides an operationalized
system, grounded in existing literature from multiple disciplines, for quantitatively assessing the
behavior of non-verbal subjects interacting with computer-based interventions. Investigators and
clinicians are encouraged to adopt its use to their own purposes as guided by their own knowledge
of best practice. Because A focuses on vocalization and interaction of non-verbal participants with
computers, we believe that the coding guidelines outlined in this chapter can be applied to many
populations, experimental designs, and contexts.
5.1 Experimental Context
is chapter is situated, and demonstrated, in the SIP experiment that lasted over a -month period
described in Chapter : Spoken Impact Project (SIP), which focused on children with Autistic
Spectrum Disorder (ASD). ASD is a developmental disorder exemplified by delays in empathy, basic
social interaction, communication, and language use/acquisition. As the name connotes, it is not a
monotonic diagnosis, but rather a spectrum with ranges in severity and symptom presentation.e
focus of this research was to examine the effect of computer-generated feedback on the behaviors of
five non-verbal children with ASD.e feedback generated (audio and visual) was directly based on
the individual participant’s vocalizations.e interaction of each participant was assessed in terms of
his or her engagement with the computer/feedback, attention, and vocal behavior.
e five participants were exposed to a variety of computer-based feedback systems over six sessions
that were spaced approximately one week apart. Sessions lasted about  minutes, and consisted
of eight trials, each about two minutes in length. With parental consent, sessions were video taped,
totaling over , minutes of video footage for data collection.e experimental context focused
on non-verbal low-functioning individuals with ASD who varied in age (- years), but could all be
characterized at the prelinguistic stage in terms of intentional communication.
5.2 Existing Literature
At the outset of the original experiment, researchers reviewed existing literature across multiple
disciplines in HCI and Behavioral Sciences. Researchers concluded that no one source provided a
set of dependent variables for observation of engagement and vocalization of non-verbal subjects in
computer-based intervention contexts. Although the literature has established methods for coding the

behaviors of non-verbal subjects, no system has been designed for explicitly examining the interactions
between non-verbal subjects and computer-based intervention. We present a brief summary of existing
literature pertaining to children with ASD, and non-verbal subjects. Specific related work is cited in
Section 5.2. to provide justification for each variable and Section 5.7 in order to assess the current
ability to automate video/audio annotation.
5.2. General Overview of Direct Observation of Behavior
For many researchers, and many domains, direct observation has been the primary mode of data
collection. Before the advent of video systems and digital technology, direct observation was conduced
through hand written ethnographies, descriptions and hand sketches of observed behaviors by psychol-
ogists who explored man’s individual and social behavior, and reports by anthropologists examining
the behavior of societies (Bijou et al., ; Clifford et al., ). As technology has progressed, applica-
tions of these same principles have been applied to new domains (Human Factors, Computer Science,
CSCW). In addition, the process of gathering observational data has become more operationalized.
With celluloid and now digital video, re-watchable sessions can now be annotated and linked with
specific behaviors.is allows researchers to quickly refer back to the actual events, rather than rely
exclusively on notes and memory (Lee, ; Retherford et al., ; Rosenblum et al., ). To reflect
the broad spectrum of disciplines that use video annotation and the study of behavior, many guides
and sets of variables have been created. We briefly discuss here the approach of behavioral scientists
and researchers in human computer interaction.
5.2. Behavioral Sciences
Researchers in the behavioral sciences have studied behavior from a broad range of perspectives:
including both diagnostic and therapeutic. Even within different applications, the focus on behavioral
observation is quite varied. Some researchers has examined aspects of speech and/or sound production
(Koegel et al., ; Wetherby et al., ; Woods and Wetherby, ; Owens, ), while others
have focused on interaction (with and without researcher/clinician being physically present) (Baskett,
; Wetherby et al., ). Diagnosis via observation (Lord et al., ) and communication skill
acquisition (Prizant et al., ; Sheinkopf et al., ) have also been examined.
ere is an interesting parallel between subjects in infant research and older non-verbal subjects in that
both populations are non-verbal. In some respects, they present similar levels of verbal competence,

and consequently similar coding challenges. Although our work has a different purpose and is
examined in a different context, it shares many of the same critical aspects of behavioral assessment as
that of infant research (Segal et al., ; Hayne et al., ; Luo and Baillargeon, ).
Regardless of the specific population, studying the behavior of nonverbal subjects requires a reliable
coding system that oen is not published. Consequently, investigators in such areas are oen forced to
“reinvent the wheel.”
5.2. HCI Research
Computer Scientists, particularly in HCI, and Social Scientists have developed a broad set of coding
guidelines for a large array of tasks (Whyte, ; Suchman, ). However, few of these focus on
the evaluation of subjects who are non-communicative. Even fewer address those subjects with ASD.
Guidelines exist that have dealt with higher functioning subjects (Piper et al., ; Cassell et al., ;
Gillette et al., ; Tartaro and Cassell, ) and most, gathered data through subjective (qualitative)
observation (Kerr et al., ; Michaud andeberge-Turmel, ; Pares et al., ).
Although the literature in the HCI and Social Science disciplines is comprehensive and examples of
coding guidelines are robust, an established quantitative coding system that addresses the behavior of
non-verbal subjects and interventions using computer systems that provide auditory and/or visual
feedback does not exist.is chapter addresses this gap by detailing the construction of A coding
guideline and the reliability of the variables in an experimental research setting.
5.3 A Coding Guidelines Development Process
From existing areas of research, we drew the most relevant and salient dependent variables in relation
to vocalization and engagement to help quantify the interaction of non-verbal subjects and computer-
based intervention systems. By drawing theory and experimental findings from  sources spanning five
disciplines (Special Education, Speech and Hearing Science, Infant Research, Diagnostic Observation,
and HCI), we built upon the research of others and grounded our guidelines in the bodies of literature
across multiple areas of science.is resulted in a set of  momentary metrics and four durational
measures, which totaled  dependent variables for analyzing the behavior of non-verbal subjects,
which we termed “A”.e name A references the original purpose of studying ASD behavior with
computer intervention, though the application of this system is far broader.

To facilitate the refinement and reliability of the variable definitions, four coders were employed
to annotate video from the experimental context. All coders were from the Department of Speech
and Hearing Science at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.e first two coders were
undergraduate seniors, while the second two were graduates of the undergraduate program (one was
pursuing a master’s degree in Speech and Hearing Science). All video coders had class experience in
phonetic transcription and three of the four had worked as coders on relevant research projects.
5.3. Process of Refinement
Beginning in October , researchers began a seven-week iterative design cycle in which the defini-
tions of the  metrics for examining behavior were refined. Each week, two coders reviewed the same
video from the experimental context and annotated all  variables based on the current definitions
using the video annotation system VCode(Chapter ). At the end of each week, coders met with
researchers and an examination of agreement was performed using VData (Chapter ). Discussion of
discrepancies resulted in modifications to the variables’s descriptions. Each successive week, data were
coded in light of the new definitions.
At the conclusion of the seven weeks, two additional coders were recruited due to a change in the
availability of the original coders.ough this required training to begin again, the addition of two
fresh perspectives ensured that any assumptions about variable definitions made by the first pair of
coders (this potential confound is referred to as observer dri — see (Kazdin, )) were revealed
and explicitly noted in the guidelines through several weeks of training/guideline-refinement.
is process continued until a point-by-point inter-rater agreement level (Kazdin, ) of  was
reached across all variables in one session. Although an agreement level of  is considered acceptable
(Kazdin, ), we wanted to ensure that the construction of variable definitions was “above” standard.
We used a point-by-point agreement calculation with a tolerance of one second (i.e., two events were
said to agree if the secondary coder’s mark was within . seconds on either side of the primary coder’s
mark) for calculation of agreement. See Section 5.6 for a more detailed discussion of agreement
calculations employed in this research.
5.3. Video Annotation Soware
To facilitate the video annotation process, many digital tools have been developed (Burr, ; Noldus,
; Salt Soware LLC, ; Kipp, ), all of which can be used in conjunction with A. With the

onset of these digital systems, soware designers can enhance them to aid in the coding process. For
our own research, we created a tool called VCode (Figure .) which was presented in Chapter .
VCode was designed to ease the burden on coders, specifically related to coding schemes such as A.
Many of the features of VCode and VData are essential to the construction and use of A. Specifically,
the two modes of interval playback allow for two levels of video analysis; coarse (Interval Playback)
and fine (Continuous Interval Playback). Both of these modes have been described in the behavioral
observation literature — see (Alberto and Troutman, ).
5.4 A Variables
e following section is a detailed description of the dependent variables examined in the A coding
guideline. ese descriptions focus on the rationale for each variable and the major choices made
when constructing the variable definitions.e actual guide (with the specific topographical, physical,
or behavioral features for annotation) is presented in Appendix A. In general, we can divide our
dependent variables into measures of (a) engagement and (b) vocal behavior of the subject. We
begin by highlighting the engagement variables, because engagement is oen viewed as a prerequisite
to learning and communicative exchange. We follow with a review of the variables based on child
vocalization.
Before reviewing the individual variables, it should be noted that one variable, Phonetic Transcription
(or marking the phonemes uttered by subjects), was dropped early in the analysis process due to
coder feedback. Coders stated that because of poor audio quality and extremely poor articulation by
subjects, accurate and reliable phonetic transcription would not be possible. It should also be noted
that here we present only justification for each variable, and refer the reader to Appendix A for variable
descriptions.
5.4. Engagement Variables
With the exception of the metric Time In Chair (Section 5.4..), which was gathered with standard
playback, all these metrics were gathered with the Continuous Interval Playback Mode set to three
seconds.is mode is ideal for variables that are not discrete (i.e., difficult to specify their exact starting
or ending point, or exact duration).

5.4.. Smiling
e variable Smiling was chosen because it is typically associated with pleasure or enjoyment (Field
et al., ). Although the source of the smile could not always be determined, we hypothesized that a
higher rate of smiles would reflect conditions that were generally more enjoyable to the subject.
5.4.. No Face
e No Face variable was used to identify three-second intervals when the child’s face could not be
seen, and no coding determination could be made as to whether or not a smile occurred.is variable
was identified because of a concern that surfaced during the coding process: coders found that when
they summarized the data, they had difficulty discerning intervals when no smiles had occurred from
those they were unable to code. Although its accuracy is reported, this variable was not directly used
in the analysis. Rather its agreement was useful for demonstrating that coders were “on the same page,”
and allowed agreement calculations for Smiling, which is dependent upon being able to see the face.
e absence of both Smiling and No Face marks are an indication that the child was not smiling.
5.4.. Oriented at Screen
In order to assess visual attention to content, we created an “orientation arc” for the evaluation of the
child’s gaze. See (Baskett, ; Field et al., ) for others who opertaionalized this procedure. If gaze
was directed within this arc within the -second interval, the subject was considered to be Oriented at
Screen.e arc’s width ( ą) was used to accommodate the behavior in which children with ASD use
peripheral vision as primary visual input (Howlin, ). See Appendix A for illustration/diagram of
the arc.
5.4.. Auditory Focus
Much like Oriented to Screen, the Auditory Focus variable was used to assess auditory attention.
Unlike visual attention, which has a more observable physical indicator, auditory attention must be
observed indirectly. Auditory Focus was observed via changes in subject proximity to (moving closer)
and physical contact with the speaker which is a possible surrogate for inferring interest in computer
audio. In addition, Auditory Focus was also annotated if the subject oriented to the screen/speaker
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Figure 5.1: Child Sound Decision Hierarchy
5.4.. Time in Chair
To assess the willingness to attend to computer stimuli, we coded the duration a child would spend
in his/her chair (Sajwaj et al., ; Lovaas, ). We hypothesized that increased time sitting was a
proxy for engagement with the computer.
5.4. Verbal Variables
Verbal metrics were collected to examine vocalizations during the experimental and control conditions.
Coding of vocalizations was facilitated through use of a decision tree, which is incorporated in the
full coding guide (Appendix A). Figure . presents the child sound decision tree in isolation as a
hierarchical set. From this perspective, researchers can better understand the relationships between
different variables. With the exception of Turn Taking (Section 5.4..), the following sub-sections are
presented hierarchically at decision points in the tree rather than one for each variable.ese variables
were assessed with Standard Playback. It should be noted that we present only justification for each
variable, and refer the reader to Appendix A for variable descriptions.
5.4.. Child’s Sound (Speech vs. Non-Speech)
emost basic question coders had to address was whether or not a soundwas considered “speech-like.”
Specifically, we define a Speech-Like sound as one that could be phonetically transcribed.is decision
point attempts to screen sounds that have the potential to lead to conventional speech and those that
may be related to ticks, breathing, self-stimulatory behavior, or other forms of expression that are not
used in speech production (laughing, screaming, etc) (Woods and Wetherby, ).

5.4.. Non-Speech Sounds (Laugher vs. other)
ough the range of Non-Speech Vocalizations is large, we asked coders to distinguish Laughter as
another means to examine children’s pleasure and engagement during the activity (Gena et al., ).
(We realize that this requires an inference that may not be accurate for many children with ASD.) In
addition, we wanted to differentiate Laughter from vocal self-stimulatory behaviors. Compared to
other children with developmental delays, those with ASD tend to produce more non-speech sounds
(Sheinkopf et al., ). By annotating Non-Speech Vocalizations, we also hoped to examine the
impact of the external stimuli on their non-speech vocalization and in comparison to their Speech-Like
Vocalization.
5.4.. Speech-Like Sounds (Imitative vs. Spontaneous)
A critical distinction made in studying the communicative behavior of children with special needs
is between sound production that is Imitative (repeating a sound previously heard) or Spontaneous
(without an immediate model) (Halle, ). Using this distinction, we hoped to explore the na-
ture of speech-like sounds produced and if there is a direct relationship between what is prompted
(human/computer) and what is vocalized.
5.4.. Imitative Sounds (Immediate vs Delayed)
To explore the imitative sounds produced by subjects, we divided them into those which occur
immediately aer a source (within five seconds) and those that occur aer a more prolonged time
(Prizant et al., ).is distinction is particularly relevant for children with autism due to echolalic
tendencies (Rapin and Dunn, ).eory suggests that words/sounds in delayed imitation are stored
outside of the subject’s short-term or working memory (Gathercole and Baddeley, ; Bradford-Heit
and Dodd, ).
5.4.. Spontaneous Sounds (Orientation to Screen)
While imitative sounds are, by definition, based on audio stimuli, we wanted to delve deeper into
spontaneous sounds, and their relationship to screen orientation. Eye gaze is indicative of engagement.
When paired with vocalization, it is a key communicative development (e.g., (Baskett, ; Wetherby
et al., )). For each spontaneous sound produced, we explored whether or not that sound was made

while oriented to the screen.is allowed us to examine the direct relationship between spontaneous
sound production and orientation.
5.4.. Spontaneous Sounds (Immediate vs. Delayed)
Much like imitative sounds, we wanted to understand if there was any correlation between sponta-
neous sound production and auditory stimuli. To explore this relationship, we asked coders to mark
spontaneous sounds that were made within five seconds (immediate) of a source sound, and those
made aer a longer period of time (delayed).
5.4.. Turn Taking
An important skill in oral communication is that of turn taking, or waiting for others to finish their
utterance before vocalizing (Wetherby et al., ; Owens, ). With all speech-like sounds, we
asked coders to determine if the subject waited for the source (be it a researcher or computer-generated
sound) to “finish” their sound production. In other words, did the child wait for his/her turn to talk
(or not interrupt).
5.4. Other Metrics
Previous sections dealt with variables related to Engagement and Verbal Behavior. Two non-verbal
engagement variables useful in analyzing subject behavior are presented here.
5.4.. BIGmack Switch
e BIGmackł Switch (AbleNet, ) is an assistive technology device that plays a pre-recorded
sound for individuals with speech and language delays (Reichle et al., ). With one subject, who
was suspected of having limited motor control of his vocalizations, this device was used to simplify
the task of producing sounds.
5.4.. Non-Child Audio
ese data points served two purposes. Primarily, they were collected to help clean data logged on the
computer by marking sounds (other than those made by the child) in the video that interfered with

automatic data gathering. A second purpose was to familiarize coders with the video they were about
to watch without forcing them to annotate a very complex variable. Because Non-Child Audio was
coded as a first pass, by itself, coders were required to watch the entire video once, before examining
more specific details.
5.5 A’s Four Pass System
e actual annotation process was divided into four passes, each of which asked coders to focus on a
specific category of dependent variables while they watched a video in its entirety. Since many of the
different variables required different view modes, this pass breakdown not only aided the examination
of the data, but also was optimal for the annotation process.e specific variables for each pass can be
seen in Appendix A.
5.5. Pass  – Data Cleaning
In addition to providing visual and audio information to subjects, computers have the ability to
perform real-time analysis of audio (from a microphone) and visual (from an attached camera) data.
To draw corollaries between changes in the state of the computer system and the behavior of subjects,
HCI systems oen log a robust set of data.ough these data can be rich and useful in behavior and
interaction analysis, this data set can oen be muddied by non-valid audio data (audio input that came
from non-subject sources). In other words, sound from a researcher, an object falling, or the subject
hitting the computer/table can appear in the logged data.e first pass focuses on reducing the “noise”
from the audio data to help filter the logged information.
5.5. Pass  – Attentiveness and Engagement
e second pass is a collection of variables that can be used to assess the engagement, response, and
interaction of the subject during presentation of the computer’s audio and visual feedback.e data
are collected using a Continuous Interval Playback.

Variable  Agreement
Non Child Audio .
Duration: Non child audio .
Smiling .
No Face .




Non Speech Vocalization .
Speech-like Vocalization .
Duration: Speech like vocalization .
Turn taking .
Immediate + Screen + Spontaneous .
Delayed + Screen + Spontaneous .
Immediate + Spontaneous .
Delayed + Spontaneous .
Delayed Imitation None Recorded
Immediate Imitation .
Time in Chair .
Duration: Time in Chair .
BIGMack Switch .
Table 5.1: Point-by Point Percent Agreement
5.5. Pass  – Vocalization Analysis
e heart of the A coding guidelines is a detailed analysis of the subject’s vocalizations, specifically
focusing on those that are considered to be “speech like,” or have the potential for contributing to
meaningful speech.
5.5. Pass  – Time in Chair
e fourth pass examines the time a subject spends in the chair.ough not all subjects with develop-
mental disorders are willing to sit for an extended amount of time, analysis of this behavior can be






Table 5.2: Combined data from the four spontaneous speech-like vocalization variables
5.6 A Reliability & Efficacy
By situating the creation of A in an experimental context (Chapter : Spoken Impact Project (SIP)),
researchers were able to utilize the collected video data to test reliability and efficacy of the A system.
During data collection using VCode, coders were asked to annotate all  variables. Of the  trials,
 were checked for reliability (  minutes of video footage). Not all trials were equal in length,
nor did all variables occur equally in all sessions. As a result, we examined agreement values across
randomly sampled sessions. We present reliability calculations, coder’s feedback, and a demonstration
of efficacy of A in the experimental setting.
5.6. Point-by-Point Agreement
Using point-by-point agreement method (Kazdin, ), overall agreement between coders across all
variables was . Agreement was defined using a conservative tolerance of one second (two events
were said to agree if secondary coder’s mark was within . seconds on either side of primary coder’s
mark). Percent agreements are presented in Table .. Five variables had an agreement above , 
above , and  were above . However, five variables fell below the  benchmark for reliable
data collection.e sub-sections of 5.6. below address these discrepancies.
5.6.. Robustness of Agreement Calculations
To observe how agreement would change with an increase in the timing tolerance, we increased timing
tolerance from . to . seconds at . second intervals. Surprisingly, the number of matched points
changed only when the tolerance was increased to . seconds (observers’ marks were said to agree if
the secondary mark was within . seconds on either side of the primary coder’s mark). Of the few
variables whose reliability increased, the change resulted in a gain of at most ..is suggests that
the coders were likely accurate in the placement of their marks. Moreover, we can surmise that if there
were a lack of agreement in the data, it was likely due to a disagreement of what was coded and not




Oriented at Screen .
No-Face .
Smiles vs. No Smiles .
Table 5.3: Kappa Statistic for variables coded using interval playback (set to  seconds)
5.6. Discussion of Variables with Low Agreement Scores
5.6.. Laughter
e variable with lower inter-rater agreement values is Laughter, with an agreement of .. However,
upon further inspection, we noticed that it also had a low frequency of occurrence. Lower levels of
agreement are oen achieved on low-rate behaviors because there are fewer opportunities to observe
the target variable (Birkimer and Brown, ).
Coders also mentioned difficulty in distinguishing Laughter from Speech-Like Vocalizations and
Non-Speech Vocalizations. Oen coders found that vocalizations may have been laughter-like, but
matching positive affect with the vocalization was difficult. Perhaps this difficulty is exacerbated
by the differences in affect expression that characterizes ASD (Wetherby et al., ). Despite this
characteristic, reliability of Laughter may be improved through increased microphone quality. An
explicit plan to strengthen the reliability should be considered.
5.6.. Spontaneous Speech-Like Vocalizations
e sub-divisions within Spontaneous Speech-Like Vocalizations (with and without orientation at
screen and delayed vs. immediate) also resulted in low agreement between coders (. to .
with a mean of .). To explore the effect of sub-division on reliability, we combined data across
variables (Table .). To combine two variables, we treated all marks for both variables the same and
re-calculated agreement.is analysis can suggest at what level of granularity (distinction between
variations of a variable) these variables can be reliably coded. When we eliminated the distinction
between sounds made while the subject looked at the screen versus those made when looking away,
reliability improved to . It appears that such small distinctions may have been too fine-grained
to code accurately unless multiple camera angels are available. Otherwise, we recommend only
differentiating Immediate and Delayed Spontaneous Speech.

Upon further examination of the Spontaneous Speech-Like data, we discovered the potential for
double-counting disagreements. Every Speech-Like Vocalization was coded as either Spontaneous or
Imitative. However, every disagreement in Speech-Like Vocalization is a guaranteed disagreement
for the Spontaneous/Imitative distinction.us, our lower agreement values may have been a direct
result of “double counting.”
From this analysis, we believe that the best approach for implementation of A is to code all levels of
Spontaneous Speech-Like Vocalization that are of theoretical interest, and consider the possibility that
distinctions between Immediate and Delayed Imitations may need to be collapsed to achieve reliability.
To analyze the effects of screen attention and vocalization, we suggest performing a post-hoc analysis
between Oriented at Screen and Speech-Like Vocalization. Although this may not link each specific
vocalization to the visual display, a trend should be apparent and extrapolation should be possible.
5.6.. Non-Child Audio
e second variable that had less than  agreement wasNon-Child Audio. One plausible explanation
for the poor agreement in this variable may be due to the poor quality of the audio recording. Some
coders were better able to hear quieter sounds and, thus, would mark them, while other coders could
not hear these sounds and they would escape notation. As a result, there was a discrepancy between
the coders. We propose an audio “threshold” be set to differentiate between sounds to code and sounds
not to code through the use of a low-pass filter. With the addition of a low-pass filter (either to be
employed by the computer or presented as a visualization inline with the coding timeline), we believe
we can surpass the  agreement level as recommended by Kazdin (Kazdin, ).
5.6. Kappa Statistics
Most variables were coded on an infinite timeline. In other words, marks could be placed at almost
any location during the duration of the video. As a result, the probability of a chance agreement
was extremely low, and thus reduced the need and applicability of Cohen’s Kappa (Kazdin, ).
However, for the variables collected using the Continuous Interval Playback, we calculated Kappa
analysis because the video was annotated in discrete, binary segments (set to  seconds) of required
observations, and thus subject to chance observation.
e Kappa statistics calculated from the data suggest a high level of agreement (Table .). Kappas
ranged from . (Good) to . (Very Good). Our interpretation of agreement follows from that of

Altman and Byrt (Altman, ; Byrt, ).ese findings add further support to the findings of the
point-by-point agreement analysis.
For Smiling and No Face calculations, we used a -tier evaluation metric similar to that used by Reid
et al. (Reid et al., ).e first Kappa accounts for the level of observer agreement on whether they
could make a judgment about a subject’s smiles (could they see the subject’s face – No Face). We then
eliminated all of the intervals in which either coder marked No Face implying that they could not
assess whether the subject was or was not smiling because the assessment of agreement on Smiling
depended on both observers being able to see the subject’s face.e intervals, in which both observers
coded the subject as either smiling or not, were examined for agreement. In other words, coding of
smiles depended upon both observers agreeing that they could see the subject’s face.
5.6. Efficacy of A in Experimental Context
In Chapter : Spoken Impact Project (SIP), we performed an analysis of the experimental context
using the A coding guidelines.is chapter examined the impact of different forms and modalities
of computer generated feedback on the Spontaneous Speech-Like Vocalizations of five non-verbal
participants with ASD. Results demonstrated statistically significant effects of different feedback
systems on the subject’s vocalization and highlighted their individualized preferences. Most notably,
analyses using the A coding guidelines revealed statistically significant differences in vocalization
rate based on the modality of the feedback with three children producing more Spontaneous Speech-
Like Vocalizations in the presence of audio feedback, and one child responding more consistently to
visual feedback. One child’s Spontaneous Speech-Like Vocalization rate was unaffected by the type
of feedback systems. One of the three children who responded significantly in the presence of audio
feedback also demonstrated a statistically significant response to conditions with both audio and
visual feedback.ese results illustrate the capacity of the A coding guidelines to quantitatively assess
vocalization, but they also support qualitative observations made by researchers.
During the experimental period, researchers made qualitative observations of participants’ behavior,
their engagement, and which forms/modalities of feedback produced better responses. Upon analysis
of the variables collected using A, statistical findings mirrored most qualitative observations made
by researchers. is suggest that the A coding guidelines can quantitatively capture qualitatively
observed behaviors.
is investigation supported the effectiveness of A for quantitatively assessing vocal behaviors in
nonverbal participants (see Chapters ,  and ). Currently, we are expanding our data analysis in the

experimental context to further assess the impact of computer-based feedback systems on measures of
engagement, as well as the differential impact on speech-like versus non-speech vocalizations in the
same participants.
5.6. Coder Feedback
By the last video, coders spent approximately  minutes to annotate one minute of video footage.
is represents a significant decrease from the initial  minutes per one minute of video footage (self
reported by coders). Coders felt that the majority of their time was spent on the third pass of the
annotation system, due to the complexity and scrutiny required to differentiate among different types
of vocalization.is difficulty was exacerbated due to the poor articulation of the the population used
in the experimental context and the poor quality of the video camera’s microphone. Improvement of
microphone quality could help improve accurate labeling of the vocalizations.
In further discussion, coders mentioned some confusion over the No Face variable, specifically in the
boundary condition when the child has part of his or her face covered. Feedback from coders included
specific requests for a more explicit definition of the features that must be seen to justify annotating
No Face. For future experiments, we propose specifying features of the face (e.g., lips, cheeks) that
most clearly provide access to determination of subject: re affect.
5.7 Automation and A
Although coding time was reduced from a self-reported  minutes/ minute of video to  min-
utes/minute of video, coding remains time consuming. For researchers, this impacts the time required
to gather data, as well as delays data analysis and the ability to progress in the research itself. Likewise,
clinicians need to reduce time demands in order to provide clinical utility (Perlman, ). As VCode
was developed to assist in the coding process, further computerized systems can be developed to
reduce the burden on coders and the time required to annotate a video. Specifically, through the
use of computer automation, the task of coders may be substantially reduced if not eliminated.e
addition of computer-based automation has the potential to not only increase the speed at which
video-annotation can be accomplished, but also to improve the quality of the data gathered for the
experimental evaluation (Burr, ).

is section details how automation, applied to A could be used to enhance the collection of data. In
order to uncover ways the technology could be used to automate the coding process, we examined the
existing body of literature and the current state of computer vision and voice recognition soware. By
examining what technology is capable of today, we are able to assess the degree to which computers
could be used by coders and researchers to augment the video annotation process. While research is
continuing to make strides in computer vision and speech recognition, we focus our discussion on the
state-of-the-art and what can be implemented today, rather than on where technology may be in the
future.
5.7. Degrees of Automation
With such a complex set of variables and behaviors incorporated in the A guideline, the varying
forms of assistance technology can provide are prodigious. We therefore break down each form of
technological assistance into one of four categories:
REPLACEMENT:When a coder can be replaced entirely by an automated process for collection of a
specific variable.is requires the automated system to have a low rate of false positives and low rate
of false negatives. By using a Replacement system, coders need not manually annotate a video for a
specific behavior.is form of assistance requires technology to achieve nearly the same agreement
as that of a coder.ough this is by far the most demanding on the technological support system, it
does greatly reduce the burden on the coder and speeds up time to annotate. For this automation,
incorporation with the existing coding practices is not required. Rather, researchers can omit manual
annotation of the specific variable.
REVIEW:When a coder is only needed to double check data annotated by an automated process.is
requires the automated system to have a low rate of false negatives and a moderate to low rate of false
positives. Systems that use the Reviewmodel relatively accuratelymark when a specific behavior occurs
in a video. However, due to a modest rate of false positives, a coder must check over each annotation
to assess its validity. is substantially reduces time required to annotate, because coders are not
required to watch a video in its entirety. Rather, they jump from mark to mark. Low false negatives are
a requirement, in that, coders will not be watching non-marked footage. Hence, missed behavior will
not be marked. For this automation, incorporation with existing practices can be achieved by creating
annotations that exist in the coding environment (e.g., as actual marks on a timeline) or as a secondary
display of information (e.g., as in the graphical data shown on along side the annotation timeline).

QUICK INDEX:When the automated process can help guide coders where to “look” for a behavior,
but not provide actual annotations for use in data collection.is requires the automated system to
have a low rate of false negatives and can accommodate a high rate of false positives. Quick Index
automated systems point out time spans of interest to coders, allowing them to skip areas of inactivity.
By maintaining a low rate of false negatives, coders can be assured that the area they are skipping is of
little or no value to the current variable.ese Quick Index systems can be used when a computer can
detect that “something” is occurring, but are unable to identify or categorize the exact behavior that is
being demonstrated. For this automation, incorporation with existing practices can be achieved by
creating a video stream whose colors change to alert coders that a certain condition is occurring (e.g.,
as a secondary video stream) or as a secondary display of information (e.g., as a graphical data shown
along side the annotation timeline).
MANUAL:When the automation process has a high rate of false positives and a high rate of false
negatives, coders must annotate without any assistance. Manual annotations require time and the full
concentration of a coder. While these forms of annotations are time demanding, with proper training
and regular agreement checks, the accuracy of these annotations (as demonstrated in this chapter)
can be reliably used for data collection.
5.7. Variable by Variable Automation
is section presents an analysis of each variable and to what degree current technology can facilitate
automated annotation. Based on this analysis of existing technology, researchers can design systems to
automate their own use of the A annotation guidelines, thereby improving accuracy while reducing
coding time. Further, researchers can augment existing open source video annotation soware, such
as VCode (Chapter ), to incorporate these forms of automatic video annotation. We break down the
variables at key decision points paralleling Section 5.4. A summary of variables and their degree of
automation is presented in Table . at the end of this section.
5.7.. Engagement Behavior Variables
Behavior detection in video is a growing field of research in areas such as scene based automatic
annotation (Ponceleon and Srinivasan, ; Chen et al., ), automatic event logging (Banerjee
et al., ), and object of focus identification (Bertini et al., ). We focus here on systems related
to A Engagement Variables.

5.7... Smiling Because positive affect is part of the definition of Smiling, detection of emotion
is critical towards automating the process of smile detection. A growing area of HCI research has
been focusing on bringing emotion and emotion detection into day-to-day computing (Crane et al.,
). Within this subset of work, emotion detection has been a critical component (Zacks et al.,
; El Kaliouby and Robinson, ; Wang et al., ; Zeng et al., ). In traditional HCI, this
detection can be used to adapt computer systems to respond more appropriately to human reaction
(Setlur and Gooch, ). In addition, a growing set of work in facial feature detection has been
focused on disability research (Kaliouby and Teeters, ; Madsen et al., ). Other researchers
have examined detection of emotion/arousal with other non-video metrics (Chang and Ma, ;
Jones and Troen, ).is work, combined with research on automatic smile detection (Valstar
et al., ; Valstar et al., ) can provide a Review based automation system. With poorer accuracy,
these techniques could still provide a time saving gain of a Quick Index system, simply by identifying
“happy” emotional points.
5.7... No Face Research on face detection has long been a major focus of computer vision
systems (Zhao et al., ). Given this robust set of data, computer systems could relatively easily note
moments when no face is visible. However, the definition of No Face only is marked when the face
is occluded enough to prevent analysis of a smile. Work in machine learning (Osadchy et al., )
allows for facial orientation analysis, which could further be used to determine No Face. Working with
research on smile detection (Section 5.7...), systems could conceivably be constructed to determine
when a smile was not present, however, that does not necessarily mean the face was occluded enough.
In conclusion, technology has great potential here, however, current algorithms are not robust enough
to facilitate Replacement or Review systems. At best, a Quick Index system could be constructed to
alert coders to the presence of a face, and thus require coders to mark when a No Face truly occurred.
5.7... Oriented at Screen In addition to using face detection techniques (Zhao et al., ),
eye-tracking technology (Jacob, ) can be used to assess when subjects are looking at a screen (Wang
et al., ). Further, work in machine learning (Osadchy et al., ) can also utilize facial pose and
orientation to determine looking direction. Because A’s guideline examines facial orientation within
an arc, we believe that existing technology can provide a fairly robust Review automation system, for
annotating when subjects are oriented. However, it would still be necessary for coders to review these
marks to reduce the false positive rates and determine when faces detected are not those of the subject.

5.7... Auditory Focus Auditory Focus is a complex relational analysis between audio produced
by the computer and the child’s orientation to the computer. However, these components, when
broken down, can be detected relatively accurately by a computer system. Section 5.7... detailed
the detection of subject orientation to screen.at combined with logging of computer-produced
sound occurrences, can create a Reviewable automation system, requiring coders only to validate the
behavior. For the more mundane physical changes in proximity to an audio speaker or making physical
contact with a speaker, using computer vision becomes increasingly difficult. At best, computer vision
systems can detect motion (Zhao et al., ; Xiao et al., ). Setting a certain degree of motion,
systems could be automated to note locations for Quick Index.
5.7... Time in Chair Time in Chair could be easily determined by a series of pressure sensors,
detecting the presence/absence of the weight of the subject in the chair.e pressure sensors would
have to be calibrated to detect full sitting, but not those when child is not “sitting” (e.g., one leg on
chair and one leg standing), resulting in Automatic automation.
5.7.. Verbal Variables
Voice detection and analysis is a rapidly evolving field of research covering dialogue transcription
(Johnson, ; Salt Soware LLC, ; Studiocode Business Group, ) and Voice-Computer
Interaction (IBM, ; Nuance Communications, ). A large hurdle when identifying and
classifying speech comes from speaker identification (Nishida and Ariki, ; Kwon and Narayanan,
). However, the largest burden still comes from identification of what is being said.ough this
is a robust field of research, it does require a large degree of training data for each subject. Much work
has focused on identifying what is being said for subjects with good diction and vocalization.us it
is unclear how well it would function with non-verbal sound production or vocalization of individuals
with speech impairments. As a result, much of this classification may occur largely Manually. However,
by at least noting when sound does occur (though volume analysis), coders may be able to use Quick
Index from this degree of automation.
5.7... Child’s Sound (Speech vs. Non-Speech vs. Non-Child-Audio) Identifying the differ-
ence between speech and non-speech vocalizations would require a robust speech detection engine to
make this distinction. While much of the existing literature has focused on identifying words and
letters in speech (IBM, ; Nuance Communications, ), very little has been done to examine

those sounds produced that are not speech-like. Even more complex is identification of sounds that are
not speech at all, rather other miscellaneous sounds in the environment. Some more recent research
in the area of speech separation has begun examining and differentiating different sources of sounds
coming from a solo microphone (Bach and Jordan, ; Olsson and Hansen, ). Without further
work, automation is limited to identifying when sound occurs in a video. is identification, of
Quick Index automation, should decrease annotation time. However, the burden of identification and
classification is on the shoulders of coders.
Additional automation can be done to detect the “breaks” between vocalization, and should aid in the
breaking up of vocalizations. However, when there are simultaneous sounds (subject vocalizing while
something is occurring in the room), meaningful (and separate) vocalizations may be linked together
due to background noise.us, this breakup can be helpful, but at most, would provide a Reviewable
automation.
5.7... Non-Speech Sounds (Laugher vs. other) Research on detection of laugher has mainly
focused on audio processing (Melder et al., ). Some new work has added the additional analysis of
vision and audio processing to detect laughter (Petridis and Pantic, ).is new work demonstrates
an precession rating.is vein of research, in concertwith presence of audio and emotion detection
(Section 5.7...), has the potential to act as a Quick Index or possibly a Review system (with suitable
improvement in the technology). Detection of other types of non-speech sounds will probably remain
at a very course level of Quick Index automation, simply based on the presence of audio in a video.
ough this will reduce time required for video analysis by allowing coders to skip over non-relevant
portions of video, current speech recognition systems are not able to differentiate between generic
“non-speech” sounds and those that are Speech-Like.
5.7... Speech-Like Sounds (Imitative vs. Spontaneous) e distinction between Imitative
and Spontaneous can be automated to a small degree though analysis of the phonemes via speech
detection (IBM, ; Nuance Communications, ) and syllable detection (Howitt, ). However,
though this distinction may be somewhat effective, gauging appropriate start/stop of vocalizations
falls under the same accuracy concerns in Section 5.7.... Further, not all sounds come from a
source that can be imitative.us, difficulties with speaker identification (Nishida and Ariki, ;
Kwon and Narayanan, ) are also problematic.e resulting automation, at best, is Quick Index
identification, requiring a heavy degree of analysis, and examination of spaces that are both marked

and non-marked. Until technology better supports a host of concerns outlined here, it is most like a
Manual annotation system.
5.7... Speech-Like Sounds (Immediate vs. Delayed) In general, computers should be able to
differentiate between sounds with a short delay and sounds with a long delay.is can be accomplished
through simple analysis of the presence of sound and the time between sounds. However, there is a
great deal of review necessary due to concerns outlined in the above sections related to relevant sounds
and appropriate division of overlapping sounds. Yet this additional automation should greatly help
coders classify a majority of the sounds.ey will still need to re-listen to each vocalization to ensure
it is divided appropriately.is level of Review automation is quite plausible and easily implemented.
5.7... Vocalization and Orientation to Screen Given the state of facial orientation soware
discussed in Section 5.4.., computer systems could go through a set of annotations made by coders
and mark those vocalizations that were made while oriented at the screen given the A guideline.
Post automation, coders can Review those marks, just to verify the occurrence of the orientation.
Given the rapid improvement of computer vision technology, this degree of automation may become
a Replacement for manual annotation.
5.7... Turn Taking Much like the problems from speaker identification (Nishida and Ariki,
; Kwon and Narayanan, ), work analyzing turn taking requires identification of two sounds
occurring simultaneously. For those experimental set ups that use computer-based audio, a simple
logging systemwould allow for automation between the existence of sound in the video that occur at the
same time that the computer logs generating the sound. However, without better source identification,
the limitation of the automation is a set of Quick Index automated location detection, in which, coders
can review events when there was video sound, and sound in the video.
However, for turn taking conditionswith a human subject, automation is dependent upon technological
advances in speaker identification systems.e main existing solution requires each subject to have a
microphone, and use subtraction to determine overlap. Until the time of accurate and robust systems,
coders must Manually annotate multi-person turn taking.

Variable Automatic Review Quick Index Manual
Non Child Audio #   
Smiling H#   
No Face H#  
Oriented at Screen    
Auditory Focus H#   
Laugh #   
Non Speech Vocalization #   
Speech Like Vocalization H#  
Turn Taking H#   
Immediate vs. Spontaneous #  
Immediate vs. Delayed H#   
Orientation + Vocalization # H#   
Time in Chair     
BIGMack Switch     
Table 5.4:Degree of Automation by Variable Possible/Usable H# Probable # Potential
5.7.. BIGmack Switch
By attaching a pressure sensor to a BIGmack Switch, computers can log this behavior, and Replace
coders. Pressure sensors can also be applied to other external therapeutic and communicative devices
(e.g., GoTalk + (Attainment Company, )) to accurately log usage.
5.7. Implications of Automation
Based on the analysis of the existing technology, computers can greatly augment the video annotation
process through automation.e creation or modification of automated systems can improve accuracy
and reduce coding time of the A annotation guidelines. We provide a summary table listing each
variable with the degree of automation available (Table .). Overall, computer based automation
can aid coders by highlighting areas of meaningful activity, reducing the time required to view video
segments that have no relevant behavior. For eight variables, automation is accurate enough to only
require coders to validate the automated marks, thereby reducing time required and greatly improving
accuracy.e resulting use of these techniques may be through individual monitoring systems that
log specific behavior (e.g. checking visual orientation) a plug-in to a system like VCode that analyzes
the video/audio streams, or a completely new package that provides multiple forms of automation
for clinicians and research, aggregating and logging many data points. Technology is currently not

advanced enough to fully remove coders from the video annotation process. However, as video and
sound analysis techniques continue to improve, so will the burden placed on manual coding.
5.8 Forms of Use
ough demonstration of A came in the context of coding variables from video of children with ASD
interacting with technology, we strongly believe that the application of A extends well beyond this
particular situation.
5.8. Application External to ASD
Because this guideline focuses on non-verbal subjects interacting with technology, we believe that
A can be applied to other areas of HCI research that target non-verbal subjects.is could include
infants, non verbal subjects with verbal apraxia, autism, or other severe and profound disabilities.
Because our system also focuses on computer feedback and categories of vocalizations, A could also
be used in situations where subjects use augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) speech
generation devices (e.g., Go-Talk(Attainment Company, )) (Reichle et al., ).
Beyond expanding A to multiple disorders, it can also be used for data driven clinical assessments and
intervention. During speech and behavior therapy, researchers oen incorporate different technological
tools. is ranges from chapter constructions to AAC devices and computerized speech feedback
systems (the type of application used in the experimental context). In the therapeutic context, clinicians
also must be able to assess progress made by subjects. A allows practitioners to assess changes in
behavior, as well as the subjects’ engagement with technological devices used in therapy.
5.8. Use of the A Guidelines
ough A does not cover every possible dependent variable for video analysis, it does provide a robust
library of features to annotate. By understanding the interaction between subjects and computers
through video annotation and A, researchers can evaluate the soware intervention itself. However,
not all features of A may be applicable, or worth analyzing for every experiment.us, A is designed
to act as a source for dependent variable selection. When designing an experiment, researchers can
select the most applicable set, definition, and justification of variables from the guideline, and use that

sub set in their own research. By utilizing the four-pass system, researchers can extract passes that
directly target the type of analysis they wish to perform.
Variables are not limited to simple frequency counts. ey can be presented as rates of behavior
(e.g., vocalizations/ seconds) or ratios (e.g., Speech-Like Vocalizations: Non-Speech Vocalizations).
By analyzing ratios, researchers can assess the influence on multiple behaviors concurrently. A
presents multiple related perspectives on many types of variables (e.g., Speech-Like Vocalizations vs.
Non-Speech Vocalizations). We believe that the strength of A is its flexibility allowing researchers to
examine their own set of variables in the most efficient way, using a set of operationalized dependent
variables.
5.8. Coding Time
ough the coding time for all  metrics was  minutes/ minute of video, this was the most intensive
form of video annotation required by the A system. As researchers refine their selection of variables,
the time required to annotate video will be greatly reduced. In addition, improvements in microphone
quality will also improve speed of analysis in that coders will not need to repeat as many segments
of video for clarification. Time accelerators based on computer-based automation can be found in
Section 5.7.
5.9 Conclusion and Future Work
Research with subjects who are non-verbal poses challenges for researchers in terms of creating
educational solutions and testing computer-based interventions. Without an existing and unified set of
metrics for assessing these subjects’ interaction with technology, a reliable and standardizedmethod for
comparing and contrasting the performance of different systems does not exist.is chapter presents
A (Annotation for ASD Analysis), a collection of dependent variables for video annotation that can
be used to assess the interaction between non-verbal subjects and computer based interventions. As
researchers, it is incumbent upon us to faithfully describe our scheme and its relationship to other
tools, and provide data to support its reliability in the field.
In addition to providing the operationalized coding process and detailed justification grounded in
existing literature, this chapter presents an analysis of existing technology and how it can be used
to automate the annotation of many of the variables.e degree of automation can reduce the time

required for coders to annotate, in addition to increasing accuracy, and reducing costs for researchers.
is analysis is grounded in the capabilities of existing technology, based upon a detailed examination
of literature. Lastly, we present a detailed description of where and how the A coding guidelines
can be used. For future experiments, we hope to design tools to further aid in the automation of A
variables, as well as improve the description of some of the variables based on of the lessons learned.
Overall, A provides researchers a unified source of operationalized variables that can be used to assess
the interaction between nonverbal subjects and computer-based intervention systems.

C 
Spoken Impact Project (SIP)
One hallmark difficulty of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) centers on communication
and speech. Research into computer visualizations of voice has been shown to influence conversational
patterns and allow users to reflect upon their speech.is thesis presents the Spoken Impact Project
(SIP) which examines the effect of audio and visual feedback on vocalizations in low-functioning
children with ASD by providing them with additional means of understanding and exploring their
voice.is research spans over  months, including the creation of multiple soware packages and
detailed analysis of more than  hours of experimental video. SIP demonstrates the potential of
computer generated audio and visual feedback to shape vocalizations of children with ASD.
6.1 Spoken Impact Project Soware (SIPS)
During three months (Summer ), researchers designed the Spoken Impact Project Soware (SIPS)
package in Java using the Processing Library (Fry and Reas, ). SIPS generates audio and visual
feedback directly related to the amount of external noise detected by the system. For example, a circle
on the screen could change in diameter, as sound, particularly voice, grows louder. An “echo”, like
that heard in a stairwell, is an example of audio feedback. Distortions could be applied to change the
perception of the sound returned to the subject. We explored visual, auditory and mixed (both visual
and auditory) feedback due to cross-modal interference (Bonneh et al., ), commonly associated
with ASD. Unlike existing soware based communication treatments, discussed in the previous chapter,
SIPS provides feedback and abstract representation of voice, rather than situating the visualization in
a game with a concrete goal or objective.
We describe here the creation of SIPS, the metaphors of feedback, specific forms of feedback within
each metaphor, and the implementation of the soware package.
Some research, content, and text from this Chapter is reproduced from (Hailpern et al., b; Hailpern, )

(a) Explosions (b) Spinning Dots
(c) Line Circle (d)Volume Circle
Figure 6.1: Examples of visualizations used in SIP
6.1. Forms of Visual Feedback
SIPS visual feedback (Figure .) consists of one of three possible types of graphical objects: circu-
lar/spherical, lines, or found images (e.g., picture of cartoon character).ese objects can be presented
in one of four types of motion metaphors; Falling, Spinning, Flashing and Stationary. Among the four
categories, approximately  unique motion/pattern combinations were created; most can function
with any type of object (circle, found image, etc).
6.1.. Falling Visual Feedback
e falling metaphor simulates a gravitational pull on objects.is includes particle effects like water
from a shower head or fireworks (Figure .a). Consider a series of spheres falling, like rain, from the
top of the screen to the bottom. If each sphere’s diameter represented the volume of a sound, a subject
could gain a temporal understanding of what sound they have made, and how their current sound
differs.e falling metaphor was selected to leverage stimuli that garner interest from children with
ASD (Baggs, ; Grandin, ; Mukhopadhyay, ).

6.1.. Spinning Visual Feedback
e spinning metaphor moves objects in a circular or spiral pattern, outward, from the center of the
screen (Figure .b). Consider a series of circles (with a diameter based on the average volume in the
past  seconds), which travel outward on a spiral path.e current sound remains in the center, and
the subject can examine how their current sounds directly impact the circles which travel in a spiral.
e spinning metaphor was selected to leverage stimuli that garner interest from children with ASD
(Baggs, ; Grandin, ; Mukhopadhyay, ).
6.1.. Flashing Visual Feedback
e flashing metaphor focuses on objects appearing and disappearing, giving a flashing or flickering
effect (Figure .c). Consider color circles appear in random locations on the screen, and the size of
the color relates to the volume of the screen.is feedback would give an immediate sense of how
loud a vocalization was, by the amount of color quickly appearing on the monitor. Flashing feedback
was investigated due to its high energy, which oen appeals to neurologically typical children.
6.1.. Stationary Visual Feedback
e stationary metaphor (Figure .d) contained a singular object, at the center of the screen, and
changing in one respect based on the sound of a subject. Stationary objects were explored to focus on
change in an object (size, color, etc.) rather than object motion.
6.1. Forms of Audio Feedback
SIPS provided two categories of audio feedback based on the sound produced.
6.1.. -to- Audio Feedback
-to- feedback is sound produced by the interface was directly related to sound produced by the
subject (e.g., echo, or pitch-shied version of the subject’s voice). ough there was a slight delay
between source sound and feedback, but both input and output occur simultaneously. By modifying a
subject’s sound, and returning it back to them, the impact of different vocalizations can produce a
variety of new sounds, which can encourage vocalization.

6.1.. Reward Based Audio Feedback
Computer sounds were produced upon completion of subject’s sound. Duration of reward sound
was related to duration of sound produced (longer sound made by subject resulted in longer reward).
Sound could be music or found-audio (e.g., from movie or TV show). By treating audio as a form of
reward, subjects were encouraged to produce sounds of a variety of length, in order to create audio
that they enjoyed hearing.
6.1. Implementation
SIPS was built using Java . and the Processing Visualization (Fry and Reas, ) toolkit. During
testing and experimentation, SIPS was run on an iMac computer, with the Phoenix Audio SOLO
microphone (noise canceling).
6.2 Research Questions
We pose the following research questions about the effects of contingent audio and/or visual feedback
on low functioning children with ASD. Q: Will at least one form of real time computer-generated
feedback positively impact the frequency of spontaneous speech-like vocalizations? R is the primary
question of SIP: testing the impact of computer-generated feedback. R builds upon the success of
low-tech alternatives (e.g., image cards (Bondy and Frost, ), mirrors (Marshalla, )) and other
related work.e remaining research questions examine modes of feedback, and their implications on
frequency of spontaneous speech-like vocalization. Q-Q are derived from research into cognitive
profiles of children with ASD (Leonard, ; Paul et al., ) concluding that individuals with ASD
prefer visual feedback (Baggs, ; Grandin, ; Minshew et al., ; Mukhopadhyay, ).e
responses to Q-Q will directly impact future systems and the extent to which individualization is
needed. Q: Will all forms of feedback positively impact the frequency of spontaneous speech-like
vocalizations? Q: Will subjects increase the frequency of their spontaneous speech-like vocalizations
in all conditions with visual only feedback, audio only feedback and/or mixed feedback? Qa: If
there is a modality that approaching or is significant (Q), is there a specific form of that feedback
in that modality that positively impacts frequency of spontaneous speech-like vocalizations? e
quantitatively driven investigation of Q may hide the impact of a specific form of feedback. If that
one form of feedback fails to significantly adjust the results in Q, it will never be analyzed in Qa.

erefore; Q: By testing feedback conditions that were qualitatively favored by subjects (assessed
during experiment and via video), will we uncover forms of feedback that positively impact the
frequency of spontaneous speech-like vocalizations? Q: Is there a modality of feedback whose
variations indicate (Q, Qa, and Q) the child’s frequency of spontaneous speech-like vocalization
are positively impacted.
6.3 Within-Subject Experimental Design
Our subjects demonstrated limited response to requests or instructions to perform tasks due to the
severity of their ASD.erefore, engaging subjects in the same activity across trials and sessions was
not a viable option. We relied on the visual/auditory feedback to be sufficiently engaging to promote
spontaneous speech-like vocalizations.e feedback presented and tested was varied across children
to enable an exploration of R and Ra. As a result, each child’s performance served as his or her own
baseline for comparison. Given the number of subjects participating and the questions generated, a
within-subject design was selected. e analyses were conducted using a baseline created by each
child and comparing that baseline to each of the computerized feedback conditions: visual, auditory
or visual/auditory combined.
e within-subject experimental design (Kazdin, ) , an adaptation of the alternating treatments
design (Barlow and Hayes, ), consisted of five non-verbal children (aged - years) diagnosed with
“low-functioning” ASD. Each child enrolled in the study first participated in one to three -minute
“orientation sessions”which acclimated the child to the study room, researchers, and computer feedback.
No data were recorded during these sessions, though initial preferences for feedback type/style were
noted.
Each child attended  data sessions aer completing the orientation period. A data session lasted
for approximately  minutes and consisted of approximately  two-minute trials. During a trial, a
researcher exposed the subject to different forms of feedback (permutations of audio and visual). Each
trial began with an antecedent demonstration by the researcher (e.g., saying “boo” and pointing to
screen).e subject then could engage the system in whatever manner they chose.
Feedback permutations were selected based on qualitative vocalization frequency. Order of presen-
tation was randomized across sessions to accommodate for order effects. However, the first trial
of each session was a baseline trial with no audio or visual feedback. Although this baseline trial
provided a means of comparison for assessing changes in spontaneous speech-like vocalizations due

(a) projector with open room (b) projector with separated area (c) large screen computer at desk
Figure 6.2: Room Setup
to visual/auditory feedback, we provided no control for order effects related to the presentation of the
baseline condition.
6.3. Room Setup
Due to the varying personalities and ability to attend in a chair for an extended time, a variety of room
configurations were employed.e room configuration was selected based on each child’s preference
and ability to sit in a chair, assed during the orientation sessions. Figure . illustrates the room
configurations.
6.3. Independent Variables
Ourwithin-subject experiment analyzed the dependent variable Spontaneous Speech-LikeVocalization
(SSLV). A more detailed explanation of dependent variable selection is conducted in Chapter : A
Coding Guideline.e independent variables were the various permutations of visual and auditory

feedback.is facilitated contrast between the mode of feedback (visual, auditory, and mixed) as well




Vocalizations: Analysis, Results, and
Discussion
Over a six-month period,  minutes of video were annotated with all variables in the A guidelines.
However, we focused our analysis on Spontaneous Speech-Like Vocalizations (SSLV), one of the
dependent variables from A.ere is clear and important distinction between those vocalizations
that are spontaneous and those that are imitative.is is critical when assessing children with special
needs (Halle, ).
Spontaneous Speech-Like Vocalizations (SSLV)– sounds produced by the subject that could
be phonetically transcribed (sounds that could be useful in oral communications) and are
not being imitated.
Unlike imitated vocalizations (echolalia), SSLVs are more indicative of vocalizations that may be used
for meaningful speech because they rely on longer-term storage and retrieval of linguistic information.
7.1 Questions Analysis Methods
7.1. Dependent and Independent Variables
Ourwithin-subject experiment analyzed the dependent variable Spontaneous Speech-LikeVocalization
(SSLV).e independent variables were the various permutations of visual and auditory feedback.
is facilitated contrast between the mode of feedback (visual, auditory, and mixed) as well as the
different types of feedback ( visual and  auditory forms).
Some research, content, and text from this Chapter is reproduced from (Hailpern et al., b; Hailpern, )

7.1. Question Analysis
Each subject was analyzed separately. Due to the varying lengths of each trial, a comparison between
the number of occurrences of SSLV would be weighted towards longer sessions. To mitigate this effect,
we analyzed a normalized frequency of SSLV (occurrences in trial divided by trial duration). Wilcoxon
rank-sum and Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to compare the number of SSLV in response to different
types of feedback.e Wilcoxon rank-sum test is a non-parametric alternative to the paired T-test.
e Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-parametric alternative to a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).
ese tests were well suited for these data where distributions were not normal and where numbers
were small because they do not make any distributional assumptions. All tests used a two-tailed alpha
with a p<. denoting statistical significance.
Q Analysis examines if there is at least one form of computer generated feedback that will positively
impact a subject’s frequency of SSLV. If there at least one condition in Q-Q shows feedback
has a positive impact on frequency of SSLV, we can conclude R is true for that subject.
Q Analysis indicates, in general, that all forms of feedback (regardless of mode/style) increase
frequency of SSLV. Analysis of Q for each subject is determined by comparing the frequency of
SSLV at baseline to frequency across all types of feedback using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
Q Analysis indicates if all forms of feedback in a specific modality positively impact SSLV. Analysis
of Q for each subject is determined by performing a Wilcoxon rank-sum test comparing
frequency of SSLV at baseline with frequency of SSLV in groups audio only, video only, and
mixed feedback. Results from Q can be Video (video only significant p<.), Audio (audio
only p <.), Mixed (mixed feedback only p <.) or some permutation of the three. If none
have a significant p value, Q is considered Neither, indicating that no modality increased the
frequency of SSLV (all p>=.).
Qa examines if there is a specific type of feedback that increased frequency of SSLV in a
modality that approached significance. Using the result from Q, we will tease out specific
forms/combinations of feedback within those statistically significant modalities (visual, auditory,
mixed). Trials within the specific modality are broken down into subcategories based specific
forms of feedback and tested against baseline using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Qa is only
asked if p values for Q were approaching statistical significance.
Q Analysis was performed using qualitative observations from researchers and video to further
guide analysis.is enabled us to utilized overlooked forms of feedback that increased frequency

Room Any Visual Audio Mixed
Age Diagnosis Setup Feedback Only Only Feedback
Oliver  ASD C . [-.] .[-.] .[-.] .[-.]
Frank  ASD + Downs C . [-.] .[.] .[-.] . [-.]
Larry  ASD + Downs C . [-.] . [.] . [.] .[-.]
Diana*  ASD B . [-.] . [-.] not used . [.]
Brian  ASD A . [.] . [.] not used . [-.]
 baseline  trials with feedback
LarryFrank Diana *Oliver Brian
8 3154 2.5
*mean duration of vocalization in seconds
instead of frequency
Figure 7.1:Demographics and Frequency of SSLV
Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test from R and R Analysis
High level graphical comparison of Frequency of SSLV per  seconds across all trials for all subjects.
of SSLV. Using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, we compared baseline with conditions that were
qualitatively observed to increase SSLV frequency.
If significance was not found, the Kruskall-Wallis test was used to determine if differences existed
in SSLV across feedback type, while excluding baseline measures.is additional analysis allows
us to compare the impact of one form of feedback against all others.
Q Analysis required a categorization of the forms of feedback which illicit an increase in SSLV
frequency. We extracted the mode of feedback found to have the most impact in Q, Qa and
Q.is synthesis of results provides a better understanding of what modes of feedback are
engaging.
Using these questions as guides, we analyzed the results from each of our subjects to assess the
impact of computer based visual and auditor feedback on SSLV.e following chapter describes
the analysis in detail by presenting the findings broken up by subject.
7.2 Results
To protect the privacy of our subjects, we have changed their names; Gender status was maintained.
All five of the subjects’ spoken language developmental benchmarks (Paul, ) were in the first




AudioWithout Visual . [-.] . [-.]
AudioWith Visual . [-.] . [-.]
Any Condition . [-.] . [-.]
Table 7.1: Comparison of Oliver’s audio feedback
7.2. Subject: Oliver
Initial analysis of Oliver’s data (Figure .) demonstrated borderline significance comparing baseline to
all feedback (Q). Further, the audio only and mixed feedback conditions (R) approach significance.
Due to a trend towards significance in the two conditions involving audio, we compared frequency
of SSLVs at baseline with any condition containing audio feedback (both with and without visual
feedback).ere was a statistically significant difference between conditions containing any audio
feedback and those containing no audio (p=. [-.]). We conclude that audio feedback may
have played a role in increasing the frequency of Oliver’s SSLVs (Q).
Since audio appeared to increase the frequency of Oliver’s SSLVs, we explored impact of different
forms of audio feedback in combination with visual feedback. Table . shows that echo feedback
encouraged SSLV, while visual feedback did not appear to have significant impact on SSLV frequency
(Qa). We qualitatively observed that Oliver reacted positively to audio from a popular cartoon show.
Our data confirms this by approaching statistical significance (p=. [-.]) (Q).
From this analysis, we conclude that Oliver increased his frequency of SSLV in conditions with audio
feedback. Specifically, he increased SSLV in conditions with echoing audio feedback (Q).
7.2. Subject: Frank
Initial analysis of Frank’s data (Figure .) showed a significant difference in frequency of baseline
SSLVs and frequency of SSLVs with all feedback (Q). We found a statistically significant difference in
frequency of SSLVs with audio only and mixed feedback (Q). Due to significance in both conditions
Audio Feedback p value with visual feedback p value without visual feedback
Any Found Audio . [-.] . [-.]
Child’s Cartoon Found Audio . [-.] . [-.]]
Echo . [-.] No data
Table 7.2: Comparison of Frank’s audio feedback

Form of Visual Feedback in
Addition to Audio P Value
No Visual Feedback . [-.]
Cartoon Image . [-.]
Firework-like . [-.]
Spinning Spiral of Dots . [-.]
Fast Flash . [-.]
Line Circle . [-.]
Random Dots . [-.]
Shower . [-.]
Table 7.3: Frank: Form of visual feedback with any audio
with audio, we compared frequency of baseline SSLVs with any condition with audio feedback.ere
was a highly significant association between audio feedback and SSLVs (p = . [-.]) (Q).
Given the robust effect of audio feedback, we compared Frank’s responsiveness to audio feedback with
and without visual feedback (Table .). Audio feedback was categorized as “found audio” and “echo”.
Based on our qualitative observations, we isolated and analyzed trials where audio feedback from a
specific child’s cartoon was present. Frank demonstrated the most significant increase in frequency
of SSLVs over baseline when audio from the cartoon was present (Qa, Q). For this subject, visual
feedback had a positive impact on the frequency of SSLVs when audio was also present.
Finally, we examined all conditions with audio feedback into specific forms of visual feedback to
assess the impact of different forms of visual feedback on the frequency of SSLV production. Based on
qualitative observations, we analyzed trials where a visual image from a specific cartoon was present.
Frank demonstrated increased SSLV frequency over baseline for all visual feedback in addition to
audio for all but Spinning Spiral of Dots and Random Dots (Table .), with the highest significance
in Firework-Like Feedback (Qa).
From this analysis, we conclude that Frank had a higher frequency of SSLV to conditions with audio
feedback and both audio and visual feedback together (Q , Q). Specifically, he appeared to show
increased SSLV when audio and visuals from a specific cartoon. Interestingly, his mother stated that
Frank did not watch this cartoon show.
7.2. Subject: Larry
Initial analysis of Larry’s data (Figure .) failed to reach statistical significance (Q, Q). While formal
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Session
baseline  echo feedback
all other trials echo feedback without
visual feedback
Figure 7.2: Larry’s SSLV frequency, by session and trial
study video, in conjunction with graphical representation of the data (Figure .) led us to believe that
there was feedback that had impact on frequency of SSLV, specifically conditions with echoing audio
feedback. Qualitatively, researchers observed a higher degree of attention and SSLV, during conditions
with echo/reverb feedback.
Comparing conditions with echoing feedback with baseline produced a lower p-value than other
analysis (p=.[-.]), yet it did not reach p<.. To examine the impact of echoing feedback, we
repeated our analysis across test conditions. We performed a Wilcoxon rank-sum test to compare
conditions using echoing feedback with visual feedback to conditions with only echoing feedback and
no visual feedback. Given p=., we concluded that there was no significant difference in SSLV
between echoing conditions with and without visual feedback.
Any Condition Mixed +
Baseline with Echo Audio Only Visual Only
Baseline — — — —
Any Condition with Echo . [-.] — — —
Audio Only . [.] . [.] — —
Mixed + Visual Only . [.] . [.] . [-.] —
Table 7.4: Larry’s comparative conditions (Row vs. Col)

Form of Visual Feedback in P Value P Value
Addition to Audio (without audio) (with audio)
Firework-like . [-.] . [-.]
Spinning Image . [-.] . [-.]
Shower-like — . [.]
Fast Flash — . [-.]
Multiple Circles . [-.] . [-.]
Line Circle . [.] . [.]
Fast Spin — . [.]
Found Imagery . [-.] . [-.]
Table 7.5:Diana: Forms of Visual Feedback tested, vs. baseline (with and without audio)
To compare the impact of echoing feedback on SSLV with other forms of feedback, we used the
Kruskal-Wallis test. First, we categorized all of Larry’s trials into one of the following  conditions;
() baseline, () any condition with echoing feedback, () only audio feedback (excluding echoing),
() only visual feedback (excluding echoing), () audio + visual feedback (excluding echoing).e
Kruskal-Wallis test had a p=.. To increase statistical power, we collapsed groups by combining
visual only feedback with mixed condition since groups had visual presentations (comparative analysis
between collapsed groups: Wilcoxon rank-sum p=.[.]). Analysis of these groups found a
statistically significant difference (p=. by Kruskal-Wallis test). A post hoc pair-wise comparison
of each condition, using Wilcoxon rank-sum test (Table .) was performed. Statistically significant
differences were found between the echo condition and audio only(visual + mixed) (p=., p=.
respectively) (Q).
From this analysis, we conclude that Larry showed preference for echoing audio feedback (Q, Q).
However, we believe that with more statistical power, we could make a more conclusive statement.
7.2. Subject: Diana
Diana responded to many commands by her mother such as sit, stop, come here, and wait. Diana
demonstrated two to three signs for communication (e.g., more, music), though articulation of signs
was poor, and frequency was low (about  per session).
Initial data analysis for Diana, found much higher p values (.-.) than expected when comparing
them to qualitative notes made by researchers. Confused by these findings, we examined annotations
made by video coders and noticed that large strings of Diana’s SSLVs were being grouped together.
Collapsing two groups increases the number of data points in the resulting group, thus increasing the statistical power
during comparison.

A guidelines stated that utterances must be separated by a pause of -seconds to be considered
independent. However, Diana’s pauses ranged from -to-. seconds in duration. As a result, phrases
of multiple utterances were captured as just one occurrence. To accommodate her shorter pauses, we
re-analyzed her data using mean duration of SSLVs rather than frequency. For this subject, we used
average duration as a proxy for frequency.
Initial analysis of duration of SSLV (Figure .) showed significance for visual only conditions (Q,
Q). Audio only feedback was not used, due to lack of interest observed in initial orientation sessions.
To examine impact of visual feedback, we broke down the forms of visual only feedback and compared
average duration of spontaneous SSLVs with those produced in baseline condition (Table .).e
last row in Table . is an amalgam of different forms of visual feedback in which abstract colored dots
are replaced with one or more found image(s).is data support our qualitative observations that
Diana only responded to conditions where images shown were from cartoon shows, and that audio
feedback reduced her SSLV (Q).ree statistically significant conditions were Spinning Image (a
found image from a cartoon spins on axis), Multiple Circles (many dots or found images appear on
screen; size based on volume of sound produced) and any feedback with Found Images (there are
overlaps between groups) (Qa, Q).
From this analysis, we conclude that Diana producedmore SSLVs (mean duration) with visual feedback
compared to baseline and mixed (Q, Q). Specifically, she appeared to show increased engagement
with forms of visual feedback that contained a cartoon character (though a specific preference did not
appear). Diana was reported to watch movies/TV-shows with these characters.
7.2. Subject: Brian
Brian was the most difficult subject for us to qualitatively discern a particular pattern or “taste” for
feedback.is was supported by extremely high p-values for all coarse tests conducted on the other
subjects (Figure .). During three sessions, we inadvertently failed to run a baseline, reducing the
number of comparison points to three instead of six.is reduced statistical power. While Wilcoxon
rank-sum statistics approached significance for one particular form of visualization in which a cartoon
character spun in a circle centered on screen, it failed to reach significance.
From this analysis, we could not conclude that Brian had a significant reaction to any form of feedback
(either compared to baseline or against each other) (Q-Q).

R R R R R
Oliver ▲ ▼ ▼ ▲ A
Frank ▲ ▲ A +M ▲ A +M
Larry ▲ ▼ ▼ ▲ A
Diana ▲ ▼ V ▲ V
Brian ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼
▲ Positive ▼ Negative
A Audio V Visual M Mixed
Table 7.6: Results by subject
7.3 Discussion
Aer a thorough examination of the quantitative data collected, we are able to summarize the findings
in relation to our  questions (Table .).
7.3. Q Discussion
In  of the  subjects, we found that at least one form of feedback created an increased frequency of
SSLVs. We were unable to show that any form or modality of feedback, when compared to baseline,
significantly increased the frequency of SSLVs for Larry and Brian.is may be, in part, due to the
small number of data points collected and high degree of ASD. We were, however, able to demonstrate
that echoing audio feedback produced a significant difference in frequency of SSLVs when compared
with all other forms of feedback for Larry. Overall, we conclude that feedback may encourage SSLV in
children with ASD.
7.3. Q Discussion
Only one of five subjects found all forms of feedback, regardless of mode or form, to have a positive
impact on frequency of SSLV.is finding suggests that not all forms of computer feedback work for
all children.
7.3. Q & Q Discussion
It is commonly believed that individuals with ASD respond better to visual feedback than auditory
(Baggs, ; Grandin, ; Mukhopadhyay, ). However, we had two subjects who responded

primarily to auditory feedback (Oliver and Larry). One preferred a mixed condition (Frank). One
responded to visual only (Diana). One subject (Brian) did not show any significant reaction to any
form of feedback. When taken from a more global level,  of  subjects responded to audio feedback,
and  of  responded to visual feedback Table ..is suggests that further exploration of feedback in
both visual and audio modality is essential.is finding is of particular note in that it is in contrast to
other work.
7.3. Qa & Q Discussion
ough some subjects had a larger range of forms of feedback that resulted in increased frequency
of SSLV than others,  of  subjects did have one particular condition that out-performed the others.
e specific results, in conjunction with varied modes of feedback that resulted from Q analysis,
indicate that visualizations, and any potential therapeutic application, will likely need to be tailored
to individual subjects. e degree of customization is unknown due to small sample size. We can
proceed, however, knowing that individual interests/preferences must be taken into consideration.
is work illustrates the varied forms of audio/visual feedback that garnered the increase in SSLV.
7.3. Parental Response
In addition to data from subjects during the sessions, we asked for anonymous parental response in
the form of a written questionnaire. Feedback from parents was positive and encouraging. Parents
responded with high praise for our technique, and asked for similar solutions to be put to use in their
own homes. One mother stated,
My child’s reaction is one of excitement and looking forward to see what was next to come.
Applause on your study. You may be onto something here.
Another mother stated her child’s reaction,
Since my son is fairly severely affected by autism, he stays in his “own little world” quite a bit.
So the fact that he showed interest in and seemed to enjoy some of the visuals and sounds is
quite a positive thing.ank you.

7.4 Summary of Findings
Given the results from the SIP study, we believe that audio and/or visual feedback can be used to en-
courage spontaneous speech-like vocalizations in low-functioning children with ASD. In addition, SIP
demonstrated that both visual and auditory feedback can impact spontaneous speech-like vocalization.
is suggests that further exploration of feedback in both modalities is essential.is finding is of
particular note in that it is in contrast to other existing work.
SIP also suggests that low-functioning children with ASD may have distinct and varied preferences
for types/styles of feedback. As a result, individual customization may be necessary in future efforts.
Although the range of variation necessary is unknown, the final solution might include a suite or
menu of feedback styles that may be selected by the parent, clinician, or child.

C 
Speech Like & Non-Speech Like
Vocalizations: Data Analysis,
Results, and Discussion
is chapter seeks to examine the influence of and relationship between Computer Feedback Systems
(CFS) on both speech-like vocalizations (sounds that can be phonetically transcribed) and non-speech-
like vocalizations (e.g. grunt, screech, etc). Ideally, for purposes of speech development, we suggest
that the goal should be to increase speech-like vocalizations in the presence of CFS with a decrease in
or null effect on non-speech-like vocalizations. It should be noted that SIP was not explicitly designed
to impact non-speech-like vocalizations (positively or negatively).
By definition, the categories of speech-like and non-speech-like vocalization are mutually exclusive:
children can produce one form of vocalization at a time. Consequently, one might anticipate that
an increase in one type of vocalization would lead to a decrease in the other. However, within a
specified time period, it would be possible to increase the frequency of both types of vocalizations
if the initial baseline rate of vocalization is relatively low. It is, therefore, feasible that the CFS may
increase the frequency of both speech-like and non-speech-like vocalizations, especially since both
types of vocalizations elicited visual and/or auditory feedback from the system.
e main contribution of the present work is to assess the differential impact of CFS on speech-like and
non-speech-like vocalizations as well as their interaction and impact on each other. Such information is
critical in evaluating the effectiveness of CFS and guiding the development of future feedback systems.
8.1 Questions & Analysis Methods
8.1. Dependent and Independent Variables
Our analyses are organized around four specific questions that tease apart the relationship betweenCFS,
speech-like vocalizations, and non-speech-like vocalizations. Dependent measurements are centered
Some research, content, and text from this Chapter is reproduced from (Hailpern et al., a)

on Speech-Like Vocalizations (SLV) and Non-speech-Like Vocalizations (NSLV). Chapter  provides
further details on and definitions of SLV and NSLV. Note that a subset of SLV (those vocalizations that
were not imitative) was the only dependent variable examined in the previous chapter.
Trials included varying forms of visual and auditory CFS. Subsequent to baseline trials, each trial
included at least one form of visual or auditory feedback. Some trials included both auditory and
visual feedback (Mixed).
8.1. Questions
8.1.. Q: Does CFS Impact Children’s Frequency and/or Duration of Vocalization?
Question  examines, at the most general level, the impact of CFS on vocalizations in low functioning
children with ASD. To conduct this analysis we compared baseline trials (no feedback) to all other
trials (regardless of feedback style or modality). We assessed the impact on three dependent variables:
rate of SLV, average duration of SLV, and rate of NSLV. Because our data does not contain NSLV
duration, we were unable to assess the impact on NSLV duration. Upon further consideration, this
may have been a difficult variable to assess in that many NSLVs are nearly instantaneous (e.g. lip pop),
and thus difficult or impractical to measure.
8.1... Desired Outcome Our desired outcome is that CFS would increase rate and/or duration
of SLVswhile decreasing the rate ofNSLVs. In other words, we hope that CFSwould encourage children
to vocalize in amanner that could be used for speech, while discouraging non-speech vocalizations (e.g.
screaming, grunts, etc) that may be viewed as less socially acceptable.is is based on how CFS was
introduced to each child; specifically the CFS was demonstrated for each child through use of speech.
Specifically, the investigators would draw each child’s attention to the screen while saying words such
as the child’s name or an exclamation (e.g., “Boo!”). Although imitation is an area of difficulty for
many children with ASD (Jones and Prior, ), this does not mean the skill is nonexistent. Imitation
is a commonly employed strategy used by children and adults in unfamiliar situations.
8.1.. Q: Does CFS Differentially Increase SLV Relative to NSLV?
Our second question examined potential trade-offs between rate of SLV, and rate ofNSLV. By examining
the overall change in vocalizations from both sides of the vocalization spectrum, we can best examine

the overall impact of CFS.is analysis will follow Q by comparing baseline to all trials, while
examining the effect of CFS through a different dependent variable, the ratio of SLV to NSLV:
SLV:NSLV Ratio –is dependent variable measures the relative change between potentially
phonetically transcribable vocalizations and those that are not.
An increase in one form of vocalization may lead to a decrease in another form or both types may
increase as an expression of decreased silence.
8.1... Desired Outcome Consistent with the rationale we presented in relation to Q, our
desired outcome is less frequent NSLV compared to SLVs, indicating an increase of SLV compared to
NSLV during CFS trials.us our ratio should get larger in non-baseline conditions.
8.1.. Q: Are the different vocalization measures correlated?
To better understand if there is a significant relationship between SLV rate, SLV duration and/or
NSLV rate, we conducted correlations between the different dependent variables. We examined the
relationship between dependent variables within each child.
8.1... Desired Outcome We hope that there will be a negative correlation between speech-like
vocalizations and non-speech-like vocalizations indicating that in the presence of one, the other
decreases.
8.1.. Q: How does Modality Impact Vocalizations
To examine the differences between different modalities of feedback (audio/visual), we sought to
re-examine Q and Q while comparing baseline to conditions with Audio Only (no visual feedback),
Visual Only (no audio), and Mixed (both visual and auditory feedback must be present).
● Does the impact of CFS on children’s vocalizations (SLV andNSLV) differ as a function of feedback
modality (audio, visual, mixed)?● Does the impact of CFS on children’s SLV:NSLV ratio differ as a function of feedback modality
(audio, visual, mixed)?

SLV-R () NSLV-R () SLV-D ()
Maximum Power   
Minimum Power   
Mean Power   
Median Power   
Table 8.1: Statistical Power By Measure
8.1... Desired Outcome We hope that the impact of CFS would differ as a function of modality.
ough the common thought is that children with ASD respond more favorably to visual stimuli,
based on the previous findings of Hailpern et al., we anticipated both audio and visual feedback would
produce effects that would differ for individual childre
8.1. Statistical Tests
Given the non-parametric nature of the data collected, traditional paired t-tests would not be applicable.
e Wilcoxon Rank-Sum was used as a non-parametric alternative. Similarly, the Spearman rank
correlation test was used as a non-parametric alternative to the Pearson correlation test.
8.1. Significance
All tests used a two-tailed alpha with a p<. to denote statistical significance. We indicate statistical
significance with an asterisk (∗). While performing multiple comparisons may suggest statistical
adjustment to a more conservative value (i.e., Bonferroni correction), the small number of data points
and low statistical power of our study would suggest a more relaxed threshold (See Table .). Taking
both perspectives into consideration, an alpha of <. was determined to be a reasonable approach.
Moreover, as a preliminary pilot study, the focus of this research was to highlight avenues of future
research rather than to test competing hypotheses. Consequently, following the rationale of Savitz
(Savitz and Olshan, ), we believe that the potential of detecting false positives () was outweighed
by the concern of missing meaningful effects. For all results and discussion, a p<. will be used to
denote significance.
Nonetheless, we performed a sensitivity analysis in which p-values were adjusted using a Bonferroni
correction for multiple rank-sum comparisons. For the dependent variable SLV-D, we performed
two statistical comparisons on each independent data set, resulting in an adjusted threshold of .
for statistical significance. Similarly, the SLV-R and NSLV-R variables were used in four statistical

comparisons on each independent data set, resulting in a threshold of . for statistical significance.
We indicate statistical significance for the sensitivity analysis with a dagger (†) in Table . and Table
..
8.2 Results
We present here the results related to each research question. We present a summary of the results
in addition to the statistical findings. Due to the within-subject design of this experiment, we will
further present the results for each child independently. A detailed discussion of the results and their
implications is presented in the following section.
8.2. Q: Does CFS Impact Children’s Rate and/or Duration of Vocalization?
CFS appeared to influence the rate or duration of vocalizations in four of the five children.
(See Table .)
With all feedback types collapsed, Oliver significantly decreased NSLV-R while our analysis trended
towards increasing his SLV-R with p=.. Frank significantly increased both SLV-R and NSLV-R in
conditions with CFS. Larry significantly decreased his SLV-D during CFS. Diana showed no change
in NSLV-R, SLV-R, or SLV-D. Brian significantly decreased NSLV-R with CFS. Consequently, when
all feedback trials were combined desirable effects of either increasing SLV or decreasing NSLV were
observed in  out of  children with only one child showing an undesirable decrease in SLV-D.
8.2. Q: Does CFS Differentially Increase SLV Relative to NSLV?
When the overall impact of the CFS is considered, only two out of five children increased
their ratio of SLV-R relative to NSLV-R, but primarily by decreasing the freq of NSLV. (See
Table .)
Oliver significantly increased SLV-R:NSLV-R ratio through a decrease of NSLV-R. Frank had no
significant change when comparing SLV-R to NSLV-R. It is of interest, however, that Frank increased
both his SLV-R and NSLV-R, resulting in a net ratio gain. Larry and Diana presented no significant
change in relative use of SLV-R to NSLV-R, at least when results from all feedback types were collapsed.































































































































































































































































































SLV-D by SLV-R by NSLV-R
SLV-R NSLV-R SLV-D
Oliver -., <.∗ -., . -., .
Frank -., .∗ -., .∗ ., .
Larry ., .∗ ., . ., .
Diana ., . -., . ., .
Brian ., . ., .∗ -., .
Table 8.3: Spearman Rank Correlations (rho, p)
rho indicates relative slope between variables, and effect size∗ denotes significance < .
CFS. Note that findings from the omnibus test may mask important individual differences in children’s
response to particular modalities/forms/styles of feedback as shown in Chapter .
8.2. Q: Are the different vocalization measures correlated?
When considering the correlations among the three dependent variables, we noted signifi-
cant relationships between SLV-D and SLV-R for three of the five subjects and significant
relationships between SLV-R and NSLV-R for two out of five subjects. (See Table .)
Oliver and Frank show a negative correlation between SLV-D and SLV-R, while Larry’s correlation was
positive. Further, both Frank and Brian’s SLV-R and NSLV-R correlations were significant, however,
the direction of the association was in opposite directions from each other.
8.2. Q: How does Modality Impact Vocalizations
When considering the effect of feedback modality on vocalization, each child appeared to
have a unique response to different forms of feedback. Specifically, two of the five subjects
had a significant response to only audio feedback; three of the five subjects had a significant
response to conditions with only visual feedback, and all five subjects responded significantly
to the mixed feedback condition.e following subsections and Table . detail the responses
of each child.
Consistent with the negative correlation in Table ., Oliver significantly increased his SLV-R and
decreased his SLV-D in conditions with only audio feedback. In addition, Oliver’s SLV-R to NSLV-R


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NSLV-R SLV-R SLV-D NSLV-R▲ ▼ ▲ ▼ ▲ ▼ ▲ ▼
Visual Only F B – – D – B F
Audio Only – – OF – – O OF –
Mixed F – D – – LB OF –
# of Unique Subjects        
Table 8.5: Subjects With Significant Changes Compared to Baseline in Different Conditions
First initial of subject’s name represents change in behavior relative to baseline (arrows represent change direction)
feedback was a useful form of CFS. While the presence of visual feedback with the audio did not
change his SLV-R or NSLV-R, it did improve the ratio between the two.
Frank significantly increased his NSLV-R in all conditions with visual feedback (visual only and
mixed).e absence of change in NSLV with only audio suggests that visual feedback was the primary
catalyst for increasing NSLV-R. Further, Frank increased his SLV-R in the conditions with only audio
feedback.e absence of an increase in SLV-R in conditions with visual feedback suggests that Frank
responded favorably to audio feedback and unfavorably to visual feedback in terms of desired responses.
Additional support for this conclusion comes from the positive increase in Frank’s SLV-R to NSLV-R
ratio in conditions with audio feedback (audio only and mixed) paired with the decreased ratio in
conditions with visual only feedback. Together these results suggest a cohesive picture for Frank with
audio feedback serving as the primary catalyst for SLV, and visual feedback as the primary catalyst for
NSLV.
Larry significantly decreased his SLV-D in themixed feedback condition. Given the lack of significance
found in visual only and audio only conditions, the data suggest that Larry’s decrease in SLV-D is
primarily due to the presence of audio and visual feedback together. Overall, Larry does not appear to
be a good candidate for this particular CFS based therapy.
Diana significantly increased her SLV-D in conditions with only visual feedback, and significantly
increased her SLV-R in the presence of mixed feedback.is indicates that Diana responded primarily
to visual feedback, in particular a specific type of visual feedback (see Chapter  for details).
Brian decreased his NSLV-R in conditions with only visual feedback.is indicates that visual feedback
may have suppressed his NSLV. Consistently, Brian’s SLV-R:NSLV-R ratio increased during conditions
with visual-only feedback. While not enough data were collected to determine the effect of audio-only
feedback, the lack of a statistically significant response in all other conditions does suggest that audio
feedback did not play a role in improving his ratio.

8.3 Discussion
indicates that for three of five of subjects adjusted the ratio changed in the presence of CFS. However,
for the five conditions in which there was an improved ratio (more SLV-R per NSLV-R), one was due to
suppressed NSLV-R and two were due to increased SLV-R. Our data suggest that CFS had a significant
impact on all five subjects for at least onemeasure. However, the specific outcome varied by subject and
by modality.is indicates that individual differences in subjects’ response to computerized feedback
should be considered in any attempt to develop feedback for the purpose of facilitating speech. In
particular, the inclusion of audio as a significant modality is noteworthy here as the “conventional
wisdom” is that visual feedback is particularly engaging to individuals with ASD (Minshew et al.,
; Mohamed et al., ; Peterson et al., ). Although highly preliminary in nature, findings
suggest that audio feedback should not be automatically discounted as a means to facilitate speech
development, particularly if the audio feedback is shaped in a way that is not available in everyday
encounters.
Table . illustrates the breakdown of the number of subjects whose vocalizations significantly changed
with CFS. From this high level analysis, we are brought back to our basic questions regarding suppres-
sion vs. encouragement of SLV and NSLV, as well as the relationship between the two variables. Of
particular note, no feedback conditions appeared to suppress SLV-R, which is critical to CFS being
useful in a therapeutic condition.
Further, the data suggests that in certain conditions there may be a trade-off between SLV rate and
SLV duration. When we examine the effect of CFS on SLV-D (particularly in Table .), an effect
of suppression appears, rather than encouragement. When considered together increases in SLV-R,
evidence of this trade-off appears. is is further supported by examination of Table . and the
negative correlations of Oliver and Frank (the exception being Larry with a positive correlation). In
other words, there may be a trade-off between rate and duration of SLV: as subjects vocalize more,
the individual vocalizations may become shorter. Consequently, thought should be given, both by
investigators and by clinicians, as to the specific goals of their intervention, and recognize that some
outcomes may in fact compete with one another. For researchers moving forward with similar work,
this finding suggests that it may be naive to only examine rate or duration in isolation. Rather, an
examination of both may be necessary so as not to miss the potentially important underlying effects
of their CFS.
In addition to the potential for differentiated effects on vocalization rate and duration, recognizing
the potential to differentially impact speech-like versus nonspeech-like vocalizations is key. Feedback

appeared to be effective in suppressing NSLV-R relative to SLV-R.is result suggests that the vo-
calizations elicited by CFS may be more adaptive for teaching spoken language skills. It is hard to
fully understand the source of this relative change given the limited data of the study, which leads
us to caution that the effects of any particular feedback on vocalization should not be assumed to
be positive.e differential influence of visual versus audio feedback for Frank highlights this point,
with the former facilitating nonspeech-like vocalizations and the latter speech-like vocalizations.at
being said, CFS generally appeared to affect SLV-R more so than NSLV-R across the five children (see
Table .). Such results provide hope that CFS can encourage increased SLV-R vocalizations while
decreasing or having minimal impact on NSLV-R.
Given our focus on statistical significance, we want to explicitly note that the absence of significance
in a specific condition/modality does not indicate lack of potential impact. In Chapter , it was shown
that specific feedback modalities and individual styles within that modality were oen most successful
for individual children. is finding was similarly noted in the qualitative analysis, particularly in
regard to specific modalities. Yet Hailpern et al.’s study did not design or account for subject preference.
In other words, the ideal form of feedback for each child in each modality may not have been explicitly
built into the system. While our results do suggest conditions where CFS had impact, researchers
should not rule out any of our conditions that did not have significant findings; the nature of this
particular CFS may not have been engaging to that individual child.
8.4 Summary of Findings
Given the findings of this data analysis, we believe that Computer Feedback Systems (CFS) present an
exciting and potentially promising new technique for encouraging vocalization in low functioning
children with ASD. More specifically, CFS appears to encourage the rate of vocalizations that can
be considered Speech-Like (sounds that can be phonetically described), while generally having little
impact on those vocalizations that we call Non-speech-Like (e.g. grunt, screech, etc). In other
words, CFS has the potential to differentially impact (favorably) speech-like versus non-speech-like
vocalizations. However, the nature of this potential relationship needs to be directly considered rather
than implicitly assumed for any particular child, form or modality of feedback.is understanding
strengthens the potential impact of CFS, and the original studyChapter & refchap:sip fromwhich this
data was collected. Together, these studies help delineate the need for future research in computerized
feedback systems in order to better understand its impact on vocalization and potential in helping
teach language and communication skills to children with Autistic Spectrum Disorder.

8.5 Follow-upWizard-Of-Oz Study
One future application of the SIP framework, is to encourage specific forms of vocalization, namely
teaching vocabulary acquisition and pronunciation. Given the current state of SIPS, this particular
functionality is not readily available. However, a common technique used in design is a “Wizard-of-Oz”
study.is is a form of experimentation in which a researcher operates a partially functional system
to make it appear to be fully functional to subjects.
Researchers constructed a Wizard-of-Oz system, based on SIP, geared towards teaching specific skills.
e model followed a common form of Behavioralerapy (Lovaas, ): Prompt for word Ð wait for
response Ð reward if correct or repeat if incorrect. We replaced the computer voice recognition with a
researcher to test the concept. Researchers qualitatively noted Frank’s response as being exceptional,
both in terms of his reaction to the computer feedback and his eagerness to participate. Noting this,
researchers asked his mother’s permission to include him in an additional Wizard-of-Oz study.
is system aurally prompted subjects with a word in the form of the phrase “Say [word].” Once the
prompt was completed, the computer provided visual feedback (spinning spiral of dots) and audio
feedback (echo). Immediate feedback provided the subject with an instantaneous reaction to their
sounds, for both visual and auditory reinterpretation. If the Frank did not repeat the sound, or the
repeated sound was not “close enough,” the researcher directed the system to re-prompt. If Frank’s
response was “close enough,” the researcher directed the system to provide an auditory and visual
reward.
With parental permission, we conducted  sessions using this system.e first consisted of  words,
which had been previously used by Frank (according to his mother). Initially, Frank played with the
system (similar to SIP sessions). Aer  minutes, he began repeating words upon the request of the
system. At the end of the -minute period, Frank repeated every prompted word.
During the second session, we used  words his mother stated he had not spoken before, in addition
to  words from the previous session. We asked Frank’s mother to provide us with words she hoped he
would learn, but has not used to date. Frank readily played the Prompt-Repeat game and attempted to
repeat the new words.ough articulation was oen unclear he made a concerted effort to repeat all
 words, including the  new ones. Of particular note, Frank has been highly resistant in the past




e ability of children to combine syllables represents an important developmental milestone.is
ability is oen delayed or impaired in a variety of clinical groups including children with autism
spectrum disorders (ASD) and speech delays (SPD). Prior work has demonstrated successful use
of computer-based voice visualizations to facilitate speech production and vocalization in children
with and without ASD/SPD. While prior work has focused on increasing frequency of speech-like
vocalizations or accuracy of speech sound production, we believe that there is a potential new direction
of research; exploration of real-time visualizations to shape multisyllabic speech. We developed VocSyl,
a real-time voice visualization system with extensible architecture. Rather than building visualizations
based on what “engineers” may think is needed, we designed VocSyl using the Task Centered User
Interface Design (TCUID)methodology from the beginning to the end of the design process. Children
with ASD and SPD, targeted users of the soware, were directly involved in the development process,
thus allowing us to focus on what these children demonstrate they require.is chapter presents the
VocSyl system and architecture, the results of our TCUID design cycle, as well as design guidelines for
future work with children with ASD and SPD.
9.1 Introduction
e process of developing language is “a unique characteristic of human behavior. . . [that] contributes
in a major way to human thought and reasoning” (Lovaas, ). Moreover, the ability to combine
syllables is a critical milestone in speech development (Highman et al., ; Tager-Flusberg et al.,
), and is key to optimizing language growth. However, some children with Autistic Spectrum
Disorders (ASD) and Speech Delays (SPD) do not develop language on their own from the input
typically presented to them (i.e., via the auditory modality (MacWhinney, )). Hence, the natural
e prevalence of ASD is estimated by the Center of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to be  in  children (Center
for Disease Control and Prevention, CDC, )

development of social behavior, such as spoken communication, is significantly disrupted.is results
in detrimental effects on many aspects of their lives (Highman et al., ; Tager-Flusberg et al.,
). We therefore sought alternative forms of presentation and feedback to facilitate their learning
to communicate. Specifically, we aim to develop solutions to help teach multisyllabic word production;
either as word combinations (e.g., “more juice”) or as individual multisyllabic words (e.g., “banana”).
Visual information has emerged as a critical form of support for children with ASD due, in part, to
documented strengths of this form of processing information (Minshew et al., ; Peterson et al.,
). Further, the use of technology has the potential to alleviate some apprehension experienced
by many ASD and SPD children when interacting with people (Baskett, ). Given the success of
HCI researchers in using visualization to encourage vocalization (Hailpern et al., b), we strongly
believe that voice visualizations on the computer have the potential to provide teachers and therapists
with new techniques to complement and/or supplement existing approaches.
To develop these soware tools we formed a team fromComputer Science, Speech andHearing Science
and Special Education, and employed a Task Centered User InterfaceDesign (TCUID) methodology
(Lewis and Rieman, ), in which subjects drawn from the target populations were involved with
soware development throughout the design phase. In effect, children with ASD and SPD became
part of the development team. Because children with ASD and SPD have difficulties communicating,
we examined their preferences as well as their interactions with the researcher and technology. To
further inform our design, we included children without speech-language delays to provide explicit
verbal feedback on our system. Children without delays can provide more explicit verbal feedback
about the soware, that can further guide the soware development.
We begin with a review of the literature at the intersection of HCI, speech therapy, and ASD/SPD.
Using prior work to guide our system, we next present the system and architectural features of VocSyl
and describe how we ensured flexible and rich real-time visualizations. We then discuss the TCUID
Study, including both the methodology used and the design changes made to our soware based on
the interactions in the design process. Our findings are summarized in a set of Design Guidelines for
future research targeting multisyllabic speech production. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of an
ongoing intervention study to examine the impact of our soware.

Figure 9.1: Pacing Board for  Syllable Word
Paper, with three construction paper circles glued down.
9.2 Background & Literature Review
For all children, multisyllabic speech represents a critical milestone – aiding the communication
of more sophisticated concepts through phrase development and phonologically complex words
(Velleman, ). Challenges with syllable combinations (within or across words) can impact a variety
of children, including late-talking toddlers and children with apraxia of speech (Highman et al., ;
Tager-Flusberg et al., ). In addition, there is indication that one out of every three children with
ASD do not develop functional speech at all (Bryson, ). Difficulties in multisyllabic productions
can persist and result in other phonological difficulties later in life (Gallagher et al., ; Preston
and Edwards, ). Given the importance of multisyllabic productions, it is striking how scant the
literature remains in regard to related interventions and their effectiveness. e remainder of this
section will focus explicitly on speech interventions, with a focus on children with ASD and more
specific speech impairments. We focus on these two populations due to evidence of their difficulties
in developing intelligible spoken language and evidence of the effectiveness of visual aids.
9.2. erapy for Children with Autism & Speech Delays
Many of the characteristic difficulties experienced by children with ASD revolve around communi-
cation, empathy, social functioning, and expression. Since the s, Ivar Lovaas’ pioneering and
successful approach of “applied behavior analysis,” or ABA, has been one of the mainmethods to teach
communication and social skills (Lovaas, ). However, frequent therapy sessions that require sus-
tained attention and intense human-to-human contact can produce anxiety, which can cause difficulty
for both practitioners and children with ASD (Kanner, ).is motivated us to explore technology
based solutions (which have the potential to minimize anxiety (Baskett, )) that improve language
skill, which may increase the willingness of children to participate in the therapy.
Although speech is not the only means to successful communication, its development is consistent with other forms of
communication, such as signs or picture symbols, and usually remains a relevant and meaningful goal (Millar et al., )
Other forms of communication treatment (Greenspan and Wieder, ; Koegel et al., ; National Research Council,
; Woods and Wetherby, ) have been used to help develop social and communicative skills in children with ASD.

In addition, providing information through the visual modality has repeatedly been documented
as a useful treatment approach for children with ASD (Minshew et al., ; Peterson et al., ).
For example, tools like the Picture Exchange System (Bondy and Frost, ) and visual schedules
(Dettmer et al., ) have been widely adopted to support interaction and day-to-day functioning.
However, the use of visual feedback to provide real-time acoustic information about vocal productions
for children with ASD is rare. In addition, few if any interventions for children with ASD have focused
explicitly on multisyllabic productions. In contrast, a few treatment studies targeting multisyllabic
productions have been published in relation to children with specific speech-language delays (e.g.,
(Strand et al., ; Yoder et al., )).e most relevant approach is the use of a static visual display
known as a pacing board (Velleman, ). e pacing board, represented in Figure ., provides
a graphic representation of individual syllables via circles. As a word is practiced, the clinician and
child touch each circle as its corresponding syllable is produced. However, the pacing board is neither
dynamic, nor does it provide acoustic information about the child’s or clinician’s vocal productions.
9.2. Technology Research on Autism and Speech Delays
Computers have been shown to be an important platform for interventions for children with ASD.
Researchers have examined the role of technology in early diagnosis (Kientz et al., ), teaching
human-to-human interaction to high-functioning children with ASD (Kerr et al., ; Tartaro
and Cassell, ) and reducing the apprehension caused by human-to-human interaction in play
(Michaud andeberge-Turmel, ). Morris et al., have examined the customizability of computer
systems to provide a more inviting learning environment for children with ASD (Morris et al., ).
However, the majority of this research does not focus on speech acquisition and speech skills.
HCI research (Bergstrom and Karahalios, c; Fell et al., ; IBM, ) and technology-based
behavioral research outside the ASD community (Barry, ; Shuster and Ruscello, ) have
illustrated the use of computer solutions in the context of speech therapy and communication. Within
the ASD community, Hoque has explored sentence practice with higher functioning individuals with
ASD through the use of games (Hoque et al., ).
Nonetheless, no prior work could be found that examined the role of technology in teaching multisyl-
labic speech. One potential reason is that many researchers using technology focus on lower and higher
skill levels: sentences for high-functioning children (Hoque et al., ) or vocalizations for non verbal
functioning children (Hailpern et al., b). Because of limitations in speech recognition soware
SpeechViewer(IBM, ) and VisiPitch(KayPentax, ) are noteworthy exceptions.

(Nakagawa, ; Strik and Cucchiarini, ), forms of speech detection are limited, especially for
individuals with poor diction.is poses a unique challenge. As a result, little work has been done to
aid speech skills for individuals with ASD and SPD with severe speech deficiencies.
9.3 Scope &Motivation
Our research explores the process of building computer systems to aid in shaping multisyllabic speech
in children with ASD and SPD, specifically by including these children, who have limited speech-
language skills, in the design process. Because this design space is so large, and teaching multi-syllabic
speech to children with ASD/SPD using technology is a novel interaction, launching straight into a
validation study of our soware would be premature (see Future Work for ongoing studies). Further,
prior work has repeatedly shown that lessons learned from TCUID, loosely structured studies and case
studies are an important contribution (Edwards et al., ; Consolvo et al., ).ey improve
development time, usability, and help designers better understand context and users (Vredenburg et al.,
). In this spirit, we wish to share our findings to help others working in a similar domain. Given
the novelty of this design space, other designers can greatly benefit from the numerous technical and
user-centered lessons learned, which we were only able to uncover through a TCUID investigation.
Our main contributions are the documentation of the TCUID process, the resulting design and
architecture of VocSyl, and the articulation of design guidelines for future soware development
that shapes complex speech. Our research bridges the gap between Hailpern’s work (Hailpern et al.,
b) on encouraging vocalization in children and Hoque’s work (Hoque et al., ) on providing a
game to practice full sentence production. Note that teaching perfect speech or precise phonemes
is outside the scope of this research: our soware focuses on facilitating prosody and syllables. We
employed well accepted Digital Signal Processing (DSP) algorithms. While pitch detection and
syllable detection were not always  accurate(Nakagawa, ; Strik and Cucchiarini, ), our
implementations were consistent across users. As this work focuses on user interaction, designing new
or improving existing DSP algorithms (pitch, volume, or syllable detection) is outside of the scope of
this work.
Even without explicit validation studies.
e algorithm used for syllable detection worked well for words with hard consonant breaks between syllables, but had
increasing difficulty during words with so syllable breaks. It addition ambient room noise would occasionally cause an extra
syllable to appear.

9.4 VocSyl Soware Architecture and System
VocSyl is a Java based, real-time audio visualization system for use within a clinical speech-therapy
setting. It utilizes the Processing API (Fry and Reas, ) to render graphics. To teach multisyllabic
speech production, we visualize changes in syllables, timing (speed), tone (pitch) and emphasis
(volume). Figure . illustrates four of the many permutations of VocSyl visualizations designed
during this research.
Research soware is oen designed and built with little consideration for the soware’s use beyond
the conclusion of the experiment.is approach is effective for studying how humans interact with
soware, but it oen does not yield soware that is usable outside of a research setting. In contrast, we
built VocSyl (and its visualizations) to be an extensible soware architecture that could be used on a
regular basis in a clinical setting.
We now highlight the target use of VocSyl and its visualizations. Because the VocSyl system itself
is a major contribution of this work, we also highlight three key technological features: facilitating
multiple complex real-time audio analyses, the audio processing architecture, and how VocSyl’s design
explicitly handles third-party development.
9.4. Use Case
VocSyl is based on a common form of behavioral training called Applied Behavior Analysis, or ABA
(Baer et al., ).e clinician first says a word.is prompt is called amodel.e clinician then
waits for a response from the subject. We term this response an attempt. If the attempt approximates
the model, the subject is given a reward (e.g., food, verbal praise or a toy). If the attempt does not
match the model, the trial is repeated. Within this communication treatment style, the prompt may
be to say a specific work (e.g., “say cookie”) or may be asking a question about an object (e.g., “what
is this?”). When the clinician says a target word or phrase, that auditory information is fleeting and
does not persist.erefore, if a child says a word incorrectly, there is no lasting product presented
to the child for comparison (aside from playing back a recording of their voice). Even the use of a
mirror (a traditional speech therapy visual aid) (Coletto, ) is by nature temporal, and there is no
representation of the target word aer it is said.
e name VocSyl is an amalgam of the words Vocalization and Syllable, acknowledging its target use case. VocSyl is
pronounced as Voxel ( / vaksl / ) as a nod to computer graphics and the visual aspects of the interface.

A. Layered Circle B. Layered Circle
Empty Model, Attempt Found Image
C. Layered Envelopes D. Split Screen Envelopes
Figure 9.2: Four Examples of VocSyl Visualizations
ese examples are of two utterances of the word “basketball,” the first where each syllable is said in descending pitch,
and the second where the second syllable is said at a higher pitch than the first and third syllables.

VocSyl aims to present a visual representation (see Figure .) of the vocal features of a word attempt.
When the clinician prompts the child with a word, a visual representation of the uttered word appears
in near real time on a screen. When it is the child’s turn to attempt the word, their utterance is “drawn”
in real time next to, or on top of, the visualization of the model. As a result of VocSyl’s persistent
visualization of the auditory features, the child and clinician can visually compare the differences
between the model and the attempt.
9.4. Real-Time Multisyllabic Speech Visualization
is visualization has two basic styles loosely based on the pacing board commonly used in speech
therapy (Figure .). We term the style circle to refer to the shapes in Figure . A and B (where each
syllable is an individual circle). We term the style envelope to refer to the shape in Figure . C and D
(where each syllable is a different segment separated by a vertical white line).e circle visualization
can be modified.e thin line smoothly connecting the circles together (Figure . A and B) can also
be turned on and off. In addition, the visualization of the model has the option to be an empty circle
(simulating a target to hit and match as in Figure . B).
is VocSyl visualization dynamically captures and shows four key elements of each utterance produced.
Syllables are represented by discrete elements on the screen (envelope or circle). Pitch or tonal changes
(relative to each user’s starting pitch) are illustrated on the y-axis. Emphasis or stress is represented by
envelope or circle size (thickness or diameter respectively). Pacing/timing is represented on the x-axis.
9.4. Real-Time Event Based Audio Analysis
Systems which rely upon real-time visualizations, like VocSyl, require both visual rendering and audio
processing. Because synchronicity is central to real-time visualizations, if one element of this system
(audio analysis or visualization rendering) dominates the applications’ execution, the whole system
suffers.us, issues such as deadlocking due to rendering, processing, or analysis can prevent such
systems from functioning in real-time (a critical component of VocSyl).erefore we wanted to ensure
that VocSyl would be highly scalable to multiple concurrent visual and auditory components. Further,
the connections between audio analysis and visualization should be loosely coupled so that the system
does not deadlock or lag.
We used relative change because the voice of an adult is lower than that of a child. Relative change in cents is a linear delta
between starting pitch and current pitch (unlike Hz which is logarithmic).

Figure 9.3:VocSyl Visualization Configuration Window
Properties of the visualization can be changed in real time (e.g., color, duration of the visualization window)
us, VocSyl follows the Publish/Subscribe design pattern (Gamma, ). Rather than a linear series
of functions to execute, each component (visualization, microphones, audio feature extraction, etc.)
runs autonomously on separate threads. Each component communicates with the others via ad hoc
data passing.ink of the components of VocSyl as a series of radio stations and people listening to the
radio. A “station” (e.g., a microphone) can broadcast (e.g., an audio sample) to anyone (e.g., volume
extractor or pitch extractor) who has her radio “tuned” to that station. In addition, each listener has
his own broadcasting station.erefore, each radio listener can also broadcast her own radio signal
(e.g., the volume and/or pitch of the sound sample) to anyone listening.
Similar to the radio station/listener analogy, the components of VocSyl are loosely coupled. No
component needs know what the network topology is, or who is listening to it. No one component’s
processing or analysis of information will slow or delay the system. To counteract race conditions
and asynchrony, all messages passed in VocSyl have timestamps. Another added benefit of this
design is its scalability. For relatively small systems, Publish/Subscribe architectures scale better (as
more components are added) compared to client-server based designs (Gamma, ). As a result




Mic Microphone Pulls Audio from internal or USB Mi-
crophone
Mic WAV Audio Pulls Audio fromWAV file for debug-
ging
Filters So BPF Configurable Band Pass Filter to grad-
ually remove signal above/below a fre-
quency (HZ) threshold
Filters Hard BPF Configurable Band Pass Filter to cut
off signal above/below a frequency
(HZ) threshold
Filters HPF Configurable High Pass Filter to re-
move signal below a frequency (HZ)
threshold
Feature Volume Volume of current audio sample based
on amplitude
Feature dB Volume Volume of an audio sample (Decibels)
Feature Pitch Pitch of audio, using a sliding win-
dow, calculated using a Cepstrum Plot
(Roads et al., )
Feature Syllable Detects when a Syllable occurs; alerts
listeners using Mermelstein’s algo-
rithm(Mermelstein, )
Table 9.1:Mics, Filters and Features built for VocSyl
9.4. Audio Processing Components in VocSyl
All components can potentially publish (broadcast) and subscribe (receive). However, the content of
those broadcasts can vary. We categorize components as being one of three types:
● Mic: broadcasting an audio signal e.g., audio from a physical microphone or audio from aWAV file● Filters: receiving an audio signal and broadcasting an audio signal e.g., band-pass filter or low-pass
filter● Features: receiving an audio signal and broadcasting a set of extracted value(s) from that signal
e.g., pitch or volume
Table . lists all of the components (and their algorithms) built for VocSyl and describes their im-
plementation. Based on the VocSyl architecture, many of the Filters and Features use each other
to analyze and process audio. Due to the limitations in speech recognition soware, especially for
individuals with poor diction (Nakagawa, ; Strik and Cucchiarini, ), we did not build any
Features into VocSyl that extract higher level audio properties (e.g. phonemes). Rather, the main

Filters and Features of VocSyl revolve around aspects of prosody: syllables (building blocks of words),
pitch (intonation), time (tempo) and volume (emphasis). However, adding new components is a
simple process, and is covered in the next subsection.
9.4. Plugin Architecture for Expandability
VocSyl’s modular architecture allows the system to be highly extensible. Developers can easily add
newMics , Filters , Features or visualizations by building on top of the existing components built
for this research. For example, a new visualization can be created in roughly  lines of code that
makes use of the pre-built components that detect volume, pitch and syllables. While the specific
visualizations used in this research are more complex (and required more code) than this simple 
line example, our framework allows future visualization developers to focus on how to represent the
vocal properties, and not the complexity of the larger VocSyl system. For visualizations,Mics , Filters
or Features , developers need only follow the specified Abstract Class/Interface specified, and they will
find that all the integration, broadcasting, and receiving has already been built in.
VocSyl also takes full advantage of the Factory Design Pattern (Gamma, ). As a result, if a
user wanted to build a new visualization or component, VocSyl automatically detects it, registers it,
and it becomes part of the VocSyl system. For visualizations andMics , VocSyl automatically adds
them to the VocSyl menu interface as though they “were always there.” Likewise, if a user designs
a new pitch algorithm or adds phoneme detection, they only need to write the one file and any
component/visualization can now use it.
A further benefit that leverages the dynamic component detection is the ability to auto-generate
configuration screens (Figure .). Each component and visualization can specify properties that can
be changed by a user.ese properties are also auto-detected, and appear at the appropriate location
in VocSyl. All the options displayed in Figure . are auto-generated, allowing properties to be added
and hidden from view depending on what the user clicks and configures.is is another way in which
developers can focus on their components without worrying about end user configuration.

Name Gender Age Diagnosis
Sean M  SPD
Tina F  SPD (SmithÐMagenis)
Zev M  ASD
Frank M  ASD + Downs
Cara F  Typical
Heather F  Typical
Emma F  Typical
Amy F  Typical
Table 9.2:Demographics
Names were changed to protect identity, but gender was maintained.
9.5 Task Centered User Interface Design
Once the initial VocSyl soware was completed, we began TCUID. Over a -month period, we ex-
amined how the children interacted with VocSyl, when they demonstrated preferences, and most
importantly, the challenges they faced when interacting with voice visualizations that targeted multi-
syllabic speech. It is important to note that our goal was not to design one “perfect” visualization,
but rather to design a robust suite of visualizations, as the challenges, needs and preferences of
each child will vary.
9.5. Participants
ree groups of children were recruited for the TCUID. Two children with ASD were recruited from a
school for children with disabilities. Two children with SPD were recruited from the local community.
Four neurologically typical children  were recruited from a local preschool and child care program
within a major university. Children were recommended by teachers and therapists and given an initial
screening involving Part A of the Communicative Development Inventory (CDI) (Fenson et al., )
and the Words Sequence section of the Verbal Motor Production Assessment for Children (VMPAC)
(Hayden, ). Descriptive information about individual children across all groups is provided in
Table .. All children were past the age of - months during which multi-word productions
typically emerge.e typically-developing children produced and understood all  words on the
CDI, whereas the two groups with speech-language impairments ranged from - words. Similarly,
all children in the typical group correctly produced all  syllables from the Words Sequences on the
VMPAC, whereas the other two groups ranged from - in terms of correct syllables.
Neurologically typical children were recruited because they can verbally articulate their preferences and discuss their
interests and confusion with the soware.

Figure 9.4:VocSyl TCUID Setup
e child would sit between the two computers while the researcher sat on the right side of the child.e child’s chair
would be a non-swivel chair.
9.5. Methods and TCUID Protocol
Participation in our TCUID began with an initial speech-language screening performed by a faculty
member or a masters degree student in Speech & Hearing Science. Once the child was deemed eligible
according to the inclusion criteria, he/she participated in six study sessions. Study sessions were
separated by approximately - days (based on the availability of the child and completion of VocSyl
soware modifications). Sessions lasted about  minutes. Sessions were conducted in an unused
classroom at the child’s school or in the Computer Science department at a major university.
9.5.. Protocol
At the start of each session, the child would sit in front of two computers running VocSyl (Figure .)
and the researcher would explain the protocol in age appropriate vocabulary. It is important to note
that nowhere in the explanation did the researcher say, “our visualizations should be touching.” We
omitted this information to determine if the participants would find the graphical alignment of the
visualizations to be naturally appealing.
Following the explanation, the researcher would then conduct four exposures. An exposure refers to
a unique pairing of two visualization permutations (one on the le computer and one on the right
computer). During the exposure, the researcher would run through a simplified ABA (Baer et al.,
) protocol.is process would begin with the researcher randomly choosing one computer and
saying, “Let’s start over here.” e researcher would then say a target word (e.g., “Monkey”), while

VocSyl visualized in real time.en, the researcher would encourage the child to try (e.g., “Now you say
monkey”).e child would then try to repeat the word while VocSyl drew their utterance. Regardless
of the outcome (accurate or not accurate), the researcher would provide verbal word encouragement
(e.g., “Good Try!”).is process would be repeated using the second computerÕs visualization. When
both computers had the visualizations rendered, the researcher would ask the child, “Which one did
you like better?” e selected visualization would be repeated. For children without ASD or SPD,
the researcher would also ask the children why they chose the particular visualization. During each
exposure, one word was used. No words were repeated across exposures or sessions.
9.5.. Word Selection
Target words were selected to challenge childrenÕs productive abilities and thus emulate the intended
purpose of VocSyl. For the children in the ASD and SPD groups, target words were selected based on
results from the CDI (Fenson et al., ). Specifically, the examiner chose multisyllabic words that the
child reportedly ‘understands but does not say.’e words selected were either two- or three-syllable
words. Given that the children from the typical group could reportedly say all words listed on the CDI,
as would be expected based on their age, three- or four-syllable nonsense (selected from (Dollaghan
and Campbell, )) and low-frequency vocabulary words (published in (Mahurin-Smith, ))
were used instead. Overall, if children could imitate the words (even matching syllables or intonation)
it suggests the potential applications of VocSyl within a speech therapy context.
9.5.. Technology
e TCUID experiment utilized two ” or ” iMacs. For children with ASD or SPD, we used a
Phoenix Duet USB Microphone with each computer. For typical children, we used the internal iMac
microphones. Sessions were videotaped using SilverBack soware which records both the screen and
live video (using the iMac iSight camera). All video was recorded with parental approval.
9.5. TCUID Iteration Results: Six Rounds
Wewill now present the observations from the initial speech-language assessment and all six rounds of
our TCUID process. For each round we briefly describe what the round was “examining,” followed by

observations of the typical children, then the ASD/SPD children. Round one examined the impact of
visualization style (e.g., circle vs. envelope or solid circles vs. empty-circle). Rounds - each examined
specific features of our visualizations by comparing a visualization with a feature turned “on” to the
same visualization with the same feature turned “off.” Decisions on which features to bring forward
to future rounds were made across all children for consistency. Recall that we refer to the clinician’s
prompt/example of the word as amodel and the child’s response as the attempt.
While we do include the raw preference counts in Table ., due to the small sample size, conducing
traditional statistical comparisons is not done due to limited statistical power.ese values are included
for illustrative purposes only.
9.5.. Initial Speech Assessment Observations
While the assessment session was not technically a “data gathering session,” we noted that children
with ASD and SPD were extremely quiet.ey were willing to participate, to varying degrees, but
their speech volume was low, and we realized the internal microphones on the iMacs would not pick
up their vocalizations. We therefore modified our protocol to include the use of USB microphones
that could be moved closer, or given to these children to hold.
9.5.. Round  - Style
During the first round we examined the style of visualizations. For each exposure, we contrasted one
of visualization style with another (e.g. Figure .A with Figure .C.)is included the envelope and
the permutations of the circle style.
Since Round  was the children’s first exposure, many seemed surprised and excited by the computer’s
response to their voice. Many of the typical children commented on the shape or alignment of the
visualizations (e.g., Emma said, “Mine is like green toothpaste!” and Amy said, “ey’re matching up
with mine!”).is type of response is one we saw repeated throughout the study.
When interacting with VocSyl, Zev oen would lean into the iMac and touch the visualizations as
they appeared on the screen. He clapped when the visualization appeared and said, “I did it!” during
the session. Zev, Tina and Sean appeared very happy to be using the soware and began smiling once
we began using the soware and it reacted to their voice. Tina oen exclaimed, “Wow!” when the




Round A vs. B Count Count
 ∗ Empty Circle vs Solid Circle  
 ∗ Envelope vs Solid Circle  
 ∗ Envelope vs Empty Circle  
 ∗ Circle+Line vs Circle Only  
 † Split Screen vs Layered  
 † no Pitch vs with Pitch  
 no DPA vs with DPA  
 no Images vs with Images  
 § no Stoplight vs with Stoplight  
Table 9.3:VocSyl Preferences
ese values are included for illustrative purposes only.∗Sean would not give preferences this round — § Tina was unable to participate in this round due to medical issues.
— † During one exposure, one child did not give a preference (thus total preferences was  not )
visualization appeared. In addition, Tina also held the microphone and put it up to her mouth only
when it was her turn. She would continue this behavior throughout the entire six rounds.
Overall, this round produced no consistent preference across or within our participants. All the
children actively participated, attempted all the words presented to them, and all appeared to enjoy
themselves.
9.5.. Round  - Split Screen vs. Layered Screen
During this round, we examined the physical relationship of the visualization of the clinician’s model
to the visualization of the child’s attempt. One computer in each exposure would randomly have the
model visualized on the top of the screen with the attempt visualized on the bottom (Figure . D),
while the other (with an identical visualization) would have the two visualizations overlaid (Figure .
A, B or C).
Similar to Round , the verbal reactions of the typical children continued to be positive and analytical.
ese children regularly noticed patterns and relationships between the visualizations. Amy com-
mented “Boy, those ones are touching very good!” indicating the fact that both the visualizations of the
model and her attempt touching was a positive thing (despite not being mentioned in the protocol).
While the reactions of Zev, Tina and Sean remained the same, Frank began to smile and readily engage
with the researcher and VocSyl. While he was phonetically quite inaccurate, he matched the syllables
and inflection of the researcher on each attempt. Aer his attempts, he would oen smile as he looked
at the computer screen. We did not see this response during Round .

e second round produced no preferential results, similar to the first round, with a few noteworthy
exceptions. When we tested envelope split screen (Figure . D) versus envelope layered (Figure .
C), all eight children preferred the envelope layered. However, for the other three exposures (which
utilized variations on the circles), the preferences were split / between split screen and layered.
is perfect split was also seen within the typical and ASD/SPD groups. Going forward, we opted to
leave all visualizations layered.
9.5.. Round  - Pitch
It could be argued that with four features being displayed (volume, syllable, pitch and timing), this may
be “too much” for the children to process. For Round , we reduced the complexity of the visualization
by examining the role of pitch in the visualizations. Visualizations without pitch (no variation in the
y-axis) would render the visualizations closer in presentation to the pacing board. One computer in
each exposure would have pitch “on” (allowing the y-axis to be used), while the other (with an identical
visualization) would have pitch turned “off” (each syllable’s y-offset was ).
In Round , the children generally preferred having pitch on. When asked to explain their preference,
the typical children most oen cited the relative position or alignment of the model and the attempt
as their justification. Amy justified her preference by saying, “Because I like how it goes down and the
circles are touching.” Emma gave a similar rationale stating she chose one over the other, “because we
have the same number [of circles].” Zev’s reaction to pitch was also positive: he smiled, leaned closer
to the computer and clapped when the pitch-on visualization came up. Given the positive reaction, we
decided to continue using pitch in the visualization for the remaining three rounds.
A secondary observation in Round  is that all the typical children (and Sean from the SPD group)
began asking to choose the color of the visualization. Color is a variable controlled by researchers and
was not initially intended to be an option for the children. However, seeing that color preference was
important to some children, we obliged. From this round forward, children changed the visualization
colors during each exposure (though the color was always the same on both computers within any
given exposure).
Pitch was turned on during Rounds  and .
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9.5.. Round  - Dynamic Production Alignment
Over the first  rounds, we noticed that all of the typical children would oen justify their preference, by
commenting on how closely aligned the model and the attempt were. At times, however, the childrens’
vocalizations would not directly align because their first syllable may have taken longer to say or their
more explicit intake of breath would start the soware. We hypothesized that many of the preference
decisions were a result of the childÕs desire for alignment and matching the model.is would, in
theory, be a positive observation in behavior in that it is the main goal of VocSyl.
To further explore the role of alignment in VocSyl, we created a feature calledDynamic Production
Alignment (DPA). When DPA is activated, once the child has made an attempt to say the word,
their vocalization would slide to the le or to the right in one or two seconds such that their first
syllable would be directly on top of the researcher’s first syllable. In theory, this would align the two
productions, providing a more direct comparison between the model and the attempt. During Round
, one computer in each exposure had DPA turned on, while the other (with an identical visualization)
would have DPA turned off.
Remarkably, seven of the eight children took note of the movement in the DPA (either by verbally
commenting, or visibly reacting to the animation). Notably from theASD/ SPD group, Frank exclaimed
“I like!” when he first saw the DPA, and Sean turned to his mother twice, saying, “it goes ma ma,” and
“it’s moving mommy.” Given this positive response, we elected to enable DPA in Rounds  and .
It is also worth noting that in Round , Tina explicitly asked (though with very limited articulation),
“Do more,” aer we finished with the required exposures. So as not to bias her to future VocSyl
exposures, we turned on an oscilloscope visualization which we had built previously for debugging
VocSyl. Tina subsequently played with the oscilloscope twice, each lasting for about a minute. Once
demonstrated, Tina said, “I will try,” and she proceeded to say words into the oscilloscope for about 
minute, concluding by saying, “My voice is on the ’puter.” Aer playing on the iPad she asked to play
on the computer again, in response to which the researcher brought up the oscilloscope visualization
again.
9.5.. Round  - Found Images
Images related to the childÕs interest are likely to spur engagement (Hailpern et al., b; Morris et al.,
). During this round, we examined the impact of replacing the abstract circle with found images
(Figure .B replaces the attempt’s circles with trucks). One computer would randomly replace the
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circles of the child’s attempt with a found image, while the other (with an identical visualization) would
use the original circles. As there are no objects that could naturally replace the envelope visualization,
we did not use it as one of the four exposures.
We asked each typical child for a cartoon they liked, and parents/caregivers of the ASD/SPD children
for preferences or interests. Overwhelmingly, children’s preference was to have the images in VocSyl
over the abstract shapes. Preference from the typical children was based on the presence of images
(e.g., “I want Cinderella again! .. my path is Cinderella!” - Emma, “because Elmo, I like Elmo” - Cara).
Preferences for the ASD/SPD children were equally based on the images. Tina attempted to count and
point at the found images, Frank said “ohhhhhhh” with a look of immense pleasure on his face, while
Zev would say “truck.”
We observed that when children saw researchers turning on and off the images, both typical and SPD
children started asking or pointing to the screen to choose their own images. Similar to the color
selection that occurred in Round , an option to change the image was not intended by researchers,
but was identified by the children.
9.5.. Round  - Stoplight Cue
We noted that children had difficulty waiting to start their attempt. A few times, the children were so
excited to say their word and see the visualization, that as soon as the researcher finished saying the
model, they did not wait for VocSyl to start rendering their production (a process that takes seconds).
We designed a visual cue to show when it is the child’s turn. Specifically, aer the researcher finished
the model, a stop light appears and changes from red to yellow to green (over three seconds). When
the stoplight rests on green, VocSyl begins listening to the attempt by the child.
Surprisingly, we had a very strong negative reaction from all children. When asked for a justification,
typically they told us that they disliked waiting (e.g., “because I donÕt like to wait” - Amy, “when I
do it with the stoplight, I have to wait” - Emma). Frank, rather than waiting, contented to repeat his
attempt until the computer executed his visualization.is explicit delayed gratification and delayed
interaction seemed to be less desirable, even though the children now knew exactly when to begin to
interact.
In addition, two of the four typical children as well as Sean and Zev asked (verbally or by pointing) to
have the found images turned back on in this round and Frank would move his hand horizontally
in time with DPA aligning his attempt with the model. In addition, Frank spent almost a minute
exploring his voice with the oscilloscope aer the conclusion of the study.

9.5. General Observations
We observed that all the typical children commented or narrated, the visualization. Comments
centered around the shape of the visualizations, who had “more circles,” and when or where the
visualizations touched. Cara, in particular, personified the circles as family members. She would
label the “mommy” circle, the “daddy” circle, and the “baby” circle (based on size). Children with
ASD and SPD, however, were not generally explicit or commented on the visualizations.is, may
be a direct result of their linguistic and/or developmental challenges. Even though this was not a
treatment study, it is worth noting that the children with SPD and ASD we actively attempting
words that they do not say.More impressively, both children with SPD were saying the words well
and the children with ASD made good attempts, almost always matching the syllables and pitch (and
Frank regularly matching phonemes). Occasionally, Frank and Sean would repeat the same phonetic
pattern across sessions (regardless of the model). We believe that this may be tied to words they found
challenging, and rather than failing, they wanted to see a visualization react to their voice.
9.5.. Positive and Enriching Experience
Across the board, children appeared to enjoy engaging with the computer and wanted to continue
their interactions. We explicitly asked the children from the typical group whether they had fun and
if they wanted to come back. Tina and Sean both asked to use the computer again (though these
requests were “translated” by their parents), and Frank and Zev oen talked into the microphone aer
exposures finished, continuing to look at the screen for a visualization of their voice.
is engagement is a important element of a positive learning environment, in that engagement is
tied to learning (Skinner et al., ). Over the six rounds, the children became increasingly relaxed
and engaged with VocSyl. All children (including the children with ASD/SPD) came into sessions
smiling, rarely needing a prompt to sit down at the computers. Further, all the children attempted
the words they were prompted with.is is particularly meaningful considering that all the words
tested with the four children with ASD or SPD were words that they were not reported to use prior to
starting the study.ough the phonetic accuracy varied by each child, attempts were made by all, and
syllables and intonation were almost always correct. Even more significant was the reaction of Tina
and Sean. Both SPD children tried quite hard to match the models and oen said words almost, if not
completely, perfectly. Tina’s mother particularly commented on her daughter’s ability to say the study’s
words, remarking how Tina never says these words at home and she was not currently enrolled in any
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speech therapy. Tina’s mother also asked for DVDs of her daughter’s session to re-watch her daughter
saying all the new vocabulary.
9.5.. Physical Interactions
At the conclusion of each session, we allowed the children to play with an iPad. is was not an
interaction to be explicitly tested as part of the TCUID, but rather a reward for participating. During
our sessions, we noticed that the children (especially the ASD and SPD children) readily enjoyed
playing with the iPad and smiled when they got the applications to respond to their touch. Based on
this, we re-watched the recordings of the six rounds of data collection. During this, we noticed that all
typical children regularly touched the screen of the iMacs to describe the visualizations they saw and
Sean, Frank and Zev both attempted to interact with the visualizations on the screens of the iMacs.
9.6 Design Guidelines
From our observations of the TCUID, discussions with typical children and the existing literature,
we have produced a set of guidelines for designing soware to facilitate multisyllabic speech produc-
tion. While some may appear “obvious,” these guidelines presented are grounded in experimental
observation rather than anecdotal knowledge.
R Minimize Delay to Interaction: When designing soware for children, ensure that when the
child wants to engage, and the soware is ready to respond and delays are minimized.us
children are engaged and stay interested with the interaction, the soware, and learning.
As we saw with the stoplight condition, and the children’s desire to keep interacting, the computer visualizations
are a highly motivating media for vocalization. However, the more delays we build into the system, the more
frustrating and confusing these interactions appear to be.
R Real-Time is Fun: By showing visualizations change in real time, children’s attention remains
with the soware. ey then continue to perform the task/activity. By ensuring real-time
visualizations, we hopefully can encourage learning (Skinner et al., ).
Given that our tasks were well-structured, we were unsure if they would still encourage interaction (as
compared to the free-form task of (Hailpern et al., b)). Our observations appear to suggest that children
truly enjoyed playing with the computer, as their requests to keep going, verbal or otherwise, continued even
aer the official session had concluded. As visualizations change and animated in real-time, children both
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discussed the changes and moved in concert with the animations.is avenue of research is promising, and
supports further exploration of how complex interactions can get while still encouraging skill development
and engagement
R Child Customization: Interaction designers should support simple, uncluttered option menus
for children to make choices in the interface themselves – ideally allow children to point to
and touch what they want.is ensures that as the child’s own preferences change (within and
between sessions), so can the soware. By designing easy to use interfaces, children can feel
empowered and engaged with their interactions. By employing touch, non-verbal children can
customize the soware themselves.
e degree of customization children requested with VocSyl was an unexpected finding. Both typical and
ASD/SPD children requested color changes or picture changes, as soon as they observed that the researcher
was changing a setting (or with color, that there was a grid of colors on the settings panel).is was a natural
and unprompted gesture seen in nearly every instance that the children greatly enjoyed. While the work of
Morris (Morris et al., ) suggests that customization can be facilitated in higher functioning children, it is
noteworthy that children here actively sought out customization in the VocSyl interface.
R Dynamic Computer Correction: When the target child is learning a complex skill (e.g.,
speech), the soware can “smooth” their interactions by auto-correcting or auto-adjusting
minor mistakes without negatively impacting child’s interaction.is can allow the clinician to
focus on the skills being targeted rather than trying to explain minor errors by the child (or the
soware).
We explicitly manipulated word attempts by children using DPA. Given the positive reaction to DPA, we
believe that systems, such as VocSyl, need not be completely literal in their visualization. Computers provide a
unique ability over non-dynamic tools (Figure .) to correct tiny mistakes made by a child or a researcher in
order to focus on the goal therapy. It appears that if changes made are obvious to the child (e.g., sliding of the
production rather than a sudden jump), they are accepted and understood.
R Robust Microphone Setup: Systems should provide a robust setup to accommodate multiple
voice levels, as children have different comfort levels with the use of their voice. As children are
less sure of their abilities, they may be more hesitant to loudly engage. As their comfort level
rises, so will their voice level.
We found that neurologically typical children were more willing to speak loudly than children with ASD/SPD.
Internal computer microphones did not suffice. Even an external USB microphone may need to be placed very
close to the child. A USB microphone also provides a physical device that the child can hold onto and direct
their engagement towards.

R Competence of the Child: Designers can “raise the bar” on targeted tasks andmake themmore
challenging by allowing the clinicians to adjust the “picky-ness” of the soware for assessing
correctness. Further, tasks asked of children should likewise be able to become more complex.
While one half of the children in our study had speech delays, they were capable of successful interactions
with VocSyl, regardless of complexity. We therefore encourage designers to be cautious with respect to
oversimplification of soware. Take on fairly complicated projects in this direction, with the option to dial
back features. Further, given the interactions observed with Frank and Zev we strongly believe that all the
children fundamentally understood that their voice created and manipulated the visualization.
R Physical Interaction: Children want to touch everything. Touch is an easy-to-understand
interaction.erefore, design systems that not only respond to touch, but provide meaningful
feedback for those interactions.
We observed physical interaction with the computer on multiple occasions. We believe that large screens,
animations, and vibrant shapes prove an engaging visual experience. All but two of the children attempted
to touch the computer screen to interact with the shapes or to comment on them. We strongly believe that
encouraging physical interaction can have an impact on the visualization and can provide therapists with
new techniques to further teach and shape vocalization.
9.7 VocSyl Touch
Following our unexpected observations about physical interactions with the iMacs, we have ported
the VocSyl system to the iPad and iPhone due to this iOS version has many added benefits over its
desktop implementation; portability, size, battery life, and easy distribution to homes and clinicians.
Most notable is the addition of touch interactions. While the VocSyl Touch implementation visually
looks and reacts the same as the desktop version, when a clinician or child touches the syllables in the
visualization, VocSyl slightly animates that touch and plays back that segment of the production from
a live audio recording.
9.8 Conclusion
e primary aim of this research was to design and build a soware tool called VocSyl for use in
speech therapy to encourage multisyllabic speech production in children with ASD and SPD. Our goal
was to include children with ASD and SPD in the design process through TCUID so as to emphasize
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building not simply what engineers thought was needed, but what the intended users demonstrated
they wanted.is user-centered approach allowed us to design a soware system that is both highly
configurable and provides a platform for a meaningful exploration of multisyllabic speech productions.
In addition to developing our soware system, we also generated design guidelines for future research
and soware working with this population to teach speech skills.
Given the overwhelmingly positive response from children and parents to VocSyl, we believe that
our soware and computer based interventions have the potential to improve multisyllabic speech
production in children with ASD and SPD. While this was not a treatment study, the children involved
were actively saying words using VocSyl that they were not saying at home.is adds further support




is part of the dissertation presents the motivation, background and theory related to the use of
visually and auditory feedback to encourage vocalization in non-verbal children with ASD. Based on
the existing literature, we developed SIP or the Spoken Impact Project. SIP consists of three major
thrusts of research; ) A framework to facilitate video annotation, and an instantiation of said system
called VCode and VData; ) A, a set of coding guidelines that allow researchers to assess non-verbal
subject interaction with computer based feedback; and ) A detailed quantitative analysis of SIPS
through the use of VCode, VData and A. Results from this analysis suggest that computer based
feedback systems hold the potential to greatly impact the vocalization of non-verbal subjects. Based
on our follow upWizard of Oz Study, we believe that systems like SIPS can be further developed to
not only encourage vocalization, but also teach verbal communication skills.
e implications of this thesis part are broad and far reaching. Results form our research on video
annotation provide a framework for soware designers to better meet the needs of researchers, clin-
icians, and to improve video annotation accuracy and quality. In addition, two tools that embody
the annotation framework have been rereleased, with impact reaching world wide to a plethora of
disciplines from Neurosicence to Computer Science.
e A guidelines demonstrate how research from multiple domains can be brought together to create
a system for analyzing the behavior of non-verbal subjects. By leveraging the rich body of literature,
we were able to build a robust framework that leverages the theory and years of research already
conducted. Based on the findings for inter coder reliability, the A guidelines provide a reliable system
to quantitatively assess subject behavior. A used in conjunction with VCode and VData create a
system that is reliable, fast, and accurate for assessing non verbal subject behavior.
Given the results from the SIP study, we believe that Audio and/or Visual Feedback can be used
to encourage spontaneous speech-like vocalizations in low-functioning children with ASD. More
specifically, CFS appears to encourage the rate of vocalizations that can be considered Speech-Like
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(sounds that can be phonetically described), while generally having little impact on those vocalizations
that we call Non-speech-Like (e.g. grunt, screech, etc). In other words, CFS has the potential to
differentially impact (favorably) speech-like versus non-speech-like vocalizations. SIP also suggests
that low-functioning children with ASD may have distinct and varied preference for forms/styles of
feedback. As a result, individual customization may be necessary in future situations. ough the
range of variation necessary is unknown, the final solution might include a suite of feedback styles
that may be selected by the parent, clinician, or child.
With the positive results of our data, the encouraging messages of parents, and the potential impact
demonstrated in the Wizard-of-Oz study, we believe that SIP-styled therapy is an exciting and viable
method for encouraging speech and vocalization in low-functioning children with ASD.is research
presents the first steps towards uncovering the area of using audio and visual feedback to encourage
speech in low functioning children with autism. In other words, SIP is a starting point for future
research.
In order to explore one aspect of the SIP-styled therapy, we constructed VocSyl for use in speech
therapy to encourage multisyllabic speech production in children with ASD and SPD. Our goal was
to include children with ASD and SPD in the design process through TCUID so as to emphasize
building not simply what engineers thought was needed, but what the intended users demonstrated
they wanted. While not a clinical test of the VocSyl system itself, we were able to uncover  key
design requirements for future soware design. Further, our TCUID process also uncovered the
overwhelming participation of subjects to interact and attempt word productions.is is noteworthy
in that all the words attempted were all new vocabulary. While the observations of researchers may be
bias, parent observations were equally supportive, with one mother even requesting DVD copies of
her daughter’s sessions.
10.1 Limitations
During the SIP experiment, children participating were diagnosed with autism and had significant
intellectual disabilities.eir attention to tasks was limited. Sometimes the subjects would appear
highly engaged with a form of feedback, while other forms proved completely un-engaging.is oen
resulted in trial sessions of extremely short duration, as subjects would get up and move away from
the computer. Duration of our trials had high variance, and reduction in observation time may have
reduced statistical power of this study and ability for statistical tests to reach significance. We may not
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have fully appreciated the positive effects of SIPS in this small study. However, we were able to observe
numerous forms of feedback that garnered significant changes in SSLV.
Due to the small scale and low statistical power of this study, conclusions drawn are at best preliminary
and we cannot conclude that audio/visual feedback will increase SSLV for every child with ASD.
e purpose of this research analysis are not to provide definitive conclusions on the impact of CFS,
but rather to suggest its potential as a new direction of HCI research and to highlight factors that
researchers should take into consideration. Because of multiple testing and our decision not to make
a statistical adjustment, it is possible that some of our significant findings may have been spurious.
While these limitations are important to note, they do not greatly hamper the position or potential of
the findings to shape future investigations. Further, based on our  single-subject studies, we believe
our results are promising.
Given the small scale of theTCUID study, we cannot conclude thatVocSylwill explicitly improve speech
therapy and multisyllabic speech production (though qualitative observations do appear promising).
However, this was not the aim of the current study. Prior to running a fully powered study, we aimed to
ensure that the VocSyl and its interactions were designed carefully, with consideration of the end-user.
To further this investigation, we are currently conducting a mixed method intervention study of 
children with speech-language impairments enrolled in one of three conditions: intervention with
VocSyl, traditional therapy with a pacing board, and a playgroup aimed at social interaction.e goal
is to examine the impact of all three conditions on children’s multisyllabic productions.
We also wish to highlight that there is a leap between producing SSLV, multisyllabic speech and
real-world communication. Our studies to date have focused on encouraging a specific behavior, each
of which is one component of functional communication.is work, in conjunction with the findings
from other research, lays the groundwork for future exploration of this area.
10.2 Future Work
Given our encouraging results, there aremany exciting areas of future work. One of themost immediate
directions is adaptive feedback selection. Previously, researchers had to qualitatively assess which
visualizations and forms of audio feedback were engaging to subjects. Future work might examine if
a system could adaptively change forms of feedback by the subject’s response via machine learning.
is would not only ease the job of clinicians and researchers, but as preferences change and subjects
satiate, such a system would be able to adapt.
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We see the potential to test our approach with other populations or other target behaviors. Clearly,
VocSyl is a first step. However, one additional avenue of explorationwithVocSyl is phoneme production.
Some of the children in our study have speech sound (phoneme) impairments. We believe that the
system could be expanded easily to teach and shape phoneme acquisition, and are actively expanding
VocSyl to target this. Another opportunity would be to explore the delivery of a SIP or VocSyl appliance.
e investigation of a toy-like device could provide therapeutic play at home, as well as the practitioner’s








Introduction to Aphasia, Linguistics
and Conversation Log Analysis
Receiving empathy and understanding are a constant need for those living with aphasia (Liechty and
Heinzekehr, ). Aphasia is an acquired language disorder that impairs expressive and receptive
language (both spoken and written)(Sarno, ). Over one million Americans are affected by aphasia
(National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders, ).ere is considerable
variability in the effects of aphasia, but all individuals with aphasia display difficulty producing words
accurately and with ease. Specific disruptions in language include dropping key words, substituting
incorrect words for the target word, mixing up sounds or letters within words, describing items that
are difficult to name, having difficulty organizing coherent strings of words, and making multiple
attempts to correct such production errors.
To an outsider it may appear that an aphasic individual has poor cognitive function. However, the
problem resides in the individual’s receptive and expressive language, not their ability to think. Aphasia
most profoundly affects the ability to communicate with others, whose lack of understanding and
empathy has the potential to “erode the social bonds that give life meaning” (Liechty and Heinzekehr,
).
Our goal is to promote empathy and understanding of aphasia in unimpaired individuals. We made it
possible for those without aphasia to metaphorically “walk in another’s shoes” by interacting with a
system which emulates the effects of aphasia through distortion of written text.is system has the
potential to help family and friends of individuals with aphasia, and to serve as a training tool for
physicians, nurses, and speech-language pathologists.
We introduce a novel system and model, called Aphasia Characteristics Emulation Soware (ACES),
that enables users to experience the speech-distorting effects of aphasia.is model adheres to the
wealth of literature in language distortions resulting from aphasia. It was informed though a series of
interviews and demonstrations (using an early prototype of ACES) with professionals and students
from the field of aphasia and other language disorders.
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e ACES system was designed to distort a user’s Instant Messages (IMs) from the original message
to one that appears like a message spoken by an individual with aphasia. us, the conversation
that develops between the user and their IM partner has similar difficulties and hurdles to those
experienced by an individual with aphasia. By experiencing these challenges firsthand, we hypothesize
that users will have increased empathy, knowledge, and understanding of aphasia. Results from an
evaluation of  participants indicate that ACES provides a rich experience that strongly increases
understanding and empathy for aphasia.
e foremost contribution of our system is a demonstration of how existing literature about language
distortions/errors due to cognitive impairment, age, or other language-based challenges can be ex-
tended to an interactive system that increases knowledge, empathy, and awareness. Our goal is not to
perfectly emulate aphasia.
With this in mind, we conducted a a Turing Test study in which participants must distinguish samples
of distorted text generated by a human from samples of text distorted by a computer. is work
clearly demonstrated that ACES generates realistic aphasic distortions, thus validating the applicability
of ACES as aphasic emulation soware and supporting the feasibility of other language emulation
soware research.
Finally, we explore the potential of ACES as a tool to understand language and conversation quality
changes. We conducted a -participant study with two major purposes. e first is providing
Psychology researchers with a large corpus of conversations (with quality of conversation from both
perspectives logged in addition to meta-data on what was intended to be sent). Second, and perhaps
more importantly, is extending the original ACES work by demonstrating that our system can be used
to understand how distortions impact linguistics and conversation quality. By exploring (at a high
level) the conversation logs themselves, uncovering patterns in communication and how they relate to
the frustration, clarity, and other dimensions of conversation quality, we can illustrate multiple future
applications of the ACES approach.
is work, together, highlights the great potential of language emulation soware; systems that sit
at the intersection of human-computer interaction, psychology, and speech and hearing science. At
this intersection, our technological solutions can greatly impact quality of life, quality of care, and
knowledge of langue disorders while simultaneously developing new computer technologies that




Review of Aphasia Literature
We describe aphasia, and existing research in the HCI community that relates to aphasia. Additional
literature analysis is presented at the beginning of Chapter : Building & Designing Aphasia Char-
acteristic Emulation Soware, and Chapter : Write-it Do-it, providing additional related work
pertaining specifically to the topics covered in those chapters.
12.1 Aphasia
Aphasia is a term used to describe an acquired language disorder that is caused by damage to the le
or dominant hemisphere of the brain and impairs an individual’s ability to produce and understand
language in both written and spoken forms (Benson, ). e severity and pattern of aphasic
symptoms vary, depending in part on the specific locations of brain damage. Clinical researchers
have developed classification systems that identify different patterns or sub-types of aphasia. For
example, diagnostic batteries (Goodglass et al., ; Shewan and Kertesz, ) based on the Boston
classification system are designed to categorize an individual’s aphasia symptoms as either a type of
non-fluent aphasia Ê(Broca’s, Transcortical Motor, Global) or fluent aphasia (Wernicke, Transcortical
Sensory, Conduction, Anomic). Of particular interest to the goals of the current study is that all
individuals with aphasia will display at least some difficulty with writing, and although writing may
be more or less impaired than spoken language, the linguistic deficits in writing will be generally
consistent with those of the person’s spoken language (Benson, ). Recent research focusing on
issues of treatment and functional recovery in aphasia(Chapey, ) has drawn attention to the need
for clinical interventions to attend not only to the areas of deficits in the patient with aphasia, but
also to the person’s communicative and social systems more broadly.e research in this dissertation
focuses on increasing empathy for those interacting with aphasics.
Some research, content, and text from this Chapter is reproduced from (Hailpern et al., a; Hailpern et al., b)
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12.2 Computer Science Research on Aphasia
Researchers in the field of Human Computer interaction have largely focused the communication
challenges pertaining to individuals with aphasia, in particular the use of visual images to aid in
communications. Allen’s research in  and  (Allen et al., ; Allen et al., ) has examined
the role of image capturing mobile phones to allow individuals with aphasia to communicate by
leveraging photos they have taken. is draws a striking parallel to Damen’s research on visual
storytelling to aid in communication (Daemen et al., a). In many respects, the lessons learned
of Allen and Damen’s research come together in Al Mahmud’s  paper on XTag, in which the
individuals location and images taken, are used to tell stories and recount activity (Al Mahmud et al.,
).
Similar to the use of images to recount events, many HCI researchers have also examined the role
of images in day-to-day communication. Boyd-Graber (Boyd-Graber et al., a) examined PDA
devices for word finding through images. Similarly, Nikolova explored visual interfaces for word
finding (Nikolova et al., ; Nikolova et al., ) by using the “familiar physical interface”(Chao,
) as seen in products like Microso Bob (Microso Corporation, ) and MagicCap (General
Magic, ). Ma et. al. explored the trade offs between images and iconography as a means for
supporting image-based communication for individuals with aphasia (Ma et al., ).ey found
that images are just as functional as using iconography, expanding the possible images available to
soware developers. While non-visual, AVN (Al Mahmud and Martens, ) provides a tree-based
word selection tool, to aid individuals with aphasia compose emails.
While much research has focused on facilitating communication of the individual, another branch of
HCI research has explored facilitating speech therapy. Piper’s pen based system allows individuals with
aphasia to have aural words associated with images throughout he use of a paper-digital interface (Piper
et al., ). Lewis et. al. has explored a more mobile perspective for word practice and speech therapy,
by developing Banga, a mobile phone soware system (Benjamin et al., ; Chandler et al., ).
Moving further away from the visual and non-visual support tools in speech therapy, researchers in
the field of artificial intelligence have explored the application of AI algorithms to support speech
therapy for individuals with aphasia (Masson and Quiniou, ).
Beyond the role of soware in facilitating communication, HCI researches have explored the use
of visual schedules in aiding the day-to-day activities of individuals with aphasia (Moffatt et al.,
a), as well as visual cook-books(Tee et al., ). By studying the challenges that individuals with
A full copy of this text was unable to be obtained by the author.e summary is based upon the published abstract.

aphasia experience when using soware (McGrenere et al., ; Davies et al., ; Brett, ) and
conducting participatory design studies(Moffatt et al., a), new soware developers can better
develop and create technology to meet the unique needs of individuals with aphasia.
While the breath of HCI and Computer Science research on aphasia is quite large, little work has
directly explored the use of soware solutions to emulate the language distortions of aphasia, nor
build empathy.
12.3 Other Emulation
In , Weizenbaum et. al. intro ducted Eliza (Weizenbaum, ), a computer AI that attempted
to emulate a Rogerian psycho-therapist. Four years later, Colby et. al. published PARRY (Colby
et al., ), and interactive computer model of paranoia. Colby originally intended PARRY to be used
as a training tool by students (Boden, ), rather than allowing students to interact with actual
individuals with paranoia. Both of these works illustrate how computer systems can be built to model
and emulate a language perspective. Eliza, a psychotherapist, and PARRY, an individual with paranoia.
However, neither of theses sowares allows the user to experience the perspective or disorder first
hand (to build empathy). Rather, they are tools to ease the strain on professionals (Eliza) or provide
training (PARRY).
To emulate the accessibility/readability of webpage for blind users, Takagi’s built an emulator called
Accessibility Designer (Takagi et al., ) that allows a web developer to see (through obfuscation)
the readability of web content to a blind screen-reader user.e system obscured web content with
shades of grey such that less accessible content is darker grey.
In a less “computer” based emulation,olen et. al. (olen et al., ) explored the effects of Dyslexia
through the use of a Taboo-like game where participants would communicate with a list of words that
they cannot use. While this study was not a computer emulation, it did explore the use of non-impaired
individuals to better understand a disorder.
PARRY passed a turing test experiment in  (Colby et al., ).

C 
Building & Designing Aphasia
Characteristic Emulation Software
Individuals with aphasia, an acquired communication disorder, constantly struggle against a world that
does not understand them.is lack of empathy and understanding negatively impacts their quality of
life. While aphasic individuals may appear to have lost cognitive functioning, their impairment relates
to receptive and expressive language, not to thinking processes. We introduce a novel system and
model, Aphasia Characteristics Emulation Soware (ACES), enabling users (e.g., caregivers, speech
therapists and family) to experience, firsthand, the communication-distorting effects of aphasia. By
allowing neurologically typical individuals to “walk in another’s shoes,” we aim to increase patience,
awareness and understanding. ACES was grounded in the communication science and psychological
literature, and informed by an initial pilot study.
13.1 Related EmpathyWork
We describe aphasia, empathy and how our work builds upon, and extends, the literature related to
empathy and aphasia.
13.1. Empathy and Aphasia
Empathy is one of the fundamental underpinnings of interpersonal communication. It is an emotional
response to the experiences of others, through which an empathetic person can understand and predict
the feelings, emotions, and thoughts of others (Dymond, ; Stotland, ).
Non-technical approaches have been used to increase awareness and empathy in other situations by
placing students in the “role” of an individual with an impairment. For example, students were tasked
Some research, content, and text from this Chapter is reproduced from (Hailpern et al., a)

Figure 13.1: Prototype Chat Window
Notice how the participant’s text is hard to decipher aer it has been distorted by the Aphasia Model.
to spend a day in a wheelchair to develop an awareness of the challenges confronting a paraplegic (Do-
erksen, ). In another course, students were given Augmentative and Alternative Communication
(AAC) devices (such as text-to-speech systems which assist those with impairments or restrictions on
the production or comprehension of spoken or written language) to emulate “non-vocal” communica-
tion while performing tasks such as going to a coffee shop (Hengst, ).
If individuals relating to those with aphasia lack empathy and understanding, it can greatly reduce
quality of life for aphasic individuals (Liechty and Heinzekehr, ). Oen, family members can
deny or underestimate the severity and presence of aphasic errors (Czvik, ). Further, in speech
therapy, empathy is necessary to motivate the aphasic client, with motivation being one of the three
key aspects of effective treatment (Shill, ). To date, research has shown that family member’s ability
to relate and empathize is based on how well they understand the distortions that their partners make
(Furbacher and Wertz, ).

Figure 13.2: Prototype Distortion Window
Removed () is a dropped Function word, Removed () is a random word drop and Replaced is when a word is
substituted.
13.1. Technology, Empathy and Aphasia
Technology has been used as a tool to enhance the functioning and communication of individuals with
aphasia (Daemen et al., b; McCall et al., ; van de Sandt-Koenderman et al., ) and other
speech and language disorders (Kitzing et al., ; Mullennix and Stern, ). Specifically, work in
the Human Computer Interaction (HCI) community has examined technological solutions to help
with day planning (Moffatt et al., b), communication (Boyd-Graber et al., b), and increased
access to web-content (Devlin and Unthank, ) for aphasic individuals. Most of this HCI research
has focused on providing support for the individual, their communication, and providing awareness
of their activities to those around them. Unlike work that focuses on developing empathic agents
(McQuiggan and Lester, ), this work aims to increase empathy, knowledge, and understanding of
aphasia for those who support aphasic individuals.

13.2 Early Prototype and Initial Investigation
Although there is a wealth of technology that aids individuals with aphasia, to our knowledge there
is none that aims to increase empathy among those associated with aphasic individuals. Following
the existing work in other domains (Doerksen, ), we hypothesized that if individuals were to
experience the effects of aphasia first hand, they might better understand the disorder and become
more empathetic to its challenges.
To this end, we built a prototype chat client that randomly distorted messages sent by its user using
an aphasia language model. We chose IM, because it eliminates any bias from voice inflection and
focuses on communication and the language disorder itself.
To gain insight into aphasia, empathy, and the type of interaction design that may best support
such a tool, we conducted an exploratory study (guided demonstrations and interviews) with ten
individuals (students, professionals, and researchers) with experience in aphasia (speech and hearing
science/psychology), averaging . years of experience in aphasia/language disorders, with mean age
of . years.
e initial prototype (Figure . & .) was built in Java and simulated an IM conversation between
the user (whose text was distorted) and Eliza (Weizenbaum, ), a simple and unbiased text-based
computerized conversational partner.e system provided a simplistic approximation of the effects
of aphasia by randomly dropping the user’s function words (-), randomly dropping any words
(-), and randomly replacing non-function words with other random words from a dictionary
file. While this prototype was a simplified representation of some effects of aphasia, it illustrated
the concept and functionality of ACES in order to gather informed feedback. Users saw how their
messages were distorted through an IM window (Figure .), and through a log of distortions (Figure
.).
Each participant met with a researcher for one session of approximately  minutes duration. Sessions
began with an explanation/demonstration of the prototype. Participants then used the prototype to
have a conversation with Eliza. Following the IM conversation, researchers had a discussion with each
participant, and concluded with a brief questionnaire using a -point Likert scale ( agree,  disagree).
ere was no remuneration for participation.

13.2. Results and Lessons Learned
Overall, participants agreed that this tool could be used to teach empathy and understanding for
aphasic individuals to: friends (mean=.), family (mean=.), clinicians (mean=.) and professionals
(mean=.). In addition, participants provided explicit guidance on system improvements and general
suggestions on the project. For example, one participant stated that:
is could be shown to people outside of the community of communication experts and their
clients. It could teach empathy and acceptance to a group/community as a whole. -P
Another participant stated that this soware was critical for training clinicians:
I don’t think treatment will be successful at all if the clinician is not understanding!ey are
the individuals who should be, and without that empathy, few gains will be achieved . -P
Another participant echoed P by stating that:
I believe that as a simulation of a disorder... this soware could be used in classrooms as
early as undergrad . -P
All participants stated the need for a customizable future system. Given the spectrum of aphasic
disorders and the manifestation variety within each sub-disorder, such a tool needs to be robust
enough to emulate different types of aphasia. Participants also felt that while the emulation would not
need to be ‘spot on,’ it would need to emulate the key distortions of each condition reasonably well.
Participants suggested applications for an aphasia emulation system. One professional speech language
pathologist suggested political applications, such as helping to raise awareness to increase both funding
and accessibility. Another felt there to be a need for greater empathy by physicians and nurses in hospital
and ER settings, who can seem dismissive of patient struggles. Most felt that an emulation system
could be used by therapists with families that have a member with aphasia. All saw direct application of
the soware in the classroom. Some suggested that students use the soware in class. Others suggested
use at home, while attempting to communicate with friends for one evening. Participants mentioned
that current practice in speech and hearing classrooms is to “role play” the effects of the aphasia
(similar to acting).ey reported that this approach is oen awkward and inaccurate, indicating that
an emulation system would be a large improvement over the status quo.
Perhaps the most tangible benefit of our study was the direct resources our participants provided.
Students, faculty and professionals each mentioned key aspects of aphasia that should be emulated, if
this system were to be useful.

Figure 13.3: ACES Model Editor - Distortion of Word Tab
e overall correctness set to , but the user has manually set the nonword errors to have a higher probability of
occurring, increasing the overall probability of error to be .
13.3 ACES: Aphasia Emulation Soware
ACES is a both an IM client and an instantiation of a model of linguistic distortions caused by aphasia.
ACES distorts messages in a manner similar to those of an individual with aphasia. Our model
determines the specific nature and rate of distortions, based upon feedback from study participants
and the large body of related literature. In the following sections we describe the underlying model of
aphasia distortions and the user interface components of ACES. While ACES was modeled on aphasia,
our system could, in principle, be used to emulate other linguistic disorders.
Please note that the contribution of our work is to promote empathy and understanding in people
through experiencing the linguistic challenges of aphasic individuals. It is not to perfectly emulate
aphasia. Moreover, this project focuses on expressive language distortion, and does not address those
with receptive language distortion.

13.3. Modelinge Effects of Aphasia
e effects of aphasia can vary widely based on the severity of the impairment, the type of aphasia,
and even on the type of word that is subject to error.erefore, we constructed a modeling system,
Aphasia Characteristics EmulationModel Editor (ACE-ME), providing controls that allows the user
to configure the degree and type of distortions that will be applied to their messages (Figure .).
ACE-ME sub-divides the distortions into  conceptual categories: Distortion of Content Words,
Distortion of Inflections, Distortion of Function Words, Distortion of Fluency, and Other. Each
category defines error types that affect similar types of words (e.g., only function words or only
content words). By grouping similar errors together, we leverage existing literature that focuses on
specific distortion types and provide an intuitive interface for users. ACE-ME includes the breadth
of distortions experienced by individuals with aphasia. Although not every aphasic linguistic error
is included, our goal was not to create a linguistically exhaustive emulation tool, but one that was
communicatively disruptive in a manner similar to those with aphasia. As knowledge of aphasia and
natural language processing expand, so can the capabilities of our system.
Further, rather than creating a cognitive model of Aphasia itself, our goal with ACE-ME was to
emulate individual distortions themselves. Our theory was that a user experiencing the net result of
the multiple types of distortions, the cumulative effect would appear “Aphasia-like.” In many ways,
our goal was to convince someone on the other end that they are having the promised experience, or
talking with someone with aphasia. If we can active that experience, then how is less of a concern (be
it cognitive modeling or emulating specific distortions).
13.3.. Distortion of Content Words
Most forms of aphasia affect the production of content words (verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs).
However, the effect and frequency of each error type differs depending upon the disorder and severity.
Schwartz (Schwartz et al., ) highlights five key ways that content word production can be distorted:
Formal Errors, Nonword Errors, Semantic Errors, Unrelated Errors and Mixed Errors. ACE-ME
implements the first four error types. We omit Mixed Errors due to their technical complexity and low
incident rate.
● Formal errors occur when a user mistakenly says a content word that is phonetically similar,
yet semantically different (Schwartz et al., ). For example: intending to say ‘population’ but
However, in many ways the probabilities that went into the ACES and ACE-ME came from the cognitive model research
done in prior work. In some “one off” way, we are using cognitive models.

stating ‘pollution.’ Formal errors are common with most aphasic individuals. ACE-ME emulates
formal errors by utilizing a spell check system, JaSpell (Martins, ). We force JaSpell to return
an alternative for a word users enter (even though spelled correctly). We then randomly select
one of the possible alternatives as a replacement. By using a spell check system, the word replaced
would be similar to the original word given that suggested “alternatives” are based on the spelling
of the original word.● Nonword errors occur when a generated word is not a valid English word (Schwartz et al.,
). e generated nonword can be phonetically similar to the source word. For example:
the word ‘castle’ is changed to ‘kaksel.’ Nonword errors are common for many aphasic speakers,
particularly those with conduction or Wernike’s aphasia. ACE-ME emulates a nonword error by
randomly replacing a random number of letters in the original word. Vowels are replaced by other
vowels, and consonants are replaced by consonant digraphs (e.g., ‘sh,’ ‘ch’ etc) or other consonants
(excluding x and z, which are uncommon in English). All generated words are then verified to
not be ‘real words.’● Semantic errors occur when the target word is replaced by another word which is semantically
similar (Schwartz et al., ). For example: ‘birthday’ is replaced with ‘anniversary,’ or ‘cake’ with
‘bread.’ While anniversary is not a synonym for birthday, nor bread for cake, they are associated.
is error occurs with all aphasic types. Because semantic errors are broader than synonyms,
using a thesaurus would not capture the nuance of semantic errors.erefore, ACE-ME identifies
the root of the original word (Porter, ), searches the root in a ConceptNet database (Liu et al.,
), and chooses a random word from possible semantic matches. ConceptNet is a NLP project
that, among other things, attempts to group words together based on their semantic similarity.
We extracted a relational database linking words to lists of semantically related terms.● Unrelated errors are valid English words, that have no semantic or strong phonetic relationship
to the original word (Schwartz et al., ). ese errors occur particularly in severe cases of
aphasia. ACE-ME randomly selects another content word from a list and replaces the original
word with the unrelated term.● Mixed errors are similar to formal errors, except the target words are semantically similar
(Schwartz et al., ). For example: ‘start’ is distorted to ‘stop,’ or ‘snail’ to ‘snake.’ Mixed
errors are are conceptually similar but programmatically very difficult. While we can readily
generate semantically or phonetically similar words, we do not posses a large enough data set of
either semantically or phonetically similar words to have a suitable intersection of the two.ese
errors are not very common, so not generating them should have little impact.

To understand how severity of aphasia correlates with frequency of word errors, Schwartz (Schwartz
et al., ) performed an analysis of errors made in picture naming tasks. Aphasic subjects were
shown a picture and asked to identify it. Schwartz examined the errors and created regression models
to predict how likely a given error was to occur based on a subject’s overall level of impairment. Using
the raw data published in Schwartz’s paper, we re-generated the probability of each of the five error
types based on subject impairment. We used these probabilistic models in ACE-ME to calculate
estimated frequency of each error. e user can move a “correctness” slider to set the probability
of each of the five content word errors based on Schwartz’s work. ACE-ME also allows the user to
manually set each specific content word distortion (Figure .). ACE-ME displays the total probability
of any content word error, calculated by summing the probabilities of all possible content word errors.
If the user has not manually adjusted an error rate, the probability of content word error is one minus
the correctness percentage.
13.3.. Distortion of Inflections
Grammatical inflection is the modification of a word to express different grammatical categories such
as tense, mood, voice, aspect, person, number, gender and case. English inflections are usually suffixes,
such as the plural inflection on nouns (“apple” versus “apples”).
ACE-ME distorts only verb inflection, themost common type of inflection error for aphasic individuals
(especially for those with agrammatic speech). An example of such a distortion is changing “running”
to its base form, “run.” ACE-ME emulates verb inflection distortion by stemming verbs (Porter, )
and using the verb’s infinitive form. Users can set the probability of Inflection Distortion with an
interface slider labeled “Inflection Morphology of Verbs.”
13.3.. Distortion of FunctionWords
A common error made by aphasic individuals (especially those with agrammatic aphasia) is to omit
function words. Function words are pronouns, articles, conjunctions, auxiliary verbs, interjections,
particles, expletives, and prepositions. ACE-ME removes randomly selected function words. Users can
set the probability of Function Word Distortion with an interface slider labeled “Dropping Function
Words.”

13.3.. Distortion of Fluency
e fluency of sentence construction can also be affected by aphasia. ACE-ME targets three common
types of distortions that can affect sentence fluency: Conduit d’approche, Omissions, and Semantic
Description.
● Conduit d’approche:is commonly affects those with conduction aphasia. Conduit d’approche
occurs when an individual adds/removes or distorts the production of a word, then iteratively
repairs the errors until arriving at the intended production (Goodglass et al., ). For example: a
series of Conduit d’approche would be “brepple,” “gresles,” “glasles,” and then completing the effort
with “glasses.” ACE-ME emulates Conduit d’approche errors by repeatedly applying a random
number of nonword errors to the same word.e errors are then replayed in reverse order in
the sent message, giving the appearance of correcting the specific word. Each attempt is put in a
separate message followed by ellipses.e slight pause gives the impression that the sender is
attempting to correct the word. Once the word is “correct,” the remainder of the message is sent.● Omissions:Most aphasic individuals omit or drop words from their sentences (Sarno, ). To
emulate the effects of random omission, ACE-ME randomly drops words from a user’s message.● Semantic Description:Many aphasic individuals can describe the features of a target word when
they cannot recall the specific word (Sarno, ).is is a semantic description error (unlike a
semantic error which is a one-to-one substitution). For example, an individual trying to describe
glasses may say, “seeing, head, face, eyes, round.” ACE-ME utilizes the ConceptNet database (Liu
et al., ), to search for a random number of semantically related terms and replaces the original
word with a set of semantic descriptors (separated by ellipses).
Users can set the probability of all errors related to Fluency using ACE-ME interface sliders. As there
is more than one type of Fluency error, ACE-ME also displays the total probability of a Fluency error
occurring.
13.3.. Other
ere are two other effects common to aphasia that ACE-ME emulates.ese are pauses and distortion
awareness. Aphasic individuals oen pause at atypical times. ACE-ME emulates these interruptions
by randomly breaking up a message, sending each part as a separate IM.
People with certain types of aphasia (e.g.,Wernicke’s) can be unaware of the errors in their speech, while
others (e.g., Broca’s) are generally aware of their errors. To allow users to experience the frustration

Figure 13.4: ACES Admin Window
of not knowing why their conversation partner is confused (by not seeing the distorted message), as
well as the frustration of not being able to send the intended message (e.g., seeing the distorted text),
ACE-ME allows the user to toggle between displaying the original or the distorted message.
Users can set the probability of pauses by using the interface slider. Distortion awareness can be
toggled by an interface check box in ACE-ME.
13.3. ACES Interface Components
Our system has three main components: an IMWindow for engaging in instant message conversations;
aModel Editor for configuring the distortions; and an AdminWindow for login and switching between
the IM and the Model Editor.
Upon launch, users are presented with an Admin Window (Figure .). Users can input an AOL
Instant Message user name, password, and a subject ID (used for logging all conversations to protect
privacy). Once login information is entered, users can launch the other two components.
e ACES Model Editor (Figure .) consists of five tabs corresponding to the five categories of
distortions. Users can switch between tabs and interact with all sliders and check-boxes. All changes
made to the model editor affect the current IM conversation in real-time.

Figure 13.5: ACES Instant Message Window
e current (red) user’s partner (blue) has their text distorted.
Note: this is a log from an actual experiment conversation (See Chapter )
e IMWindow (Figure .) is a standard IM interface with a message history, text input field, send
button, and buddy list. IM history is color coded for easy identification of message origin (red=user,
blue=conversation partner).
13.3. Flexible Implementation
Our system leverages a plug-in architecture for distortions. Researchers, instructors, or therapists
can create or customize a specific distortion type.e ACES system examines a directory where the
distortion descriptions reside, including any new distortion from this directory.
ACES sends IMs over the AOL Instant Message network, though it can easily be extended to other
protocols, because it leverages the JBuddy library (Soware, ) to facilitate connection with the
AOL servers. JBuddy also supports ICQ, MSN, Yahoo, Google Talk, XMPP (Jabber), Lotus Sametime,
Microso OCS , and LCS .

ACES was implemented using Java ., allowing the soware to execute on nearly any machine, though
our system has only been tested on Apple’s OSX. As a result, teachers, medical staff, and researchers
need not invest in new hardware to run ACES.
13.3.. ACES Logging
ACES is also conducive to post-conversation analysis and reflection because it logs all conversations
in an HTML file of the perceived conversation (the user’s sent messages), and in an XML file of
the conversation (including the original message, the distorted message, and which distortion were
applied).e HTML version is ideal for analyzing the conversation and reflecting upon difficulties in
the user experience.e XML file allows researchers to analyze how users changed their behavior





In order to observe the effects of using ACES on awareness and empathy, we conducted an in-depth
user study. Sixty-four individuals (grouped in subject-pairs) engaged in IM conversations with each
other. We wanted to see whether experiencing text distortions first-hand through IM conversations
had an impact on a subject’s level of empathy for individuals with aphasia. To test this, we utilized a
between-subject x factorial design.e first factor in our factorial design compared a Treatment
Group (where subjects experienced distortions first-hand) to a Control Group (where subjects did
not experience aphasic distortions). e second factor in our factorial design compared subjects
who had prior knowledge of aphasia, through formal education or personal exposure (Informed Sub-
population) with subjects who did not (Uninformed Sub-population). Our Independent Variable
was whether or not participants experienced distortions by ACES. All participants (both treatment
and control groups and both informed and uninformed sub-populations) experienced the same
experimental protocol, as they were given the same prompts.erefore subjects were blind with respect
to which group (treatment or control) they were assigned. Both subjects in any given subject-pair
were from the same sub-population (Informed/Uninformed) and same group (Treatment/Control).
Some research, content, and text from this Chapter is reproduced from (Hailpern et al., a)
Description
Step # Demographic Questions
Empathy Evaluation
Pre-Study Questions on Aphasia
Step # Conversation with Partner, Prompt #
Step # Conversation with Partner, Prompt #
Participant Roles are Switched
Step # Final Set of Questions
Table 14.1: Study Session Order

14.1 Experimental Protocol & Design
Each study session consisted of four steps lasting a total of - minutes (Table .). A session
involved IMs between two participants (a subject-pair) who did not know each other. Subject-pairs
remained physically separated. Each member of a pair was placed in separate identical rooms with a
” iMac computer. All questionnaires were digital and administered using third-party soware.
All participants completed both a demographic survey and a pre-study questionnaire to assess empathy
using Mehrabian’s measure of emotional empathy (Mehrabian and Epstein, ). Each participant
also answered questions about their knowledge and background on aphasia.is allowed us to ensure
equal background, pre-knowledge, and general empathy level across treatment and control groups.
Pre-study demographic and backgroundmeasures were not utilized to assess ACES effect on awareness
and empathy.
Upon completion of the pre-study questionnaires, all participants were given an identical explanation
of the study protocol. All participants (regardless of group or sub-population) were told that they would
have two ten-minute IM conversations with each other . During these conversations one member of
the subject-pair would take on the Aphasia Role, while the other member of the subject-pair would
take on the Typical Role. Aer the first conversation, they would switch roles (ensuring that each
participant would play both roles). All subjects (in both control and treatment groups) were told that
the participant in the Aphasia role would have his/her text distorted by ACES, as though they had
aphasia.
To guide their conversations, participants were instructed to have a “debate” or “discussion” around a
specific topic. Further, each participant was assigned a position (Pro or Con), and was provided a
suggested list of talking points to support their position (participants could also use their own talking
points). Subjects were assigned one topic for the first conversation, and another topic for the second.
e two debate topics were:
● e age at which people gain the right to vote should be lowered to  years● Smoking should be banned in all public places
To conclude the study explanation, all participants were told “Remember aphasia can be mild to severe,
creating distortions that are obvious, to those which are not so easily noticed or apparent.”is statement
Mehrabian’s quantitative measure of empathy assigns an individual an empathy score based on responses to  questions.
Scores range from - to +. According to Mehrabian, a representative population should yield a mean score of  and S.D. of
.
Participants were logged into IM accounts created for this study, not requiring subjects to disclose their own user names or
passwords.

was included in the instructions so participants in the “control” group would not be concerned if they
did not notice any obvious distortions.
At the end of both IM conversations, participants were administered a single questionnaire to gauge
their reaction to ACES and aphasia. Participants were then remunerated with a  gi certificate to
Amazon.com.
14.1. Dependent Measure
A single post-study questionnaire was utilized to assess the effects of using ACES on awareness
and empathy. Ten questions on the post-study questionnaire were scored on a -point Likert scale.
Additionally short-response questions were included to obtain qualitative reactions to ACES.
14.1. Factorial Design, Counterbalancing, Treatment Effects
Our cohort of sixty-four individuals consisted of two sub-populations.irty-two subjects (one half
of our subjects) had prior knowledge of aphasia either through formal education or personal exposure
(Informed Sub-population), and the other thirty-two subjects did not (Uninformed Sub-population).
Further, half of each sub-population was in the Control Group, and half was in the Treatment Group.
us, we used a x Between-Subject Factorial Design with  subjects ( subject-pairs) in each
of the following Experimental Conditions: Informed-Treatment, Informed-Control, Uninformed-
Treatment and Uninformed-Control. By testing both a Informed and Uninformed population, we had
the ability to test the potential applicability of ACES to both family members and clinicians/doctors in
training.
Given the number of other factors inherently present in this type of experimental setup, there were
at least three potential confounding effects (debate topic order, debate position and role order). To
help control for these potential confounding effects, we used counterbalancing, a method commonly
employed to help avoid confounding from order of task and presentation. When counterbalancing,
all permutations of the confounders are included in an attempt to minimize any bias due to these
confounders that are not central to the experimental question.us, for each Experimental Condition
(e.g., Informed/Uninformed and Treatment/Control), we needed  pairs of conversations to account for
all permutations of Role (Aphasic/Typical), Topic (Voting/Smoking), and Debate Position (Pro/Con).
In addition, we attempted to control for “treatment effects.” A treatment effect occurswhen a participant
has a reaction to a placebo simply because they are told they are going to receive a treatment. By

effectively telling both Treatment and Control groups that they were going to be in the “treatment
group,” we attempted to control for the treatment effect. If we noticed a positive or negative response
from participants in our control group, we would have confidence that it would be due to treatment
effects, thus allowing us to better qualify the effects reported in the treatment group. Likewise, if no
effects were observed in the control group, we would feel confident that the simple act of using IM
in this experiment did not contribute to those results, and were due directly to ACES emulating the
effects of aphasia.
14.1. Statistical Tests
To examine the effects of ACES we compared responses from the four Experimental Conditions to
the post-study questionnaire in Step  (Table .). A -way ANOVA (analysis of variance) was used
to to test for differences between the four Experimental Conditions (Group by Sub-Population). An
ANOVA test assumes that data are normally distributed and is robust to deviations in normality. Data
is presented as median, inter-quartile range (the range of values that span the middle  of the data).
14.1. Subjects
Sixty-four participants completed the ACES experiment (Table .). More than  of the Informed
population had an educational background in psychology, speech and hearing science, or traditional
sciences. Participants in the Uninformed population came from a wide variety of areas spanning
engineering, science, and liberal arts.
e empathy scores of our subject population, as measured at the beginning of each session (Table
.), closely follow those of a standard population as presented in the original paper by Mehrabian
(Mehrabian and Epstein, ). With a balanced male/female population, Mehrabian expects a mean
score of  (standard deviation of ). Our study cohort had a mean empathy score of . (standard
deviation of .).is is nearly identical to Mehrabian. To ensure control and treatment groups were
equivalent, we examined the empathy scores of the groups and the four initial self-response questions
regarding participant knowledge of and sensitivity to the challenges of communication with aphasia.
We examined any differences overall and within the Informed/Uninformed demographics.ere were
no statistically significant differences (p = ., z=.) between the control and treatment groups in a
priori disposition, knowledge of, or empathy towards individuals with aphasia (results not shown).

Male Age (SD) Empathy (SD)
Overall . . (.) . (.)
Overall - C . . (.) . (.)
Overall - T . . (.) . (.)
Informed . . (.) . (.)
Informed - C . . (.) . (.)
Informed - T . . (.) . (.)
Uninformed . . (.) . (.)
Uninformed - C . . (.) . (.)
Uninformed - T . . (.) . (.)
Highest Level of Education Completed ()
High School Bachelors Graduate
Overall . . .
Overall - C . . .
Overall - T . . .
Informed . . .
Informed - C . . .
Informed - T . . .
Uninformed . . .
Uninformed - C . . .
Uninformed - T . . .
Table 14.2: Population Demographics & Empathy Scores
Empathy refers to Mehrabian’s measure of emotional empathy (See Section 14.1).
Mean age and empathy scores are shown.




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































14.2 Empathy Study Results
Overall, participants in the group experiencing aphasic distortions by the ACES were strongly affected
by their experience relative to the control group (Table ., Questions  & ). For example, participants
indicated that the experience made them more empathetic to individuals with aphasia compared to
the control group who felt only a slight change, with p<.. Participants in the treatment group
strongly agreed that ACES should be used in all applications explicitly listed, while the control group
felt neutral as to the applicability of ACES (Table ., Questions -). Participants in the Treatment
group strongly agreed that ACES could be used to increase empathy in caregivers, while participants
that did not experience distortions felt neutral towards ACES use, with p<.. Participants in the
Treatment group felt that they gained understanding and empathy from having their text distorted,
while the control group did not rank one role higher than another (Table ., Questions  & ).
When data was analyzed separately for the Informed and Uninformed groups, results were similar to
those of the full cohort (results not shown). Finally, we compared the Informed treatment group with
the Uninformed treatment group to see if a priori knowledge of aphasia influenced subject response.
Both treatment groups found ACES beneficial in increasing knowledge and empathy.
ough not shown in Table ., there was no significant difference in any of the post-study questions
by Informed/Uninformed Sub-Population. Furthermore, there were no interaction effects between
the Treatment Group (Treatment/Control) and Sub-Population (Informed/Uninformed) (data not
shown - available from the authors upon request).
Figure . is a representative conversation between two subjects (taken from our study). e IM
window is from jet, whose partner, apple, is having his text distorted.
14.2. Post Hoc Results
e one question with a non-significant value overall was question : “Which role increased your
empathy for the the perspective of understanding an individual with aphasia?” Given the large inter-
quartile range within the Treatment group, we hypothesized that the lack of significance was due to
learning effects (having more exposure to the intervention makes you increasingly more empathetic).
To test this hypothesis, we subdivided the TreatmentGroup by comparing the responses of subjects who
were in the Aphasic Role first, to those in the Typical Role first. Because these are mutually exclusive
subsets of the Treatment group we performed a between subject analysis comparing responses with a

unpaired student T-test and found p=. (-.=t). In particular, the mean response (. + .) of
participants whose first tole was Typical, indicated that the Aphasic role increased empathy more. In
contrast, the mean response (. + .) of participants whose first tole was Aphasic, indicated that
the Typical role increased empathy more.
us, whichever role the participant experienced second was the role reported to have increased their
empathy more.is post-hoc analysis suggests that it does not matter which role (Aphasic or Typical)
participants take on first. Rather, we hypothesize that it is the opportunity to play both roles that
may increase empathy.is would need to be validated in future experiments. We tested the other
questions for learning effects and did not find any.
14.3 Empathy Study Discussion
Participants who experienced the distortions of aphasia had a much stronger response than those
in the control group.ose participants in the treatment group reported “strong” effects from the
experiment, including increased empathy and envisioning a wide variety of potential uses of ACES.
In contrast, participants who did not have their text distorted reported little or no change in their
perception of or empathy towards aphasia.e median quantitative responses from the control group
were almost unanimously at  (a neutral opinion/no change), with little deviation in inter-quartile
ranges. e control group also saw no application for ACES to increase empathy or awareness of
aphasia.is is in stark contrast to those with exposure to aphasic distortions.
ere is always the possibility of a change in empathy resulting from being in an experimental con-
dition (known as experimental demand). However, given the great difference in responses between
the two groups (qualitatively and statistically), we are confident that ACES demonstrates a real im-
pact on increasing awareness and empathy by experiencing distortions caused by aphasia. is is
further supported in that both groups were given identical prompts, and the experiment was fully
counterbalanced.
While quantitative feedback provides strong evidence of the effectiveness of ACES, qualitative feedback
highlights how informative the ACES experience was for participants, and how supportive they are of
the project. For example, one participant from the Informed Treatment group stated:
is was a wonderful way to gain empathy! I’ve learned about aphasia in classes, but this
perspective was very helpful and will make a lasting impression.

e qualitative feedback supported how prior experience with aphasia was not a prerequisite for
gaining insight. One participant from the Uninformed Treatment group stated:
It was the most eye-opening from the point of view of having my text distorted. It was
amazing how hard it can be sometimes to get a point across. From the aphasic side it is
almost like experiencing it from both sides, because you see how difficult what you say can
be for the ’normal’ person.
Participants also suggested that even short exposure could make a lasting impact, saying, “it would
only take a few minutes to gain perspective.”
In contrast, qualitative feedback from subjects in the control group supported our quantitative findings,
indicating that this was not a meaningful experience. Given the stark difference in qualitative and
quantitative responses between the control and treatment groups, we believe that ACES can provide
a meaningful experience for all users who seek to better understand and empathize with aphasic
individuals.
14.4 Future Work
Our experiment examined the impact of ACES on participants’ empathy and understanding of aphasic
individuals. However, our long term goal is to meaningfully improve real-world interactions, thereby
improving quality of life and therapy for individuals with aphasia. We propose conducting a follow-up
study to explore whether a subject’s experience with ACES can positively impact their real-world
interactions with individuals with aphasia.is study would directly involve individuals with aphasia
in order to determine if they can perceive an increase in empathy present in users of ACES. We further
wish to investigate the long-term impact of ACES, and how to integrate the soware within a classroom
of therapeutic setting
While ACES supports a robust set of distortions, there are always refinements and less common errors
that can be implemented. Over time, we hope to increase the capabilities and functionality that ACES
provides.
ough this project explicitly targets aphasia, our goal is to introduce language distortion emulation
as a new approach to increasing empathy for those with other language impairments. We envision, for
instance, a system similar to ACES that distorts text as though it comes from a young child.is can
teach patience, understanding, and empathy to parents, teachers, and caregivers.

14.5 Conclusion
Empathy and understanding from family members, friends and clinicians can enhance the quality of
life of aphasic individuals. Family members can deny or underestimate the severity and presence of
aphasic errors. Without empathy, the quality of speech therapy can suffer, jeopardizing the speed and
recovery of aphasic individuals. Our work has made several contributions to address these concerns
stemming from a lack of empathy.
First, we leveraged speech-language and psychological theory to design and construct a model of
aphasic distortions. Second, from an initial investigation we refined our model and designed a system
to increase awareness and empathy with aphasic individuals. ird, we developed a novel system
(ACES) that allows a neurologically typical individual to experience firsthand, the linguistic distortions
of aphasia. Fourth, ACES was validated in an investigation with  participants (with and without
background on aphasia). Results from this study strongly show that using ACES can increase empathy
and awareness of aphasia.
Our model and system demonstrate how technology can play a central role in increasing empathy,
awareness and understanding for individuals with a language disorder. Our approach can be used in
many other domains where atypical language is present and can be emulated. It is through empathy
that we learn to understand each other.

C 
Aphasia Emulation, Realism, and
the Turing Test
While the ACES empathy research in Chapter  presented the first language disorder emulation
system and its impact on empathy, it did not validate the quality or realism of the distortions ACES
applied.is chapter seeks to demonstrate howdiscernible ACES distortions are from actual statements
generated by individuals with aphasia. If we demonstrate that distortions users experienced were
realistic, we will increase the impact and validity of our original study. Further, as ACES appears to
be nearly indistinguishable from realistic distortions, it indicates that ACES may prove a valuable
and realistic aid for increasing empathy for family members, friends, clinicians in training and other
caregivers.
is chapter illustrates the “realism" of ACES distortions in two ways. First, we perform a Turing Test
study in which participants must distinguish samples of distorted text generated by a human from
samples of text distorted by a computer. Much like the original Turing Test proposed by Alan Turing
(Turing, ), if participants cannot reliably tell the origin of distortions (whether computer or human
generated), the computer could be said to have passed the test. Second, we ask participants to explicitly
rate the realism of distortions in text samples on a Likert scale. If participants rate both computer and
human generated text samples as being equally realistic, it adds further quantitative support to the
realism of ACES distortions.e foremost contribution of this chapter is the demonstration that ACES
generates realistic aphasic distortions, thus validating the applicability of ACES as aphasic emulation
soware and supporting the feasibility of other language emulation soware research.
15.1 Research Question &Motivation
e initial ACES user study examined the impact of ACES on empathy and awareness of aphasia.
However, there was no examination of the distortions themselves, their perceived quality, or their
Some research, content, and text from this Chapter is reproduced from (Hailpern et al., a)

realism. While ACES’ distortions were deeply grounded in literature (providing both the probabilistic
underpinnings and the manner in which text is distorted), creating a novel and unique form of
language emulation has the potential to produce distortions at varying degrees of realism.erefore
this chapter seeks to answer the following questions:
Can users differentiate computer-generated distortions from distortions generated
by individuals with aphasia?
How realistic are the distortions of aphasia generated by ACES?
We answer these questions with a two-step experimental design, detailed in the following section. We
then describe our target population, outline the methods for analysis, and present results for each of
our two experiments. Discussion of our results follow, along with implications for future work.
15.2 Experimental Design
To answer our research questions, we recruited  participants to examine distortions generated by
ACES, utilizing an online questionnaire. Each questionnaire presented users with a set of demographic
questions, in addition to  data generating questions. Each page of the online questionnaire contained
only one data generating question. A data generating question consisted of a text sample and a question
about the sample. One half of the text samples were generated by ACES, while the other half were
taken from transcripts generated by individuals with aphasia.ese two halves will be referred to as
the Computer Group and theHuman Group, respectively. In an experimental context, these can be
thought of as a treatment group and a control group. If ACES distortions are indistinguishable from
human generated distortions, which is the goal of this project, the desired outcome is to see a lack of
statical significance (p≥.) when comparing the Computer Group to the Human Group.
To control for order effects, we presented the questions in one of two sequences. e question
order within each sequence was created randomly. Users were randomly assigned to one of the two
presentation sequences. No text sample was presented to a user more than once (to control for learning
effects). At the end of the study, participants received a  Amazon.com gi certificate.
e next section describes the types of aphasia targeted in this study. We then detail the two sets of
questions asked of participants, and discuss the origin of all text samples presented to users.

15.2. Types of Aphasia
Based on the Boston classification system, there are numerous types of aphasia that can be broadly
categorized as non-fluent aphasia (Agrammatic, Broca’s, Transcortical Motor, Global) or fluent aphasia
(Wernicke, Transcortical Sensory, Conduction, Anomic). Individuals within each subtype of aphasia
have distinctive characteristics to their speech, and the errors that are made. We therefore wished
to control for aphasia type in this experiment. Rather than tackling all known subtypes, we focused
on two of the more common Types of Aphasia: Agrammatic and Anomic aphasia. Individuals with
Agrammatic aphasia generally have difficulty with sentence structure and proper grammar, while
having no difficulty with word selection. Common errors include difficulties in verb tense, dropping
function words, inconsistency with the length or fluidity of sentences, and incorporating many breaks
and pauses. Individuals with Anomic aphasia have difficulty with selecting and producing correct
content words, though their grammar is generally correct. For example, words may be replaced by
other words that are semantically related (‘birthday’ with ‘anniversary’ or ‘cake’), that have no semantic
relationship (cat with airplane), that have similar phonetic sounds (‘population’ with ‘pollution’), or
non-words (‘castle’ with ‘kaksel’).e availability of Anomic and Agrammatic aphasia transcripts, in
addition to their general prevalence of individuals with these types of aphasia, influenced our selection.
15.2. Test Questions
e  data generating questions were evenly divided into two distinct Tests:e Aphasia Turing Test
and the “How Human" Test. Each user first answered the  Turing Test questions, followed by 
“How Human" questions. Each question was presented on a separate page.is limited participants
ability to make judgments based on the other questions’ distortions. Further, participants were unable
to return to prior questions, thus preventing them from changing their answers.e questions and
the presentation of each Test are detailed in the following sub-sections. At the end of each test, we
asked users to describe their approach for answering the Tests’ questions.
15.2.. Aphasia Turing Test
For the Aphasia Turing Test, participants were presented with  text samples. For each text sample
participants were instructed, “for each sentence, please mark if it is ‘Human’ or ‘Computer’ in origin."
e following example is an actual text sample used in this test, with the distortion generated by ACES
emulating an anomic individual with aphasia:

Well she was a kaur girl and she qobred in a house where she was mopping the under foot.
en there was something about a shoe and when she wore it she would be Cinderella. uh...
She was told that a mumpkur would be her stagecoach... um... and little rats would be a
horse. And so she went up to the castle. Her new shoes um... uh... fit uh... um...her like a...
grove.
Participantswere told that some text was generated by an actual individual with aphasia (HumanGroup
text samples), and some text was distorted by ACES (Computer Group text samples). Participants were
not told it was a / split of text samples from the Human Group and Computer Group. Section
15.2. details how text samples were generated/collected.
In this regard, this experiment was designed as a variation of the Turing Test as proposed by Alan
Turing in  (Turing, ). e goal of this Test was to determine if our subjects could reliably
differentiate machine from human. To “pass" the Turing Test, we would expect to see approximately a
 accuracy at labeling text as computer or human (with no statistical difference in the accuracy
between groups). Sincemodern computers cannot reliably pass the Turing Test, we did not hypothesize
a priori that ACES would completely pass our Turing Test either. Even without passing the Turing
Test, results can illuminate the believability of ACES’ distortions, and if there is one type of aphasia
(see Section 15.2.) which ACES emulates more successfully.
15.2.. “How Human" Test
For the “How Human" Test, participants were presented with  pairs of text samples (one pair per
page). For each pair of text samples, the first was labeled as “Original Text" and the second as “Distorted
Text."e “Original Text" was undistorted, while the “Distorted Text" had aphasic distortions applied
to it.e following example is an actual text sample used in this test, with the distortion generated by
ACES emulating an agrammatic individual with aphasia:
Original Text: Well the man is trying to wake up because of the alarm clock. And then he
goes back to sleep. His wife is angry.en the man eats breakfast, while his wife is showing
him the time on the clock; the wife is saying “hurry up." And the man running out onto the
street to get to work.e man was so tired, he goes to sleep at the office.

Distorted Text: uh... the er... uh... is tri... wake up because the alarm clock uh... And...
he goes back uh... His wife is angry,en the man eat uh... breakfast, his wife is ah... eh...
showing him the time... the wife is saying “um... up." uh... er... And the man running ah...
onto the street to get to work.e uh... was so tired he goes to sleep at the office.
Participants were asked to help researchers “improve" the distortion algorithms by rating how “human"
the distortions appear on a Likert scale from - (where  is indistinguishable from a human who has
aphasia, and  is unquestionably a computer). Like the Aphasia Turing Test, one half of the “Distorted
Text" samples were generated by an individual with aphasia (Human Group text samples), and the
other half of the text samples were distorted by ACES (Computer Group text samples). Section 15.2.
details how both the original text and distorted text were generated/collected.
By design, this task forces users to make an implicit judgment call about the origin of each distorted
text sample: “was this text distortion generated by a human or by a computer?" To allow participants
to focus on the realism of the distortions/errors in the text samples rather than puzzling over their
source, participants were told that all text was distorted by ACES.is deception allows us to objec-
tively measure the realism of ACES distortions (Computer Group). It also provides an objective and
comparable benchmark of human distortions (Human Group).
15.2. Text Samples
All text samples used in this experiment were extracted from published transcripts of individuals
with aphasia (Boller and Grafman, ; Menn and Obler, ) or from the unpublished data files
used in (Menn et al., a; Menn et al., b), which were provided to the researchers by Lise
Menn, University of Colorado. Some transcripts were from picture describing tasks from the Wechsler
Bellevue Intelligence Scale (Wechsler, ). Other text samples were from transcripts of individuals
with aphasia reading children’s stories.e remainder of the text samples were from individuals with
aphasia narrating children’s stories from memory.
For each text sample, an original or intended version of the text was generated. If the transcript was
from an individual reading a story, the read text was used as the original version. For transcripts that
were not of an individual reading text, researchers attempted to fix the errors and create a non-distorted
version of the same text (following similar sentence structure, word choice, and phrasing). For the
“How Human" Test, these original versions of the text samples were used.e original versions of each
Reading does produce errors in speech production (Menn and Obler, ).

text sample were also used as the basis for the ACES distortions. Each non-distorted, or error-free text
sample would be sent through ACES, thus applying the ACES distortions to the text. Section 15.2..
details the procedure for choosing and applying ACES distortions so as to ensure the distorted texts
used were not “cherry picked."ere were therefore three versions of each text sample, the aphasic
version, the ‘original’ version, and the ACES version. Selection of text samples to be included in the
experiment was random, thus not giving any preference to ‘more believable’ ACES text.
Our text samples came from six individuals. We ensured that there were an equal number of text
samples from each individual within both Tests (e.g. aphasiac individual Alice contributed four text
samples to the Turing Test, and four text samples to the “How Human" Test). Further, the text samples
taken from each participant were split evenly across the Human Group and Computer Group (e.g. if
aphasiac individual Bob contributed eight text samples, four were used directly from his transcript
and four were used to construct an undistorted text sample, which was then distorted by ACES). No
text sample was repeated across Tests or within a Test, and only one version (the true aphasic version
or the computer version) of each text sample was used.
15.2.. Generating ACES Distortions
For each set of transcripts generated by one individual, researchers constructed an ACES model that
attempted to emulate his or her manifestation of aphasia.is was done by taking text , running it
through ACES, and adjusting the soware’s distortion parameters until the distorted text appeared
‘similar’ to the transcripts that were be generated by said individual. Only the sliders on the ACES
interface were adjusted (no code was edited).
Once a model was set, every ‘original’ version of text sample generated by that individual was then
run through ACES once. No text sample was repeated.is ensured that our study used whatever
distortions ACES applied, without preference tomore ‘successful’ distortions.ese distorted sentences
were then cleaned, fixing spacing or punctuation issues that may be a byproduct of removing or adding
words. No word spellings, phrasing or other changes were made to the ACES text, further ensuring
that the distortions shown to participants were precisely the ones generated by ACES.
To remove bias, text used to calibrate distortions was unrelated to the aphasic transcripts used in this study.

Text Sample Participants’ Label
Group Correctly Incorrectly
Overall
Human  (.)  (.)
Computer  (.)  (.)
Total  (.)  (.)
Anomic
Human  (.)  (.)
Computer  (.)  (.)
Total  (.)  (.)
Agrammatic
Human  (.)  (.)
Computer  (.)  (.)
Total  (.)  (.)
Table 15.1: Aphasia Turing Test Results
Occurrence count with row percentages (accuracy) in parentheses
15.2. Population
We recruited  participants ( male,  female) for inclusion in this study. Participants were students
or faculty in Speech and Hearing Science Departments, as well as professionals in the Speech and
Hearing Science community. We chose Speech and Hearing Science students, faculty and professionals
as our target population because their training is specifically targeted towards the identification and
treatment of speech disorders. Part of this training includes analyzing transcripts of conversations,
diagnosing disorders based on language production (thereby distinguishing one from another), and
treating the speech disorders themselves. We felt that this population was uniquely qualified to perform
the discrimination tasks in this experiment.
We actively recruited from multiple institutions to cultivate a wide perspective on aphasia. Of our
participants, all had taken at least one class that covered aphasia, and  of participants had personal
experience with aphasia, or had taken a class that only covered aphasia.e population contained
four current BS/BA students,  current MS/MA students, five participants with an MS/MA degree,
and two participants with a PhD.e mean age of our participants was . (range  to  years).
15.2. Analytical Methods
To examine the quality of the ACES distortions, we compared the participants’ responses to the 
Aphasia Turing Test questions separately from the  responses to the “HowHuman" Test questions. For
each Test, we treated all responses to that Test’s questions as one uniform data set. Since a participant

contributes more than one data point within a test, the responses are correlated.erefore, statistical
tests must take into account the correlated nature of the data. For statistical comparison, we compared
responses to text samples in the Human Group with responses to text samples in the Computer
Group.is compares participants accuracy in distinguishing human distortions from distortions
generated by ACES.
It is important to note that in this experiment, lack of statistical significance is the desired out-
come. Statistically significant tests results generally, by definition, look for differences. If ACES
distortions are indistinguishable from human generated distortions, we would see a lack of statistical
significance (p≥.) between the Computer Group data set and the Human Group data set.
Responses to the Aphasia Turing Test were binary (users marked each text sample as Human or
Computer in origin).is would suggest using a Pearson’s Chi-Squared, Fisher Exact or Binomial test.
However, these tests do not account for the correlated nature of the data (each participant answered
multiple questions that were analyzed collectively). Generalized estimating equations (GEE) (Hardin
and Hilbe, ) with a logistic regression were used to account for these correlations. To augment
our analysis, we also examined the percentage of data points that were labeled correctly, and the
percentage labeled incorrectly. Lastly, we separated out the Anomic and Agrammatic text samples to
determine if aphasia type impacted participants’ ability to discriminate.
Responses to the “How Human" Test were categorical. is would suggest using a Two-Sample
Wilcoxon Rank-Sum (Mann-Whitney) test, a more conservative metric than the Student’s T-Test as it
makes no assumptions about the data distribution. However, Rank-Sum tests do not account for the
correlated nature of the data (each participant answered multiple questions that were analyzed collec-
tively). Generalized estimating equations (GEE) (Hardin and Hilbe, ) with a linear regression
were used to account for correlation.
To further inform our analysis of the “How Human" Test, we also examined the distribution of data
points. As an explicit measure of similarity of our two data sets, we utilized Rita and Ekholm’s measure
of similarity(Rita and Ekholm, ).is similarity metric utilizes a θ, or tolerance in the means
between two data sets. We set a conservative θ to be one fih of a Likert interval (.).is represents
 of the possible answer range, and just over one eighth () of the overall variance (.) in subject
responses to the “How Human" Test Likert questions.
Logistic regressions were used to test associations with binary outcomes (correct/incorrect labeling by participants).
Linear regressions were used to test associations with scale responses (Likert scale -) as outcomes.
Rita and Ekholm measure uses a similarity limit, θ such that the difference in the averages of the two data sets is smaller
than θ in absolute value.is can be determined by examining the  confidence interval for the difference between the two




Our data set consisted of  observations (data points), from  participants. Of these,  observa-
tions were from the Aphasia Turing Test, and  were from the “How Human" Test.e following
sections detail the quantitative results from our analysis.
15.3. Results for Aphasia Turing Test
As shown in Table ., overall participants correctly discriminated Human vs. Computer slightly better
than chance (.). Similarly, within the two text sample Groups, participants correctly categorized
slightly over  of the text samples. GEE tests indicated no statistical difference between subjects’
ability to discriminate text samples from the Human group with text samples from the Computer
Group (z= -., p=.).
Further analysis of Anomic text samples (Table .) shows similar results to that of the overall dataset.
A comparison of the accuracy of rating the Human Group versus the Computer Group indicated no
statistical difference between the two groups (z=., p=.). Analysis of the Agrammatic text samples
(Table .) produced different results. Specifically, participant performance dropped considerably in
their ability to correctly label text samples from the Human Group:  with Anomic text samples,
 with the Agrammatic text samples (z= -., p=.).
We performed a post hoc analysis (GEE test), comparing participants’ performance between Anomic
distortions and Agrammatic distortions within each text sample group (e.g., Anomic Human Group vs.
AgrammaticHumanGroup) to determine if the participants could differentiateAnomic orAgrammatic
better. Results showed no statistical difference between Anomic and Agramatic text samples from the
Computer Group (z=., p=.). However a highly significant difference was seen between Anomic
text samples from the Human Group and Agrammatic text samples from the Human Group (z=.,
p=.).is may indicate that the ability of participants to differentiate Agrammatic text samples
that were from the Human Group () was significantly poorer than when examining Anomic text
samples from the Human Group ().
15.3. Results for the “How Human" Test
Table . shows summary statistics and sparklines for the distribution of participant responses to
the “How Human" test, ranging from  (Definitely Human) to  (Definitely Computer). Overall,

Text Sample Group Mean (St. Dev.)  Conf. Int. Histogram
Overall
Human . (.) [., .]
Computer . (.) [., .]
Total . (.) [., .]
Anomic
Human . (.) [., .]
Computer . (.) [., .]
Total . (.) [., .]
Agrammatic
Human . (.) [., .]
Computer . (.) [., .]
Total . (.) [., .]
Table 15.2: Summary Statistics and Histogram Sparkline for “How Human" Test
Response Range from (Distortions Definitely Human in Origin) to  (Distortions Definitely
Computer in Origin). Histogram shows frequency of each Likert scale rating with  on the le, and 
on the right.
participants rated ACES generated distortions as ., showing a slight favor towards being computer
in origin. Likewise, participants rated text samples from the Human Group as . overall, showing
a slight favor towards being human in origin. However these slight shis in preference showed no
statistical significance (z=-., p=.). Using the Rita and Ekholm’s similarity measure (Rita and
Ekholm, ), the two data sets were found to be statistically similar (p<.).
When we stratify our data by Aphasia Type, our results diverge. For text samples that had Anomic
distortions, we observed a statistically significant difference (z=-., p<.). Participants rated text
samples from the Human Group as being more human (.) than text samples from the Computer
Group (.). While these differences are about / of a Likert point away from a neutral score of .,
this result indicates that Anomic distortions were slightly less believable.is is confirmed with Rita
and Ekholms’ similarity measure (p≥.).
Results of the Agrammatic text samples, however, ran contrary to ground truth. While there was a
statistically significant difference between the Human Group and Computer Group (z=., p=.),
the mean responses were opposite to the origin of the text. Participants rated text samples from the
Human Group as being more computer (.) than text samples from the Computer Group which
were rated more human (.).ese responses were biased in the wrong direction. It is also true that
these results were statistically not-similar using Rita and Ekholms’ similarity measure (p≥.).

15.4 Discussion
In general, our results indicate that ACES provides a realistic set of distortions of aphasia. Our
participants overall had difficulty differentiating between the origins of our text samples, and generally
rated distortions as being right between definitely computer in origin, and definitely human in origin.
Unlike most experimental setups, lack of significance is a positive outcome, validating the realism of
ACES distortions.e remainder of this section discusses the specific results from each Test.
15.4. Aphasia Turing Test
Participants were unable to discriminate between distortions generated by humans with aphasia and
distortions generated by ACES. In this regard, ACES distortions passed our variation of the Turing
Test. With overall accuracies for both the Human and Computer Group hovering around  (nearly
equivalent to random chance), and no statistical significance found between the two groups, we can
conclude that ACES distortions are indistinguishable from those generated by humans with aphasia.
While the accuracy for identifying Anomic text samples from the Human Group rose slightly, the
ability to correctly label Anomic text samples from the Computer group remained constant, and we
saw no statistically significant difference between the Control and Human Group.
However, the results fromAgrammatic text samples demonstrate an inability of participants to correctly
identify text samples that originate from humans ( accuracy).is probability is worse than chance,
and is a statistically significant drop-off as compared to the accuracy for Anomic text samples. Further,
the ability to correctly identify Agrammatic text samples from the Computer Group remained constant
when compared to Anomic text samples(not statistically significant).erefore we attribute the only
statistically significant difference in the Aphasia Turing Test to participants’ inability to correctly
identify text samples from the Human Group, rather than an increase in their ability to identify
text from the Computer Group. Taking this into consideration, we continue to see that participants
had approximately a / chance of correctly labeling text samples from the Computer Group, still
indicating that participants were unable to distinguish text samples from the Human and Computer
Groups.
We can therefore conclude that, across the board, participants are generally unable to distinguish
human distortions from ACES distortions, thus passing our variation on the Turing Test.is adds
support to the claim that ACES creates realistic distortions of aphasia.

15.4. “How Human" Test
e overall results from the “HowHuman" Test paralleled those of theAphasia Turing Test. Participants’
ratings between Human and Computer Group showed no statistical difference. However, differences
emerge when data is stratified by Aphasia Type. In general, Anomic distortions in the Computer
Group tend to be labeled as more computer-like, while actual distortions in the Human group are
correctly marked as being more human. Analysis confirms that this is a statically significant difference.
However, analysis of the text samples with Agrammatic distortions showed that participants generally
believed that the ACES distortions were more human (. on Likert scale -), and the real text
samples were more likely to come from a computer (. on Likert scale -). is difference was
statistically significant. We therefore speculate on the possible causes of this surprising finding. First,
our participants may have had difficulty in identifying Agrammatic aphasia. Second, transcripts (ours,
or in general) may not have fully captured the nuances of Agrammatic aphasia.ird, the models
and distortions ACES used were based on the same literature that is used to teach speech and hearing
science students. It is possible that the literature does not fully describe the nature of Agrammatic
aphasia. erefore ACES may more closely match our participants’ expectations of Agrammatic
aphasia as compared to actual transcripts.
It is worth noting that mean scores (across Aphasia Type and Text Sample Group) are relatively close to
the center of the  point Likert scale (equally human and computer). Examination of the distributions
(last column of Table .), reveals a single or double hump bell curve around a value of  on the scale.
us indicating that participants generally were unable to categorize a text samples’ errors as ‘definitely’
human or computer in origin.
Upon further examination, we determined that no one user performed notably better or worse when
answering the “How Human" Test, suggesting that the results were consistent across participants. We
also examined participants’ qualitative responses, at the end of the “How Human" Test, commenting
on how they made their decisions. Surprisingly, participant responses were not consistent. One
participant mentioned placement of pauses in sentences, whereas another participant relied upon
how ‘obvious’ a semantic replacement was. However, no two participants mentioned the exact same
aspect of speech as being a key informative factor. Moreover, many participants’ responses contained
a phrase similar to that of participant , “I was really surprised by how realistic the distortions were to
me."

15.4. Future Work & Limitations
is work represents an important step forward in validating ACES, and it’s impact. As there are
many distinctive subtypes of aphasia, the Aphasia Turing Test should be repeated with each of them,
to explore the ability of ACES to emulate each specific type of aphasia.is vein of research would
also help guide future development of ACES distortions, and improve the quality of the requisite
distortions.
In addition, results from the “How Human" Test highlight that participants find Anomic distortions
generated by ACES to be slightly more computer than human. However the specific reasons are
unclear given the variety of user responses to the general question “How did youmake your decisions?”
We therefore propose a future investigation into ACES distortions, focusing only on Anomic errors.
is study would ask participants to justify their decision on each question, rather than prompt for
one reflective statement at the end of the study. is may provide specific insight into why ACES
distortions fail and/or succeed.
Given the surprising Agrammatic text sample results in the “How Human" Test, future investigations
need to be conducted as to why ACES distortions appear more human, and real transcripts appear
more computer-like. In addition, this test should be repeated to ensure that this result was not in error.
is work should be replicated with other populations (e.g. computational linguists, or professionals
who deal with aphasiacs every day). Because this study did not express examine the correlation
between “aphasia experience” (or knowledge of NLP) and performance, we cannot fully state the
degree of prior knowledge necessary to uncover the computer generated text. Likewise, having longer
text samples (or even interactive IM conversations) could also uncover other strengths or weaknesses
of the ACES system.
15.5 Conclusion
Empathy and understanding from family members, friends, professionals and caregivers directly
impacts the quality of life and quality of care of individuals with aphasia. To this end, Hailpern et. al.
developed ACES, a system which allows users (e.g., caregivers, speech therapists and family) to “walk
in the shoes" of an individual with aphasia by experiencing linguistic distortions firsthand. ACES’
distortion model was directly based on the literature in the fields of Cognitive Psychology and Speech
and Hearing Science. While results from our initial experiment illustrate that ACES increases empathy

and understanding of aphasia, the research in Chapter  did not explicitly validate the distortion
model.is chapter has made several contributions to address this limitation.
First, this chapter shows that participants from the Speech and Hearing Science community, whose
training is specifically targeted towards the identification and treatment of speech disorders, cannot
consistently differentiate computer and human generated distortions. Second, from our investigation
of the realism of ACES distortions, we discover that overall, both human and computer generated
distortions appear equally “realistic." However, when stratified by type of aphasia, we can see that ACES’
emulation of Anomic aphasia is slightly less realistic than ACES’ emulation of Agrammatic aphasia.
ird, by validating the distortions used in Hailpern’s original experiment, this chapter strengthens the
original chapter’s findings, showing that the distortions experienced were believable approximations of
aphasia. Lastly, by coupling the results of this chapter and those of the original study, we add support




It is unfortunately the case that many friends and family avoid interacting with individuals with aphasia
because they do not understand the disorder, lack empathy, and simply find interaction to be difficult.
is lack of empathy can “erode the social bonds that give life meaning," and greatly diminish quality of
care in a professional setting (e.g. by doctors and nurses) (Liechty and Heinzekehr, ). In Chapter
 we focused on building empathy and understanding for individuals with Aphasia as a means to
positively improving conversational patterns/quality. However, building empathy for a conversational
partner is only one way to impact and positively change a conversation.
In a broad sense, there are two ways to remediate conversation quality: improving/increasing empathy,
and studying the language/linguistics of conversation so as to provide concrete changes to conversation
patterns. Both approaches, in theory, lead to the same result. However, the first one is implicit (allowing
the changes to come frommodifying how your feel) while the second is explicit (focusing on actionable
modifications to your speech patterns).
is chapter now explores the latter approach. Our goal is to demonstrate that ACES can be used
to uncover language and communication patterns inherent in conversations with individuals with
aphasia. Further, we aim to tie these linguistic and conversational changes to changes in conversation
quality (objective and perceived).erefore, the intent of this research is twofold.e first is providing
Psychology researchers with a large corpus of conversations (with quality of conversation from both
perspectives logged in addition to meta-data on what was intended to be sent). Second, and perhaps
more importantly, is extending the original ACES work by demonstrating that our system can be used
to understand how distortions impact linguistics (focusing on syntax not semantics) and conversation
quality.rough an exploration (at a high level) of the conversation logs themselves, we have uncovered
numerous patterns in communication, and how some of them relate to the frustration, clarity, and
other dimensions of conversation quality. Notably, our results illustrate that there are two distinct
In contrast to having face-to-face conversations with individuals with aphasia, ACES is faster, requires less time and
resources, and allows for all conversations to exhibit the “same” type of aphasic errors (allowing for smaller N studies).

and independent impacts of ACES distortions on conversation quality. Further, we have found that
many of the linguistic changes that people employ mirror a known theory in the Psychology literature
(adaptation theory) - adding weight to the power, utility and applications of the ACES system.
ese findingswere unearthed through an experimentwith  participants (in pairs) resulting in two -
minute IM conversations per pair. Each conversation was structured following existing practice in the
Psychology Communication literature, Write it Do it study (Beun and Cremers, ; Brown-Schmidt
and Tanenhaus, ) and analyzed across multiple high level dimensions of linguistics (largely
syntactical) and conversation quality (perceived and objective). Because ACES yields transcripts
of what was sent as well as what was intended to be sent, ACES generates a much larger corpus of
data than is typically available to most researchers studying aphasic language. We therefor focused
on the intended message sent, rather than the message aer distortion. Further, we were able to
examine perceived conversation quality because all participants using ACES had no inherent language
impairments. We therefore had the ability to probe their perspectives and feelings on conversation
quality, their role, and how productive the interaction was .
We begin with a review of the literature related to the examination of communication and linguistic
changes. Using prior work to guide our study design, we next present our experimental and analytical
methods. We then discuss our participants, followed by a high level presentation of the study results.
Our detailed findings, and subsequent linguistic analysis are then presented, concluding with a
discussion of the implications of this study. Finally, we discuss future exploration and testing of our
findings.
16.1 Related Literature on Communication & Linguistics
Most people are unaware of these subtle but important changes to language during interpersonal
communication. However, through a detailed examination of these language patterns over conversa-
tions, we can uncover and quantify these patterns.e examination of the patterns of interpersonal
communication is not an invention of this research, nor the computer age. Many researchers in fields
such as Communication, Linguistics, and Psychology have explored how andwhy people communicate.
Further, research in Natural Language Processing (NLP) has been examining the ability of computer
systems/algorithms to understand, interpret, and quantify natural language. While the work in this
chapter is not Psychology, Linguistics, Natural Language Processing nor Communication research,
When interactingwith individuals that have aphasia, the subjects’ challengeswith language canmake surveys, questionnaires,
and oral debriefing a challenge.

it is incumbent upon us to understand other work that could leverage our findings and the broader
topic of this Part of the Dissertation (ACES).
In Appendix B.1, we highlight many of the potential applications and fields that could leverage ACES
logs, providing support for the need for a tool like ACES to provide data sets for researchers. Of
particular note for this work, is Aphasia Adaptationeory.
16.1. Aphasia Adaptationeory
It is a well established theory that individuals with aphasia change or “adapt” their speech patterns to
those of their conversation partners (Kolk and VanGrunsven (Kolk and Van Grunsven, ) which
defined this, Hartsuiker (Hartsuiker and Kolk, ) with syntactic priming, and Kolk (Kolk, )
about adapting language to the words and phrases that are readily available). A great example that talks
about aphasia adaptation theory, and provides many good examples is (Ruiter, ; Ruiter et al., ).
is work goes into different types of corrections such as “preventative adaptation” and “corrective
adaptation.” While the aphasic distortions are imposed upon the subjects by their impairment, they can
learn behaviors that change their speech patterns in constructive ways. Further, (Kolk and Heeschen,
) suggest that many of the “symptoms” or characteristic output of aphasia may not be the disorder,
but the adaptation of the individual to the impairment.is project with ACES allows us to directly
examine how both the conversation partner AND the aphasic change their language. If researchers
had logs of individuals experiencing aphasia, and adapting their language, they could uncover and
further support the existing literature. In theory, tools like ACES could be used to generate robust
datasets that capture both intended and received messages. If ACES does cause individuals to augment
or adapt their language, it provides support for another potential use of ACES type systems.
16.1. Language Analysis in Human Computer Interaction
e examination of communication, language and textual communication has permitted the field
of human computer interaction, most notably in the field of Computer-Mediated Ccommunication
(CMC). Issues of trust in computer/textual and other forms of communication have been widespread
(Bos et al., ; Wilson et al., ; Toma, ). While much of this work has not examined the
language, rather just the outcome of the interactions. Scissors (Scissors et al., ; Scissors et al.,
) is a noteworthy exception that examined alignment of text and mimicry.

Broadening out from issues of trust in CMC, Nguyen et. al (Nguyen and Rosé, ) examined idea
“reflection” in online social communities by examining the occurrence (and reoccurrence) of common
vocabulary words.e focus in this work is on semantics (wordmeaning) rather than syntax (word type
or sentence structure).eir worked used the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence metric to examine
the vocabulary space as it changed over  weeks. Wang et. al. (Wang and Fussell, ) examined
CMC over IM, specifically by hand-coding messages as ideation, strategy, responses, (dis-)agreement,
explanation, picture or other.eir focus was on the examination of responsiveness so as to calculate
conversational distance (also using the KL divergence metrics for distribution of categories). Leshed’s
PhD. dissertation (Leshed, ) examined features from LIWC and the SYMLOG framework (Bales
et al., ) to explore dimensions of interpersonal behaviors on which people interact over IM.
16.2 Research Questions
As discussed above, the intent of this research is twofold.e first is providing Psychology researchers
with a large corpus of conversations, and the second is to demonstrate that ACES can be used to
understand how distortions impact linguistics (focusing on syntax not semantics) and conversation
quality.
To guide the second goal of this research (and the remainder of this chapter, study design and analysis),
we scope this project by formulating several research questions.ese questions are based on thewealth
of literature discussing the theory and practice of the linguistics of interpersonal communication,
allowing us to focus on demonstrating the quality impact of ACES distortions, and showing that
participants do change their language in the presence of distortions.
. How does conversation quality change in the presence of aphasic distortions?
. What linguistic patterns occur as individuals adapt to aphasic distortions?
. Which linguistic characteristics are universal, and which are dependent on a specific distortion?
. Which linguistic characteristics, if any, are correlated with conversation success?
. How do these conversational patterns evolve over the course of two,  minute conversations?
To this end, we scope this investigation as an initial exploration of the communication patterns that
occur when individuals use ACES. We aim to produce a data set for future research in Computational
It should be noted that the authors did briefly examine LIWC and POS though not a lot of focus went into that analysis and
implications

Linguistics and Psychology, and demonstrate that there exist qualitative and linguistic changes that
should be explored by experts in Psychology, Communication, and Computational Linguistics.
16.3 Experimental Design
In order to observe the effects of using ACES and Aphasic distortions on language and communication,
we conducted an in-depth user study. Ninety-six individuals (cohorted in subject-pairs) engaged in
two,  minute IM conversations with each other. Each session consisted of the following steps:
. Demographic Questions
. Conversation with Partner
. Questions about Conversation
. Conversation with Partner
. Questions about Conversation
. Final Set of Questions About Entire Experiment
e structure of our first study (Chapter ) was a debate. However, to ground the conversation
prompts in the psychology literature and ensure a lively conversation, we conducted a “write it - do it”
design (WIDI), following the work of (Beun and Cremers, ) and (Brown-Schmidt and Tanenhaus,
). One participant will be assigned theWriter Task, the otherDoer Task.e Writer would be
given a completed structure built out of various construction material (ranging from toy Legos to
popsicle sticks or pipe cleaners).e Doer will have all the required pieces needed (plus extras) to
build the structure.e conversational goal would be for the writer to explain how to assemble the
structure to the doer within the time frame. At the end of the first conversation, users will switch
their tasks. If the structure is not completed within the  minutes, participants are stopped and their
progress is recorded and scored. Further we can use this score as a metric to determine the team with
the “best” structure, and provide that team with a reward. is monetary prize further motivates
participants to be good communicators. Because participants had two conversations, we constructed
two different structures (see Section 16.5).
For our analysis, we need to be determine if the linguistic changes that impact conversation quality
are unique to the aphasic conversations, or general principals. Participant pairs were therefore equally
Participants will be told there are extra pieces.
Participants will be told, at a high level, the metrics used to compute the “best” structure

Conversation  Conversation 
Participant /Participant  + Structure Participant /Participant  + Structure
AW/TD + Structure # ⇒ TD/AW + Structure #
AW/TD + Structure # ⇒ TD/AW + Structure #
AD/TW + Structure # ⇒ TW/AD + Structure #
AD/TW + Structure # ⇒ TW/AD + Structure #
TD/TW + Structure # ⇒ TW/TD + Structure #
TD/TW + Structure # ⇒ TW/TD + Structure #
Table 16.1: Fully Counterbalanced Permutations
AW = Aphasia Writer, TD = Typical Doer, AD = Aphasic Doer, TW = Typical Writer
divided into one of three cohorts a Control Cohort (where subjects did not experience aphasic distor-
tions), a Aphasic Writer Cohort (where one participant had the writer task and experienced aphasia
distortions), and a Aphasic Doer Cohort where one participant had the doer task and experienced
aphasia distortions). Unlike our original, more traditional, experiment (e.g., Chapter ), the aphasia
cohort was split into two cohorts. During this task, the onus for contributing information is larger
on the Writer (as compared to the Doer). To take this into account, and control for any bias the
experimental structure may introduce, we split the Treatment Cohort. As a result, we can ensure to
have an equal number of control conversations, conversations where the writer has aphasic distortions,
and conversations where the doer has aphasic distortions (or the users’ Role).
To fully counterbalance the treatment cohorts in this study, and control for order effects, we will
need multiples of  pairs of conversation partners (see Table .).erefore, the  participants (
conversation pairs) were divided up into three cohorts of  participants per condition ( conversations
per condition).e size of each cohort will therefore mirror the size of each cohort in the initial study
(though the structure, and conversation task are vastly different). Participants were remunerated 
for their participation the experiment (lasting approximately  minutes). A  bonus was awarded
to the winning team in each cohort.
All participants (control and both treatment cohorts) experienced the same experimental protocol,
as they were given the same prompts (only differing on whether or not aphasia and its distortions
was explained as part of the protocol). Subjects were blind with respect to what other conditions
existed within the experimental context. Both subjects in any given subject-pair were from the same
same cohort (Treatment/Control), and remained within the same cohort throughout the experiment.
Further, participants were told their task, and the task of their partner and whether or not they or
their partner would experience aphasic distortions. Logs of IM conversations were taken by ACES
(this includes the messages typed, distortions (if any) applied, and the resulting messages sent by

participants).
16.4 Types of Aphasia
We leveraged themodels created during theAphasia Turing Test (Chapter ) to ground this experiment.
Because none of the profiles tested in the Aphasia Turing Test experiment were extreme, they can be
considered “typical” cases of aphasia. We therefore believe that they are good profiles to use for this
experiment because we believe that they are realistic (to the extent that they cannot be distinguished
by the SHS community) and they are grounded in real people’s text distortions. We therefore used
a profile based on an Anomic subject named Wolf from the unpublished data files used in (Menn
et al., a; Menn et al., b) given to us by which were provided to the researchers by Lise Menn,
University of Colorado.e implemented model was set to the following levels:
● Distortion of Words – Overall Correctness Slider: ● Distortion of Inflection – Inflection Morphology of Verbs: ● Distortion of FunctionWords – Dropping Function Words: ● Distortion of Non Fluency – Omissions: ● Distortion of Non Fluency – Semantic Description: ● Distortion of Other – Pauses: 
16.5 Structures Used
Figure . and Figure . present pictures of the two structures used during the WIDIT experiment.
Each structure was composted of a foam brick, with other objects attached to it. To ensure equal
complexity (and vocabulary), both structures utilized legos, popsicle sticks, pipe cleaners, paper,
stamps, and a pinwheel. However, the number, color, quantity, and placement vary greatly between
the two structures. For easy distinction, we will refer to the structure in Figure . as theHorizontal
Structure and the structure in Figure . as the Vertical Structure.
When designing the structures, we wanted to ensure an appropriate level of difficulty, so that partic-
ipants would take at least  minutes to complete the task (so as to have long enough chat logs to
perform our analysis). To this end, we recruited two engaged couples (friends of the researchers) to
attempt the WIDIT protocol with early versions of the structures. By choosing pairs of participants

Figure 16.1:Horizontal Structure
that, in theory, had well established communication patterns, we could examine the “worse case”
scenario for our task. Further, we could then discuss with the couples where the largest hangups
were in the structures, and adjust the structures accordingly.e final structures used in the WIDI
experiment are those shown in Figure . and Figure ..
16.6 Measures of Conversation Quality
One goal of this study is to illustrate how having conversations using ACES impacts conversation
quality. Given the structure of the WIDI experimental design in addition to questionnaires given to
participants, we are able to quantitatively measure the IM conversational quality. Conversation quality
can be measured in two important and different ways. First is Objective Quality, or a measure of
the effectiveness of the conversation that stays constant and unchanging (within the allowable error)
across the persons measuring. ese measures must not take opinion of subjective judgment into
account.e second measure is Perceived Quality, or how each conversation partner felt about their
experience or conversation.is technique dispenses with the objectively measurable features in favor
of more intangible issues of assessing performance.
In many ways, the division between Objective and Perceived quality mirror that of Subjective and Objective measures




Measuring both aspects of conversation quality is important and central to this type of research
(Kirvesoja, ; Cushman and Rosenberg, ). Not only can we uncover the relationship between
objective and perceived quality (if any), but how users felt during their conversation is just as important
as what was accomplished. Consider the real-world application of this research – improving conversa-
tion quality. If individuals with aphasia, and their conversation parters (family, friends, doctors, etc)
feel less stress or anxiety, then conversations become easier and more common, improving quality of
life. While having more objectively productive conversations, directly relates to how much people can
accomplish and communicate.
e remainder of this section addresses the objective and perceived measures recorded. All measures
conversation quality used are well accepted and published metrics within the scientific community.
16.6. Objective Measures of Conversation Quality
As mentioned above, we can measure the completeness of the built structure as a measure of quality.
e “better” or more productive the conversation, will be closer to being complete than the less
successful conversations. Each structure will be scored on completeness and accuracy. For both
structures we created a list of all the connections it has. A connection is where one piece touches
another, or how one piece is deformed/shaped/placed. A connection can be graded on both placement
and orientation (where applicable). For every piece put on a structure which does not belong, will will
deduct  point. Both structures are of the same relative complexity.e horizontal structure has 

connections, while the vertical structure has  connections. To ensure cross structure comparisons
we can use percentage completion rather than raw score.
We can also use time as a measure of conversation quality. If participants think they completed the
structure within  minutes. If they did not. And if they think they did complete it, how far under 
minutes were they.
16.6. Perceived Measures of Conversation Quality
One well accepted measures of conversation quality is the Iowa Communication Record (ICR) by
Duck (Duck et al., ).is is a very thorough set of questions across multiple dimensions (change,
value, quality, control, conflict, and variability) of assessing and comparing conversations. In particular,
we utilized the conversations that assess conversation quality. Participants are requested to describe
the quality of their conversation on  dimensions, each using a  to  likert scale:
● Relaxed () to Strained ()● Attentive () to Poor Listening ()● Formal () to Informal ()● Smooth () toDifficult ()● Guarded () toOpen ()● Great Deal of Understanding () to Great Deal of Misunderstanding ()● Free of Communication Breakdowns () to Laden with Communication Breakdowns ()● Free of Conflict () to Laden of Conflict ()● Interesting () to Boring ()● You came away satisfied () to You came away not satisfied ()
A mean value from these  questions is calculated, and used as the ICR measure of conversation
quality. e lower the ICR score, the better the conversation. Duck’s original paper (Duck et al.,
) presented expected outcomes for different segments of the populations (e.g., gender, relationship
type and days of the week). We can therefore use these scores for comparison.
Another potential set of measures is the Interpersonal Communication Satisfaction Inventory (ICSI)
by Hecht (Hecht, ) which is intended to investigate a person’s reactions to a conversation. Unlike
the ICR, the ICSI presents the respondent with  statements that they must agree or disagree with (on
a  point likert scale). However, because the measure is intended to assess spontaneous conversations,

some questions did not relate to the WIDI experimental design. We therefore asked the following
subset of  questions from the ICSI:
● Q:e other person let me know that I was communicating effectively● Q:Nothing was accomplished.● Q:I would like to have another conversation like this one.● Q:I was very dissatisfied with the conversation.● Q:e other person showed me that he/she understood what I said.● Q:I was very satisfied with the conversation.● Q:I did NOT enjoy the conversation.● Q:e other person did NOT provide detail for what he/she was saying?● Q:We each got to say what we wanted.● Q:e conversation flowed smoothly.● Q:e other person frequently said things which added little to the conversation.
In the original paper by Hecht, the author uncovered three factors that can be extracted from the
questions:
● Factor : Affect/morale - Questions , , , ,  and ● Factor : Substance/salience - Questions  and ● Factor : Free Interaction - Questions  and 
Given the subset of  questions asked, and the relevance of each of the three factors to the WIDI
design, we utilized Factor  for our ICSI analysis. Much like the ICR, responses are scored (following
the scoring protocol in the original paper) and then a mean is calculated and used as the ICSI measure
of conversation quality.Because some statements are “positive” (something good happened) and some
are “negative” (something bad happened), the scoring of negative questions (e.g. Question ) are
flipped, so that positive interactions will always have a higher value.e higher the ICSI score, the
better the conversation.is is in contrast to the ICR which uses lower scores as the better outcome.
16.6.  Measures of Conversation Quality
For each conversation, we will collect a total of  measures of conversation quality:






ere is one assessment of Objective Conversation Quality. is Objective Score is based on the
completed structure, and is the result of the conversation between bothpartners (each partner effectively
shares the Objective score). For each of the measures of perceived conversation quality (ICSI and ICR)
there are two assessments made (one by each partner).e participant in the Writer Task records an
ICSI and ICR score, and the participant in the Doer Task also records an ICSI and ICR score.
16.7 Linguistic Features and Measures of Language
One way to examine the conversation logs is to extract linguistic features of conversation. Using basic
NLP and IR techniques, we can extract both simplistic (e.g. lines/message sent) and more complex (e.g.
Parts of Speech, Pragmatics, Questions) linguistic features (largely syntactic) of conversations.ese
features can provide insight into how people communicate (Control Cohort) and how participants
adapt their conversation style to adjust for the distortions cased by ACES. To this end, we extracted 
parts of speech (Function Words, Adjectives, Verbs, Nouns, Adverbs, and Content Words), utterances
or lines, use of punctuation, as well as occurrences of subject questions, and pragmatics. From these
linguistic features (POS, Questions and Pragmatics), we can examine their raw occurrences (e.g.
number/count of nouns) and their percentage occurrence (e.g.  of all words that are nouns).
It is important to know that these linguistic features are not intended to be a comprehensive list of all
linguistic analysis that could be performed. As this is research in Computer Science, not Computational
Linguistics, our goal is to illustrate the feasibility and usefulness of the ACES system by demonstrating
that there are linguistic changes that occur due to Aphasic Distortions. A complete and comprehensive
examination of all linguistic (as well as semantic and sentiment) impacts is reserved for researchers in
other communities with a more complete and throw understanding of these issues.
16.7. Parts of Speech
Parts of Speech (POS) are an incredibly important aspect of understanding language, especially for
natural language parsing and information retrieval (Jurafsky et al., ). Showing changes in POS
is necessary to demonstrate potential use of more advanced NLP and IR techniques for uncovering

more complex linguistic structures. In addition, POS and number of utterances/messages are accepted
measures for analyzing conversations and have been used in the past to examine aphasic speech
(Saffran et al., ).
16.7. Questions
Questions are some of the main types of dialogue acts that occur in task-oriented dialogue (like the
WIDI study) (Jurafsky et al., ; Allen and Core, ; Carletta et al., ; Core et al., ) focusing
on requesting information, or confirming information is correct. While we are not delving into many
of the subtypes of questions, the presence of questions can indicate requests for repair (implying
problems in understanding) (Jurafsky et al., ). We focused on identifying common questions (see
Appendix B.2.) that can be modeled with context-free rules(Jurafsky et al., ) plus any message
that ends with a question mark .
16.7. Pragmatics (Continuers)
Pragmatics help us understand “how discourses are structured, and how the listener manages to
interpret a conversational partner in a conversation.” (Jurafsky et al., )While the term “pragmatics”
can have a broad and varying definition, in this project, we specifically examine “continuers,” also
referred to as “backchannels” or “acknowledgment tokens,” which, in the context of a task-centric
dialogue, can be thought of as “discourse questions.” “Continuers” form a subset of the five main types
of Pragmatics (Clark and Schaefer, ). Such utterances could be a user stating Sure orMmmHumm
(see Appendix B.2.), and are used to help signal the conversation partner to continue, stop, or when
they have achieved the target goal (Jefferson, ; Schegloff, ; Yngve, ) (central to the WIDI
experiment design).
16.8 Other Measures
In addition to the above measures of conversation quality, we also asked participants associated
questions about their conversations. ese questions focused on strategies used, what they found
How to find and measure pragmatics is a complex and open area of research. We use a simplistic approach of finding and
counting the occurrence of known pragmatic phrases for this study, while acknowledging that a wider variety of approaches
can and should be used in the future.

effective, what they “wish” their partner would have done.is qualitative responses allow us to “get
inside the head” of participants, and understand what they did, and why.is data, in conjunction
with our robust data set of log files, can further aid researchers analyze our logs with the potential to
draw connections between what people said they did, and what actually occurred when examining
the conversational logs.
16.9 Participants
All  participants did not know each other, and were assigned randomly to a Cohort and Task. At
the beginning of each session, we asked participants a series of demographic questions. Table .
contains the mean and standard deviation for participants in each cohort. In addition, we tested to see
if our cohorts’ makeup war statistically different (see Section 16.10 for more details). Results from this
analysis are included in Table ..ere were no statistical differences in age, gender, educational
attainment, or prior knowledge of aphasia.
16.10 Statistical Methods
e scalar nature of our quantitative measures would suggest using a Two-SampleWilcoxon Rank-Sum
(Mann-Whitney) test, a more conservative metric than the Student’s T-Test as it makes no assumptions
about the data distribution (normal or otherwise). However, Rank-Sum tests do not account for the
correlated nature of the data: each pair of participant had two conversations, and their interactions
will clearly be correlated. Generalized estimating equations (GEE) (Hardin and Hilbe, ) with a
linear regression were used to account for correlation.
To test for correlations, we likewise used Generalized estimating equations again to account for the
correlation in data. In correlation analysis, we can examine the coefficient to have an indication of
the slope of the regression (and the direction of correlation). e coefficient is not the same as an
R (correlation coefficient), and should not be treated as such.erefore, the GEE tests’ coefficients
are not as easy to interpret as a Pearson’s Coefficient. We therefore also ran a pairwise correlation
coefficient using the Pearson’s Correlation test. Sadly, Pearson’s Correlation test does not account for
the correlated nature of the data, so we do not report the p-value, and the calculated R value should



































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 16.3:Write it Do it Turn Taking Hidden Markov Model / Finite State Machine
only be treated as an indication of the correlation magnitude (and not a hard-and-fast ‘true’ value). R
values range from -. (negatively correlated) to . (positively correlated).
By having a fully counterbalanced study design, we minimize the impact of learning/order effects.
However, for a robust analysis, we also examine the impact of order/learning through a GEE analysis,
comparing both conversation quality, and linguistic measures.
As a final statistical analysis, we examine the turn taking between subjects (writer and doer). To
perform this analysis, we can treat a conversation as a Hidden Markov model (HMM) or Finite State
Machine (FSM) (see Figure .. By examining the occurrence of turn taking, we can explore:
● Turn Taking or Command/Answer – Writer to Doer ( PWD)● Turn Taking or Acknowledgement/Question – Doer to Writer ( PDW)● More (Amount/Complex) Problems – Doer to Doer ( PDD)● Expanding/Clarifying/Continuing – Writer to Writer ( PWW)
e probabilities are calculated by taking the count of the transitions (e.g. Writer to Doer) divided by
the count of all pairs that start with the same sender (e.g. Writer).us the probabilities are calculated
as follows where N is the mathematical symbol indicating count, W is messages from a writer, and D
is messages from a doer:
● PWD = NWDNW● PWW = NWWNW● PDW = NDWND● PDD = NDDND
In this instance, both HMM and FSM terms are accurate description of the model being constructed

It should be noted that PWD + PWW and PDW + PDD sum to a probability of .. Subsequently,
by knowing the outcome of one of the probabilities within a pair, it is intuitive that the other is -P.
erefor when reporting, we will only report PWW and PDD.
16.11 Results
Our analysis can be broken up into two main sections: Conversation Quality and Linguistics.e
former examines the impact of ACES distortions on conversation quality (and the interrelationship
between measures of conversation quality).e latter attempts to illustrate that there is a linguistic
effect of ACES distortions, thus highlighting the potential applications of ACES-like solutions for other
researchers. In addition, we examine order/learning effects. For cohorts with distortions, all analysis
examines the intendedmessages (message before distortion by ACES), rather than the message aer
distortion.is allows us to examine how users adjusted their own language to accommodate or adapt
to the Aphasic errors.
16.11. Conversation Quality
emean, standard deviation, median and inter quartile range of the measures of conversation quality
(see Section 16.6.) are presented in Appendix Tables B., B. and B.. Each table presents summary
statistics for one of the three cohorts. Overall, the Control Cohort had the “best” conversations,
followed closely by the Aphasic Doer Cohort, while the “worst” conversations were had by the Aphasic
Writer Cohort. When we compare the conversation quality between the three cohorts (see Appendix
Table B.), we see that across all  measures, there is a statistical difference between the conversation
quality in the Control Cohort and the Aphasic Writer Cohort. We also see several strong differences
between theAphasicWriter andAphasicDoer Cohorts (though not in the ICSImeasures). Interestingly,
there was no statistical difference been the conversation quality of the Control Cohort and the Aphasic
Doer Cohort. In addition, there was no statistical difference in perceived quality between the writers
and doers (see Appendix Table B.) within each of the three cohorts.
In theory, the  measures of conversation quality should all reflect the same thing: the quality of
the conversation. To examine the inter-relationship between these five measures, we completed a
correlation matrix (see Appendix Tables B., B., and B.). Each table presents summary statistics for
one of the three cohorts. Surprisingly, the only two consistent correlations observed were between the

two measures of perceived quality.ere is a negative correlation between Writer’s ICSI and Writer’s
ICR, and there is a negative correlation between the Doer’s ICSI and Doer’s ICR. Having a negative
correlation is expected, because while the higher the ICSI outcome is the better the conversation, the
ICR uses lower scores to signify better conversations. Further, these correlations had a high effect size
(see Appendix Tables B. - B.). It’s interesting to note that there was no significant correlation found
between Objective conversation quality and any of the Subjective conversation quality measures.
16.11. Linguistic Measures
16.11.. Raw Linguistic Measures
e summary statistics for the raw linguistic measures are presented in Appendix Tables B., B.,
B., B., B., and B.. Each table presents summary statistics for one of the three cohorts, with the
first three focusing on the Writer’s linguistics and the second three focusing on the Doer’s linguistics.
Comparative statistics are presented in Appendix Tables B. and B.. Calculated correlations between
measures of conversation quality and linguistics are presented in Appendix Tables B.-B..
ere is a clear statistical difference in the number of words (both Writer’s and Doer’s) across all three
cohorts. As people simply talk more (number of words increase), the occurrence of each part of speech
will likely increase as well. We tested the correlation between total number of words and each Part
of Speech in turn (including line count and punctuation count), and found a high degree of positive
correlation (with p<.) . Further, we saw a correlation between questions asked (Writer’s and
Doer’s) and word count (p<.) in all three cohorts.ese findings call into question the efficacy of
using any raw count of part of speech values and the basis of analysis. We may still, however, analyze
the number of lines to examine how oen a participant spoke, and the number of words to determine
how much was said (in quantity, not quality).
16.11.. Percentage Linguistic Measures
An alternative to raw occurrence of linguistic characteristics (e.g. number of nouns) is to use percentage
occurrence (e.g. percentage of words that are nouns).is metric is robust to the amount of dialogue
For all pairings except Control Cohort – Writer’s Punctuation (p=.) and Aphasic Writer Cohort – Writer’s Punctuation
(p=.).
With the exception of Writer’s Questions in the Aphasic Doer Cohort (p=.). We did not see any correlation between
Writer’s or Doer’s continuers in the Control or Aphasic Doer cohorts. However, there was a highly correlated relationship
between Writer’s and Doer’s Continuers in the Aphasic Writer Cohort (p<.).

Control to Control to Aphasic Doer to
Aphasic Writer Aphasic Doer Aphasic Writer
Writer  FunctionWords . . ▼ . . – . . ▼
Writer  Content Words . . ▲ . . – . . ▲
Writer  Adjectives . . – . . – . . ▲
Writer  Verbs . . ▼ . . – . . ▼
Writer  Nouns . . ▲ . . – . . ▲
Writer  Adverbs . . ▼ . . – . . ▼
Writer  Questions . . – . . – . . ▼
Writer  Continuers . . ▼ . . – . . ▼
Doer  FunctionWords . . – . . – . . –
Doer  Content Words . . – . . – . . –
Doer  Adjectives . . – . . – . . –
Doer  Verbs . . ▼ . . – . . –
Doer  Nouns . . – . . – . . –
Doer  Adverbs . . ▼ . . – . . –
Doer  Questions . . ▲ . . – . . ▲
Doer  Continuers . . – . . – . . –
Table 16.3: Comparative Statistics Between theree Cohorts – Mean Values and Change Direction in
Linguistic Measures as Percentages
Values and arrows represent statistically significant change/direction, dashes indicate non-significant change.
Arrow indicates direction of change from the first to the second number
Blue is significance p ≤ ., Red p ≤ .
produced, and the subsequent analysis will focus on the differences between the language usage.e
summary statistics for the raw linguistic measures are presented in Appendix Tables B., B., B.
for the Writer’s Linguistics and Appendix Tables B., B., B. for the Doer’s Linguistics. Each of
the three tables presents summary statistics for one of the three cohorts.
We compare the Writer and Doer’s linguistics between the three cohorts in Appendix Tables B. and
B..is data shows a clear difference between the Aphasic Writer Cohort and the Control Cohort
(with similar differences when comparing the Aphasic Doer Cohort to the Aphasic Writer Cohort). In
the Writer’s language, we see an increase in Content words in the Aphasic Writer cohort (as compared
to the Control or Aphasic Doer Cohorts), most notably with an increase in nouns (though verbs,
adverbs and continuers all decrease). In the Doer’s language, we see a slight drop in verbs and adverbs
in the AphasicWriter Cohort (as compared to the Control Cohort). We also see a very large increase in
the percentage of questions asked between the Control/Aphasic Doer Cohort and the Aphasic Writer
Cohort. We further compare the Writer’s Linguistics to the Doer’s Linguistics in Appendix Table B..
We see statistically significant differences between the Writers and Doers within each cohort, most










Writer  FunctionWords – D – – –
Writer  Content Words – D – – –
Writer  Adjectives – – – C –
Writer  Verbs – – – – –
Writer  Nouns D – – – –
Writer  Adverbs CD – – C CW
Writer  Questions – W – – –
Writer  Continuers – D – D –
Doer  FunctionWords – C W – –
Doer  Content Words – C W – –
Doer  Adjectives – CD C C C
Doer  Verbs CW – – – C
Doer  Nouns CW – C – –
Doer  Adverbs – D – – –
Doer  Questions – – – – –
Doer  Continuers C C C C C
Table 16.4: Significant Correlation Was Found Between Linguistic Changes and Conversation Quality
C = Control Cohort, W = Aphasic Writer Cohort, D = Aphasic Doer Cohort
Blue is a positive correlation, Red is a negative correlation
We then examined the correlations between conversation quality (Objective and Perceived) and
Linguistic Changes.ese are presented in Appendix Tables B. through B., though summarized
in Table .. ere are clearly some statistically significant correlations, that have a modest effect
sizes.
16.11.. Learning Effects
Over the course of a conversation (and between conversations) users have the potential to learn new
“strategies” for improving their conversation quality. By fully counterbalancing all comparisons in
the above analysis (equal number of first and second conversations in each group during a statistical
comparison), it is interesting to examine the impact of learning/order on conversation quality and use of
linguistics.e summary statistics are presented inAppendix Tables B. - B. for the first conversation
and Appendix Tables B.- B. for the second conversation. e statistical GEE comparison is
presented in Appendix Table B.. For simplification, Appendix Table B. summarizes the Appendix
Tables by illustrating when there was a statistically significant change, and the direction of said change.
e most noteworthy change (or absence of change) was in the five measures of conversation quality.
Nomeasure, in none of the cohorts, changed between the first and second conversation. In the Control

Cohort, the percentage of Writer’s questions decreased while the Doer’s verbs increased. Within
the Aphasic Writer Cohort, the Writer’s language changed, with function words decreasing (thus
increasing content words).is change mostly came from increasing the use of adjectives and nouns.
It is also worth noting that the writer asked fewer questions in the second conversation. Within the
Aphasic Doer Cohort, the Doer generally decreased the number of words used, cutting the number
of questions asked and increasing pragmatic statements.e Writer also decreased the number of
continuers used.
16.11.. Turn Taking
We present the summary statistics and statistical analysis of the turn taking probabilities in Appendix
Tables B. - B.. Across all cohorts, the turn taking behavior remained consistent with the Writer
sending multiple messages just under  of the time, and the Doer generally sending one message at
a time. It should be noted that the variance was quite large in all three cohorts. Further, turn taking
changes had no correlation with any change in conversation quality.
16.12 Discussion
At the highest level, we can see that our experimental design was a success. e manipulation of
conversations with ACES has a clear and statistically significant impact on both objective and perceived
conversation quality. By observing that objective conversation quality is impacted, we have shown that
Aphasic distortions in conversation do impact the output/goal of the conversation. Further, distortion
of the language in a conversation also impacts how people perceive the conversation (as observed by
ICSI and ICR scores).
While a significant difference in conversation quality is observed between the Control Cohort and
the Aphasic Writer Cohort, we do not see a difference between the Control Cohort and the Aphasic
Doer Cohort (see Appendix Table B.).is observation opens up a new question; is the Shannon
Information (Shannon and Weaver, ) from the Doer to the Writer not as important (so therefore
any distortion does not matter), or is the “amount” of information that needs to get across from the
Doer to the Write so much smaller/easier to understand (e.g. short pragmatics like “ok”, or “got it”),
that the distortions have little impact on the information conveyed? When we compare the number of
While we do not see statistical significance for ICSI scores between the Aphasic Writer and Aphasic Doer Cohort, this may
be due to statistical power.

lines and words used by Writers and Doers (see Appendix Table B. for comparisons and Appendix
Tables B.-B. for raw counts), we see a striking difference with the Writer statistically producing
more lines and many more words (around  times as many). It is outside of the scope of this analysis to
explicitly measure Shannon Information in each message, so we therefore cannot assess if the Writer
has more (in quantity), or more complex, information to convey. However we see this as a promising
future research question.
16.12. Measures of Conversation Quality
We had originally theorized that all five measures of conversation quality represent the same “thing,”
implying that users would perceive the conversation as having been better or worse in correlation with
the success of the task. However, Appendix Tables B., B., and B. show a different story: there is no
relationship between Objective Conversation Quality and Perceived Conversation Quality. Yet, we
do see a statistically significant negative impact of Aphasic Distortions on all forms of Conversation
Quality (see Appendix Table B.).
When these two analysis are considered in concert, we can conclude that distortions of aphasia
(by ACES) impact conversation in two distinct, yet independent, ways (illustrated by Figure .),
by affecting the the product (or goal) of the conversation, as well as the interpersonal interaction.
ese conclusions are clearly grounded on the quality of the measures used. While the Objective
Conversation Quality is, by definition, objectively observable, perceived quality is not. However, by
having two measures, that have a high effect size correlation (R > .) and is highly significant (p<
.) with each other (Appendix Tables B., B., and B. for effect size and Appendix Tables B., B.,
and B. for significance), we can infer that they are valid and verifiable measures.is supports the
conclusion that Aphasia (or at the very least ACES’ distortions which simulate Aphasia) impacts both
how we feel about the interaction as well as the conversation output quality/goal.
Another conclusion based on the analysis of themultiplemeasures of ConversationQuality is that there
are two aspects of conversation that can be targeted for “improvement.” We can attempt to improve
the information conveyed to generate a more productive output (Objective). We can also attempt to
change how people feel and react to challenging interactions (Perceived). While both are important,
improving perceived conversation must be targeted, because only improving the objective output
itself may not improve the perceived quality (since the interaction will still be challenging). Given
While we do not see statistical significance for ICSI scores between the Aphasic Writer and Aphasic Doer Cohort, this may
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Figure 16.4:Venn Diagram of Conversation Quality and Distortion Impact
the previously discussed work on Improving empathy, understanding and patience for conversation
partners (see Chapter ) focuses on augmenting and changing how people feel, we hypothesize that by
providing users (and potential conversation partners, clinicians, and/or doctors) with the experience of
speaking with aphasia (through ACES) we can effectively improve the perceived conversation quality.
is would need to be verified in a future experiment.
16.12. Linguistic Effects
We observed a strong impact of Aphasic distortions on several linguistic measures. is clearly
indicates that users were actively altering their language in an attempt to overcome the distortions of
ACES. As shown in Appendix Tables B. and B., both Writers and Doers decrease their number
of words when their text is distorted. However, they do not change the number of lines sent. is
indicates that when a subject has their text distorted, they are more concise with their communication,
though not less infrequent.
We therefore must examine what changes within those messages result in a decrease in words. When
Writers had their text distorted, they increased the percentage of words that were nouns (see Table .)

while sacrificing verbs, adverbs, continuers and function words.is suggest that Writers adopted a
more curt method of communication, focusing on the object rather than the action. Further, when the
Writer’s text was distorted, Doers greatly increased the number of lines that contained a question (see
Table .) signaling an increased need for clarifications or questions .is observation potentially
has broader implications. Participants are behaving the way that real non-fluent aphasics behave.
is strengthens the arguments for the theory of aphasic adaptation – patients know that it’s hard
to talk, and so they concentrate on producing shorter sentences (Kolk and Heeschen, ) with
high-information words, such as nouns (Salis and Edwards, ), and dropping low information
words, like function words, verbs, adverbs, etc (ompson et al., ; Kolk and Van Grunsven, ).
It is interesting to note that there were no differences between the Control Cohort and the Aphasic
Doer Cohort in linguistic changes (Writer and Doer). is further suggests that the impact of the
distortions in the Aphasic Doer Cohort was minimal at best.
16.12. Linguistic Effects on Conversation Quality
Further, we examined (Table .) the correlations between linguistic changes and conversation quality.
It does appear that when the Doer uses more nouns (in the Control and Aphasic Writer Cohorts)
that Objective Quality increases whereas the Doer using more verbs (in the same Cohorts) decreases
Objective Quality.is suggests that clarifying the object of a discussion is important whereas the
action is not.
When the Doer is distorted, the Writer has a higher conversation quality (ICSI) when the Writer uses
more function words (providing structure, more eloquent and less curt sentences). However, when
the Writer is distorted, the Writer has higher conversation quality (ICR) when the Doer uses more
function words (providing structure, more eloquent and less curt sentences).is suggests that the
Writer (who does the majority of the communication) is happier when the individual without the
distortions (whether himself or his partner) sounds less curt, and more natural. In other words, even
if someone has distorted text, their partner should try to sound as “normal” as possible rather than
mimic or curtail their own speech.
In the Control Cohort, both the Writer and the Doer dislike the Doer using adjectives, and likes the
Doer using continuers (across all perceived conversation quality). Further, when the Doer uses more
An area of future research would be a deep examination of the types of questions Doers asked, and how (if at all) the Writer
responded).
is is consistent in the Control Cohort where the Writer has higher conversation quality (ICSI) when the Doer uses more
function words

continuers, the conversation quality increases. ese observations suggests that the Doer’s use of
continuers (acknowledging task completion and message comprehension) should be studied further.
Overall the scattered differences are hard to reconcile into an overarching pattern of behavior.is may
suggest the somewhat surprising conclusion that people have few consistent, intuitive approaches to
improving communication in conversation, and that merely letting people try whichever approaches
strike them will not result in any consistent improvement.is is supported by the observation that
many of the patterns we uncovered (correlations with conversation quality) appear within the Control
Cohort, and not within the Cohorts with distortion . In other words, people are not necessarily very
good conversationalists by nature, when placed in a stressful conversational situation.is implies
that researchers should attempt to provide family members, friends, doctors, speech pathologists, and
other care givers strategies to aid in communication. ACES can, in this experimental context, provide
a testing platform to uncover the true impact of these strategies on language (do people do what they
were tasked), objective and perceived quality.
16.12. Order/Learning Effects
Discussing order/learning effects is convoluted because there are so many pronouns as uses switch
Tasks and Roles between conversations. To simplify, we situate our discussion within a fictional session
with subjects Alice talking with Bob and Charles talking with Dave. In the first conversation, Alice is
the Aphasic Writer and Bob is the Typical Doer. In the second conversation, Bob is the Aphasic Writer
and Alice is the Typical Doer. For Charles and Dave, Charles is the Typical Writer and Dave is the
Aphasic Doer in the first conversation. In their second conversation, Charles is the Aphasic Doer, and
Dave is the Typical Writer.
e first observation (see Appendix Table B.) we see in terms of “learning” is that the most learning
happened by the Task with the distortions (when Bob takes over Aphasic Writing from Alice and
Charles takes over Aphasic Doing from Dave). e user that “changed” their language was on the
other side of the distortions first (Bob and Charles), and adjusted their language when they switched
Tasks.is is in contrast to Alice and Dave who used the same language as their partners (Bob and
Charles) when they took over the Typical Roles.erefore, this data asks an interesting question: was
An alternative explanation for not seeing these patterns in the Cohorts with distortions is due to, perhaps, lack of statistical
power (not enough users altered their continuers, adjectives or adverbs). To test these theories, a future investigation should
be done, where users are explicitly tasked (when distortions are present) to increase and decrease adjectives, adverbs and
continuers.is would allow us to study the impact of these correlations in the presence of errors.

this a change by the subject based on what they “wish” their partner had done (or not done) in the
first conversation, or an augmentation having been frustrated during the first conversation?
We observe that within the Aphasic Writer Cohort, the Doer that becomes the Writer (Bob) focuses
their communication on providing details, nouns (the objects) and descriptions, while refraining from
asking questions. We see a similar change in questions for the Writer that becomes the Doer in the
Aphasic Doer Cohort (Charles). In both cohorts, there seems to be a desire to refrain from asking
any questions.is may be a reflection of a “get it done” approach to the task. Users may be trying to
exchange as much information as possible with their partner, rather than clarifying ever small detail.
However, given the lack of change in conversation quality, these changes do not appear to have any
impact on how well the conversation fared.
16.12. Turn Taking
When we consider the Turn Taking between users (see Appendix Tables B. - B.), we observe a
consistent pattern with Writers dominating conversations regardless of cohort.is is interesting in
that, people did not attempt to become more or less frequent in communication when their text, or
their partners text, was distorted.is lines up very well with the lack of change in number of lines
produced across cohorts (as discussed above). Further, there were no correlations between changes in
Turn Taking (which varied greatly) and Subjective or Objective conversation quality.
16.13 Future Work
In many regards, this analysis is the tip of a much larger examination that should take place. While
our analysis highlights that ACES has a distinct impact on language and conversation quality, our
examination is preliminary at best. To this end, we envision  distinct avenues of future work to expand
on this project and delve deeper into understanding and mini zing the impact of Aphasic distortions
on conversation quality and linguistics.
First, a followup study should be done (following the same protocol) that tests a strategy for improving
conversation quality. Using one cohort’s condition (e.g. Writer with Aphasic Distortions), give half
of the participants a known strategy to employ (e.g. ask more questions) and allow the other cohort
to do what comes naturally.is will show whether that strategy for improving conversation quality
works, and how it impacts (in practice) user’s language.

Second, given that this data is two fold (both intended and distorted messages), we believe that there
is a rich analysis that is yet to be conducted, examining the relationship between the language of the
non-distorted subject, and the distortedmessages sent. How do these users align, and adjust? How
does the non-distorted user clarify the distortions?
ird, we strongly believe that there aremanymore levels of linguistic analysis that should be performed.
As this is not linguistic or psychological research, these additional analysis are well outside the scope of
this project. As we highlight earlier in this chapter, an examination of communication accommodation
(e.g. LIWC), alignment (structure and content), and aphasia adaptation.ese analysis are far more
complex than the above examinations, and many are coded (by hand) by experts in language. Similarly,
a deeper examination of the question/responses that occur (how oen users ask for clarification, and
how oen questions are answered) is a worth examination that can only be done by hand.
Fourth, a question that arrises is the cause of the above correlations. Rather, are the correlations we
observed a result of the conversation quality being good/bad, or the driving factor in changing the
conversation quality. As the study was designed, we are not able to answer these questions since we
only sought to uncover correlations that naturally occur in conversation. To assess cause and result,
further investigations are needed that experimentally test precise causation hypothesis.
Lastly, it would be intriguing to explore the performance of individuals with Aphasia doing the WIDI
task. is would be an important direction to add further support to the generalizability of our
findings.
16.14 Conclusions
is analysis has uncovered that ACES is a remarkable system that can be used to examine the
impact of language distortions on conversation quality and linguists. ACES’ distortions of Aphasia
have a clear and negative impact on conversation quality (Research Question ).rough a detailed
examination, we can clearly see that these effects are quite complex, and reach far beyond the superficial
intuition that distortions are “bad.” We have shown that ACES distortions impact different aspects of
conversation quality, and, more surprisingly, that these impacts (on objective and subjective quality)
It should be noted that there may be some intrinsic challenges in performing an alignment analysis on this data set.
Specifically, unlike a debate style conversation or DayTrader game as used by Scissors (Scissors et al., ), participants in
the WIDIT study had extremely different tasks to complete. As we have seen this greatly impacts the type and amount of
language used.is, therefore, would greatly impact structure and content. Further, as users switch from object to object on the
structures, their language content (vocabulary) will shi quite quickly.is may cause further challenges to align vocabulary
that is used only a handful of times.

are not correlated.is surprising finding stresses the need for research into improving how users
perceive their interactions (building empathy) and providing strategies that can directly impact the
outcome of conversations. Perhaps the most exciting finding is that participants appear to be behaving
(in their linguistics) the way that real non-fluent aphasics behave (acceding to Adaptationeory).
is, if studied in more detail, has many ramifications for ACES, and this approach to understanding
language disorders.
Further, this research has shown that ACES is a powerful tool for understanding how distortions impact
language. Even a high level examination of parts of speech, continuers and discourse have shown that
the introduction ofAphasic distortions impacts language (ResearchQuestion ). And yet, these changes
are not universal (Research Question ), nor do they correlate with conversation quality (Research
Question ).is is a very important finding, suggesting that people do not instinctively know how to
improve their conversations in distorted interactions.is implies that both individuals with aphasia
and their conversation partners need external guidance to improve their interactions. Having reported
these findings at an expository level, a deeper investigation by experts in computational linguistics,
communications, and psychology is needed to understand and address more complex interpersonal
dynamics in the presence of Aphasic distortions. However, it is now clear that ACES provides a clear
platform (and a rich dataset) for researchers across many disciplines.

C 
Individuals with Aphasia Study
Design and Feasibility
One of the key applications of ACES is to provide students/clinicians/family a tool with which to
increase empathy and awareness to the challenges in communication experienced by individuals with
aphasia. ACES is the first tool created, that we are aware of, which allows a neurologically individual
to experience the communication distortions of aphasia .is has many applications. For example,
while using ACES speech pathology students can practice communication skills with an individual
with aphasia and also learn patience, empathy and understanding. Experience such as this is far
more cost-effective and easier to facilitate than utilizing multiple individuals who have aphasia (which
require remuneration and dedication of time) for hands-on experience. In this area alone, ACES
provides a major contribution to improving empathy and understanding among speech pathology
students.
An important area for future work with respect to the impact of the Aphasia Characteristic Emulation
soware is to test ACES in a real-world context. Questions we might consider are:
● Does exposure to ACES impact performance on school examinations for speech pathology
students studying aphasia?● Does ACES improve communication between speech language pathologists and individuals with
aphasia?● Similarly, does ACES improve communication between family members/friends and those with
aphasia?● What is the duration and frequency of exposure to ACES required to improve communication?● And for all of the above questions, how does an intervention with ACES compare to more
traditional educational tools (i.e., reading information on aphasia or watching informational
videos about individuals with aphasia).
All of these questions would be important to address in future work.us, the focus of this chapter is
on outling research involving speech language pathologists and individuals with aphasia in a clini-

cal/educational setting. Specifically, it provides two key contributions to solving the above questions.
First, we outline a potential and plausible study design. Second, we highlight and discuss one of the
challenges that accompany designing any study of this type of real-world application– statistical power.
By outlining future work for ACES, we hope to lay the ground work for future investigations that will
take into consideration the limitations we detail.
17.1 Study Motivation
To validate the real world application of ACES as an education tool, we outline a series of proposed
studies that could be conducted with the aim of exploring how exposure to ACES might impact speech
pathologists and family/friends. Specifically we propose a study design the explores communication
between speech pathologist students and individuals with aphasia.e potential applicability of ACES
as an educational tool (in a classroom setting) was echoed by participants in our Empathy Study
(Chapter ).
is chapter therefore provides a study designwhich examines the applicability ofACES as a supplement
and/or compliment to traditional educational techniques (e.g. reading information on aphasia or
watching videos of individuals with aphasia) we would hope to see that ACES provides an important
insight that allows communication parters to be more empathic and better conversation partners.
17.2 Study Measures
To date, ACES research on empathy has focused on self-perceived change (i.e., how much does the
user feel that their attitudes and perceptions have changed). However, one of the primary applica-
tions of ACES is to improve interpersonal communication between individuals with aphasia and
students/clinicians/family by increasing and promoting empathy. Because the accepted measures of
“empathy” are more holistic, they cannot be used to do a before/aer within subject study design. Our
research on communication and linguistic changes (Chapter ) provides measures of conversation
quality (many of which do relate to empathy and understanding). We therefore look to these same
metrics for validating the impact of ACES as an educational tool to improve conversation quality.

17.3 Study Design
Participants would all bemasters students in speech and hearing science, working towards an advanced
clinical degree in speech pathology. Ideally, all participants would have the same exposure to aphasia
in their prior education (all having taken, or not taken, a course whose sole focus was aphasia).
Because the masters degree in Speech Pathology allows those students to practice speech therapy, this
educational intervention is directly targeted at this population.
Participants would be categorized into two groups (i.e., A and B).e groups would represent the two
educational interventions. Group A would be educated with ACES, Group B would be educated with
printed material (e.g. text books, transcripts, professional papers, or perhaps even video) typically
found in an undergraduate or graduate Speech and Hearing Science Class on aphasia.is allows us to
examine a more “active” intervention (ACES) with more “passive” interventions (traditional classroom
study material). Clearly, an alternative “active” intervention might be exposure to individuals with
aphasia. However in a real-world context, such an intervention would be both financially expensive
and time consuming. It would also require a large number of individuals with aphasia to dedicate
their own time to work with each student one-on-one. As a result, a one-on-one interaction with
individuals with aphasia is not a practical real-world intervention and is therefore omitted from this
study proposal.
In addition to the student participants, we would also recruit a small number of individuals with
aphasia (around one quarter to one fih of the subject pool size). Persons with aphasia would serve as
our dependent measure.
Interventions would be administered over multiple weeks as follows (with participants in each group
receiving their respective intervention).
Step : Students complete an initial questionnaire which include basic demographic questions and
Mehrabian’s measure of empathy test (Mehrabian and Epstein, ).is serves as a comparison
to ensure/test that the three groups of students (and individuals with aphasia) have comparable
empathy levels upon study entry.
Step : All student participants have a face-to-face conversation with each of the individuals with
aphasia. Conversations last - minutes and discuss a non-controversial topic. Following
the conversation, the student and the individual with aphasia complete post-conversation
questionnaires utilizinge Iowa Communication Record (Duck et al., ) and questions

frome Interpersonal Communication Satisfaction Inventory (Hecht, ).is serves as a
baseline measure of the student’s interaction with individuals with aphasia.
Step : Each week, students participate in the study three times (Monday, Wednesday and Friday)
for  minutes per session. During the  minute sessions, student participants receive the
specific intervention for their group (e.g., receiving print material and reading it, watching video,
or having ACES conversations with another student participant). At the end of each session,
student participants answer reflection questions on what they “learned” during the session.
By “learned” we ask them to self reflect upon their experience, and determine what value they
received.
Step : Every third week ( weeks post-intervention) students have a checkpoint, another face-to-face
conversation with an individual with aphasia.e two measures are re-administered.
Step : e above steps are repeated for  weeks (the duration of a school semester). In total, student
participants will have  weeks of intervention and  checkpoints.
At the conclusion of the study ( weeks), analysis of data can be performed. We would use a between
subject ANOVA to compare the impact of the different interventions on the communication and
conversation quality between speech pathology students and individuals with aphasia.
17.4 Feasibility and Statistical Power
When designing a study, one of the primary concerns to a researcher is Statistical Power. Statistical
power is the probability of rejecting a false null hypothesis (what is the probability of detecting
significant differences should they be present). Power should be close to one, and in general, studies
should have at least . () power. Statistical power has a direct relationship between sample size
(number of participants), number of groups (or conditions) and effect size (the difference between the
means of the different groups) . One way to determine statistical power is with the use of power and
sample size soware. we used NCSS PASS (statistical soware) and the above scenario to set some
given parameters, and solve for others. Given the above study design, the number of groups is set at ,
and following standard HCI study design our α (the probability of rejecting a true null hypothesis) is
..
Effect size dictates standard deviation

Power N per group Total N Std. Dev. Effect Size
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
(a) Solve for Power - Two Cohorts
Power N per group Total N Std. Dev. Effect Size
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
(b) Solve For Sample Size - Two Cohorts
Table 17.1: Parameter Power Analysis using NCSS PASS - Two Cohorts
Values solved for are in Red, manipulated effect size values are in Blue, and values held constant are in Black
Due to the relationship between effect size and standard deviation, we highlight both values in Blue.
NCSS PASS set mean(Group ) = , mean(Group ) = ,mean(Group ) = 

Generally HCI experiments have approximately - participants. Given κ=  (number of groups),
we might assume  participants per group ( total). If we expect to see a  effect size, our study
would have a statistical power of .. If we continue to adjust the effect size (Table .a) we continue
to see a very underpowered study. It is only an effect size between  and  would result in the
study having the minimal acceptable power. While ACES is a novel and effective tool, we don’t foresee
ACES having this large of an impact on conversation.
An alternative is to explore the effect of changing sample size (N) while keeping statistical power
constant. In other words, what is the number of participants needed to see a certain effect size at a
given power. Once again, study design dictates that κ=  and by convention we set a power of 
(., the minimum acceptable power in published papers ). As Table .b indicates, the study
requires a very large sample size of  participants for an effect size of .
17.4. Increasing Experimental Complexity
Our above experimental design utilizes two groups for comparison. However, we can envision adding
a third group as a control group or separating the video from reading material as a third intervention
type. While this is a reasonable study design choice, it raises addional concerns over limited statistical
power. Assuming three cohorts (κ= ), we re-run the calculations presented in Table ..e updated
findings of Power and N are presented in Table ..
Assuming we expect to see a  effect size, our study would have a statistical power of ..
Continuing to adjust the effect size (Table .a) reveals a very underpowered study. It is only when
an effect size of  is reached that our study has the minimal acceptable power. While ACES is a
novel and effective tool, we don’t foresee ACES having this large of an impact on conversation.
When detecting a smaller effect size, sample size (N) could be increased in order to keep statistical
power constant. In other words, what is the number of participants needed to see a certain effect size
at a given power. Once again, study design dictates that κ=  and by convention we set a power of
 (., the minimum acceptable power in published papers ). As Table .b indicates, to see an
effect size of anything less than , the study requires a very large sample size ( participants for
an effect size of ).
While the value of power was set to . in NCSS PASS, the soware does ensure equal participants per group.erefore,
the actual calculated value of power can vary a bit to ensure multiple of  participants in the sample size. Power values must
therefore be at least 
While the value of power was set to . in NCSS PASS, the soware does ensure equal participants per group.erefore,
the actual calculated value of power can vary a bit to ensure multiple of  participants in the sample size. Power values must
therefore be at least 

Power N per group Total N Std. Dev. Effect Size
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
(a) Solve for Power -ree Cohorts
Power N per group Total N Std. Dev. Effect Size
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
.   . .
(b) Solve For Sample Size -ree Cohorts
Table 17.2: Parameter Power Analysis using NCSS PASS -ree Cohorts
Values solved for are in Red, manipulated effect size values are in Blue, and values held constant are in Black
Due to the relationship between effect size and standard deviation, we highlight both values in Blue.
NCSS PASS set mean(Group ) = , mean(Group ) = ,mean(Group ) = 

17.5 Feasibility and Scope within Dissertation
While performing this analysis, and validating the real-world impact of ACES as an educational
intervention is a critical next step; our power analysis clearly demonstrates that the scale of this
study would require extensive time, participants and resources to conduct. Given the scope of this
dissertation document, and completed research presented on ACES herein, we hold that this study is
outside the realm of feasibility for this document.
at said, this proposed study is important for future validation of ACES and integration of ACES into
a standard Speech and Hearing Science curriculum. As researchers and educators begin considering
ACES as an educational solution, we hope that they will not only document its quantitative impact,





is part of the dissertation presents the motivation, background and theory related to the creation of
ACES, a tool and model that emulates the effects of aphasia first hand. Based on the existing literature,
we built ACES, a novel system that enables users to experience the speech-distorting effects of Aphasia
firsthand. ACES deploys a probabilistic model (grounded in literature from Cognitive Psychology and
SHS) that can distort a userÕs Instant Messages (leveraging techniques from NLP), transforming the
original message into text that appears as though it had originated from an individual with Aphasia.
Results from a quantitative evaluation, with  participants (consisting of experts and the general
public), show that ACES strongly increased understanding, knowledge of and empathy for Aphasia. To
further validate the ACES soware and its emulation of Aphasia, we conducted a follow-up Turing Test
study with  experts in Aphasia. My results show that experts, whose profession includes the diagnosis
and categorization of this disorder, were unable to distinguish between text samples generated by
ACES and those that came from individuals with Aphasia. Based on these successes, we conducted
an extensive analysis of the impact of ACES distortions on conversation quality and linguistics.is
study generated a large data set for future researches, and also highlighted the number of changes that
aphasic distortions have on communication.
e implications of this thesis part are broad and far reaching. Aphasia, an acquired language disorder
that affects over one million Americans, severely hindering their ability to communicate. While these
individuals may appear to possess poor cognitive function, the problem resides in their language, not
in their ability to think. Unfortunately, quality of life and care can suffer as friends, family, speech
pathologists and doctors avoid interacting with Aphasic individuals, finding those interactions to be
difficult. While roughly one million Americans may have Aphasia, the disorder impacts the lives of
millions more. From a real world perspective, this research suggests that ACESÕs applications can,
through clinical (friends and family) or educational (therapists and practitioners) use, improve quality
of life and care.

Further, ACES is the first system to emulate the effects of a language disorder. It opens up a new avenue
of HCI and CS research. From the perspective of a linguist or a psychologist, ACES can be used to
study how humans adjust their conversational and linguistic structure due to the distortions caused by
Aphasia. For technologists (CS and HCI), the tool is a contribution in its own right, having passed
a Turing Test. ACES also illustrates a new approach to computationally studying language which is
distorted due to language disorder, or unfamiliarity with that language (e.g., by emulating non-native
speakers).
18.1 Limitations
During the initial ACES experiment, we examined empathy by asking participants to self-reflect on
how the experience impacted them. However, we do not know the duration of the impact (how long
did it last) or quantitatively measure the true empathy impact. While not asked, these are important
questions that are le unanswered and should be explored.
While the Aphasic Turing Test conducted showed amazing results, this examination should be ex-
panded to other user groups (e.g. computational linguists or psychologists). As individuals in Speech
and Language Pathology are not experts in the ability of computers to distort language, their ability to
judge the validity of the distortions may be somewhat limited. However, these other user demographic
(while more in-tune to computer capabilities) may be unable to identify aphasia correctly. Similarly,
the turning test experiment does not test users ability to differentiate ACES distortions (or real aphasia)
from random textual distortions.
e final Write it Do it experiment, while on a larger scale, did not quantitatively highlight any changes
an individual could make that would directly improve conversation quality. While we had hoped to
uncover just such a natural change, our sample sizemay still be too small to uncover a successful change
that only a small portion of the users chose to implement. Likewise, since the linguistic measures
examined were generally at a lower level (and were not examined by hand), more complex changes (or
ones that cannot be programmatically detected) were not analyzed.
18.2 Future Work
Based on our work with ACES, we believe that there is great potential for improving classroom
education and cross-cultural business interactions by emulating the effects of English as a Second

Language (ESL). Many students and professionals are challenged and frustrated when teachers, faculty
and collaborators do not speak fluent English. We hypothesize thatmany of these challengesmay derive
from lack of empathy and understanding for the challenges of communicating in a foreign tongue.
Given the rich collection of ESL research and data from years of its implementation in grade school
and higher education, we believe an ACES-like system could be created to improve cross-cultural
business interactions and classroom education. e broad applicability of this research allows for
multiple ESL emulations (e.g. mandarin to english, spanish to english) and multiple applications (e.g.
businesses, grade-school, higher education).
Building on themodels and approach created for ACES, we believe that a system that could “un-distort”
Aphasic errors could be built.is system potentially could be used in real-time (e.g. IM or face-to-
face) or in asynchronous communication (e.g. email). While we would likely never achieve 
accuracy, we strongly believe that even moderate un-distortion (e.g., via general summary) could
greatly improve day-to-day interaction for individuals with Aphasia. A similar system could be built
that provides word selection aids or context summary tools to conversation partners, helping both
individuals to choose their vocabulary, and understand the conversation.
A much broader direction of future work could be combining these language analysis and disjoin
techniques with data mining and pattern analysis. In theory, if a system could find some patterns in
specific individual’s speech (who have language impairments) the system itself may be able to diagnose
their disorder. Ideally this future system could perform diagnosis off of just a few things a person says
(leveraging active learning) and create an accurate “impairment profile”.
Much like ACES was designed to aid users by building empathy, and helping researchers by examining
conversation quality and linguistic changes – we believe a conversation aid could be created to help
users through conversations. Leveraging the “un-distortion” work suggested above, this conversation
aid could provide suggestions to users of how to change their language to improve their conversations.
is tool would effectively act as the grease in the wheels of interpersonal communication. When
conversation falters, this system would be able to suggest remedies, or help implement corrections to







is document has explore two distinct research agendas focusing on the intersection of langue and
human computer interaction.e first part of this dissertation focused on the individual with an im-
pairment; specifically, how HCI and CS technology can help develop language and speech production
in children with autism and speech-delays.e second part focused on those around an individual
with an impairment; in particular, discussing how HCI and CS solutions can increase empathy and
understanding for individuals with aphasia. In addition, the second part of the examined how that
same technology can uncover the impact of language impairments on linguistics and conversation
quality for individuals with impairments and their conversation partners. ese two parts of this
dissertation are linked together by a common theme, understanding the relationship between the
design of computer interfaces and individuals with an impairment, specifically individuals with com-
munication impairments.e results of this work illustrate new directions of HCI research both in a
purely academic community, and with implications for real-world applications.
e findings of the first half of this dissertation have direct applications to impact the lives of individuals
with autism and speech delays. We developed SIP or the Spoken Impact Project that consists of three
major thrusts of research; ) A framework to facilitate video annotation, and an instantiation of said
system called VCode and VData; ) A, a set of coding guidelines that allow researchers to assess
non-verbal subject interaction with computer based feedback; and ) A detailed quantitative analysis of
SIPS through the use of VCode, VData and A. Results from this analysis suggest that computer based
feedback systems hold the potential to greatly impact the vocalization of non-verbal subjects. Further,
the subsequent project, VocSyl, demonstrated the construction of a fully-functional tool to teach
multi-syllabic speech skills using TCUID.e resulting soware was well received by participants
and their parents – with a iPad application to be released online for free. We hope that through this
work we illustrate how HCI researchers can build, design and study tools to teach language skills to
children with severe speech-delays, make them engaging, and impactful.

e findings of the second half of this dissertation have direct applications to researchers studying
the effects of Aphasia and clinicians and family members working with those impacted directly by
aphasia. To this end, we developed ACES, a tool and model that emulates the effects of aphasia first
hand.ese emulations were quantitatively shown to be realistic (by passing a turing test) as well as
improve empathy and understanding of aphasia. We conducted an extensive analysis of the impact
of ACES distortions on conversation quality and linguistics. is study generated a large data set
for future researches, and also highlighted the number of changes that aphasic distortions have on
communication.e implications of this half are broad and far reaching. Individuals who have friends,
family or clients with aphasia can utilize ACES to help them empathize with their conversation partners.
Likewise, researchers can use ACES to examine the linguistic and conversation quality impact of
aphasia – potentially developing new strategies for improving communication.
At a higher level, this work illustrates that human computer interaction solutions can help improve
communication for individuals with impairments. Specifically, this work examined how HCI and
CS techniques can impact language development (critical for communication), empathy (critical
for communication with individuals who have aphasia) and the role communication impairment
has on linguistic patterns as well as conversation quality (to understand how impairments impact
communication). Each of these broad themes (language development, linguistic patterns, and em-
pathy/understanding) are equally important aspects of communication. And this work shows that
within each of these themes, technology has a powerful role to play. Further, this work demonstrates
that by exploring and researching technology that impacts those with impairments, we can advance
our knowledge of the human condition, develop new computer solutions, and create technology that




e following is the coding guide distributed to coders. Included here is the full description of the
behavior that must be observed to mark each variable.e variables are broken down into four passes,
and the mode of video playback is also noted.

A   CODER GUIDE
PASS 1: Use Standard Playback Mode
*Non-Child Audio:  Durations when audio/sound made & see on bars
  (you can hear it) and is NOT coming from the child /overlaps
  with child with child’s sounds OR sound caught on volume 
 bars, but is not identified as from child (unknown source).  
 Include REGULAR heavy breathing.  Mark whole segment 
 if “contaminated”
PASS 2: Use Interval Payback Mode (Continuous Playback)
Smiling: When the child appears to be smiling during the past 3 
 seconds, and in the past 3 seconds, we at some point could 
 see his face. 
No Face: Can not see face (to determine smile) at all in the past 3 sec.
Oriented @ Screen:  When the child, in the past 3 seconds, was facing 
 towards the screen within 90 degrees.  Spinning through the 
 90 degree arc should not be counted.  Rather, time where 
 the facing direction is within the arc for at least a “moment.
Auditory Focus: During the time frame, did the child get closer in 
 proximity to, or touch the speaker.  OR Child is not in the 
 visual arc, in response to computer sounds, orient to the 
 visual arc.








Oriented @ Screen Not Oriented
Immediate Delayed
PASS 3: Use Standard Playback Mode
Use a 2 second pause between end and start to delineate between vocalizations
Also mark sounds even if not recorded by computer
*Laugh:  The sound should NOT be able to be transcribed as a 
 speech like vocalization.  To qualify as laughter it needs to 
 be paired with a positive affect.
Non-Speech Vocalization:  When a vocalization made is non speech,
  and is not a laugh. Includes gulps, screech, grunt, lip pops, 
 ticks, heavy sighs, etc.  Lasts for 2 seconds before code again.
*Speech Like Vocalizations: When a vocalization is made by the 
 child, the phonetic construction of the sound should be 
 noted as an event.  Marked at the start of the sound
 Use the annotation hotkey to write the sound made
 New Sounds are formed by gap of 2 seconds, OR separated by
 a non-speech sound, or laugh, or computer sound (while the child is
 not making a speech-like sound).
Turn taking: the computer makes a sound, and then the child starts 
 sound if nucleus of final syllable (vowel) has been initiated
 Speech Like Sounds Only
BIGmack Switch: When a child presses the switch, mark this at the 
 start of the press.  Do not mark when switch is pressed by 
 anyone else.
Spontaneous: creating a non-imitative vocalization
 I+S spontaneous (Immediate, Oriented @ Screen, Spontaneous):  
 while oriented towards screen (within in 2 seconds of 
 starting sound), speaker, within 5 seconds of end of source 
 sound 
 D+S spontaneous (Delayed, Oriented @ Screen, Spontaneous): 
 while oriented towards screen (within in 2 seconds of 
 starting sound), speaker, after 5 seconds of end of source 
 sound
 I spontaneous (Immediate Spontaneous): while NOT oriented 
 towards  screen (within in 2 seconds of starting sound), 
 speaker, within 5 seconds of end of source sound
 D spontaneous (Delayed): while NOT oriented towards 
 screen (within in 2 seconds of starting sound), speaker, 
 after 5 seconds of end of source sound
Imitative:  the child attempts to echo or repeat a sound previously 
 heard/made by computer or human  Must match 50% of 
 phonemes of ATTEMPTED target OR same number of syllables as 
 whole.  Target resets after each new non-child sound.  Cannot
 imitate self OR echoed sound
 Di!ered imitation: time frame for Differed Imitation ends 
 after a new sound is made by speaker, or researcher
 Immediate imitation:  within 5 seconds from source
PASS 4: Drag Position for fast skim
*Time In Chair:  marking times during the video when the child is 
 seated in the chair.  This includes having the child's butt on 
 the chair, 2 legs on the chair (ie. sitting cross-legged, sitting 
 on feet) or otherwise in the chair in a manner generally 
 deemed "sitting".  Not included is one leg on chair, one leg 
 standing.





B.1 Write-It Do-It: Potential Applications &Measures
While we discuss many theories of communication and linguistics, applying all of them to ACES
output is well beyond the scope of this project. Rather, we present and describe this prior work as
motivation for the need of a platform like ACES to study Aphasic language changes.
B.1. Communication Accommodationeory (CAT)
e Communication Accommodationeory (CAT) was developed by Howard Giles (dissertation in
(Giles, ), published in (Giles et al., )). In short, CAT attempts to explain the rationale
for how and why people’s language change during conversations.is could be changes (most notably
convergence and divergence) in content, phrasing, vocabulary, and other speech patterns. CAT is a
well accepted and well-researched theory that continues to be studied. Further, CAT is considered a
major socio-psychological theory of language and social interaction (Tracy and Haspel, ). Some
current avenues of research look across cultures for how their language changes and evolves during
interactions(S’hiri, ), how age affects interaction in business settings (McCann and Giles, ),
public interaction with police offers (Giles et al., ) and discourse over IM (Scissors et al., ).
Using CAT allows us to study and understand these interactions in a truly significant way. Aphasia
and ACES would be well situated in this literature, and well justified as an avenue of research.
B.1.. Measuring CAT
A commonly used method to study CAT is through the output of Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
(LIWC). LIWC (Pennebaker et al., ) is a program that uses a bag-of-words approach to measure

content (e.g., judgments, personality, topics, etc.) as well as the more low level elements of language
(e.g., punctuation, phrasing, etc). Overall LIWC is a hand/hard coded analysis of language across
numerous dimensions. LIWC processes one, or a cohort of text files, and outputs the results in each of
these dimensions, which include general categories (word count, words per sentence, etc.), linguistic
categories (percentage of words in the text which are nouns, verbs, etc.), psychological constructs
(e.g., affect, cognition), personal concern categories (e.g., work, home), paralinguistic categories (e.g.,
assents such as "mmhmm"), and punctuation categories (periods, commas, etc.).
Interesting findings from the first set of ACES logs have already been uncovered and published
(Danilevsky et al., ). We have used some IR and Data Mining techniques to uncover linguistic
changes in the conversations. We also have some initial support for alignment theory, and adaptation
theory in our initial log set. Should we uncover these and other patterns, we can clearly show that by
using ACES, users follow patterns of real individuals with Aphasia when having conversations; thus
showing a real world impact and learning for typical individuals. Given the financial cost of using
LIWC and the lack of computational sophistication, researchers may be able to add leverage (and
potentially contribute) Data Mining and Information Retrieval Techniques.
B.1. Interactive Alignment Account or Alignmenteory
Alignment theory is a newer theory on communication that states that when two people have a
conversation, their language will change and align (become similar) onmany levels (e.g., verb selection,
noun selection, sentence structure, etc.) and align situation model. e theory states that when
languages align there is improved production and comprehension in dialogue (Pickering and Garrod,
). It can be thought of as a method of cooperation that occurs to allow the sentence itself to
succeed. Pickering and Garrod specifically state alignment occurs on a semantic, syntactic, lexical,
phonological and phonetic level. Unlike CAT which is a far broader examination of changes in
linguistics and semantics, Alignmenteory specifically focuses on people using the same words
to describe the same object, concept or situation. in a specific conversation. What make alignment
theory so interesting, and relevant to ACES and aphasia, is the effect of “atypical language” has on the
“propensity for alignment”, as well as HCI. Picker and Garrod present that it is an open question as to
how atypical language (e.g., aphasia) and HCI (ACES) effects alignment.

B.2 Write-It Do-It: Question and Continuers Lists
B.2. Questions
e following is the list of “Questions” that were identified (by beginning a sentence) and counted
through the question analysis (in combination with messages containing a question mark).
● what● when● where● which● who● whom● whose● why● how● is● did
We also counted the sub-type of “how” questions for release with our data set. However, the sub
question analysis was not conducted as part of this dissertation.
● how far● how long● how many● how much● how old● how should● how can● how could● how is

B.2. Continuers
e following is the list of “Continuers” that were identified and counted through the pragmatic
analysis.
● got it● did not get it● didn’t get it● k● ok● yep● sure
Imperative Continuers (e.g. “cut” or “place” ) were considered, however, identifying when these terms
were used as Continuers versus questions or other uses would have been far more difficult and not as
easy to identify because they would not be able to be matched with regular expressions. Further this
list of imperatives would have been highly variable, and require a full examination of the entire corpus
ensuring that no terms were missed. Examining imperatives is important future work.

B.3 Write-It Do-It: Conversation Quality Tables
B.3. Write-It Do-It: Summary Statistics - Conversation Quality Measures
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Obj Score . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.1: Summary Statistics – Conversation Quality – Control Cohort
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Obj Score . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.2: Summary Statistics – Conversation Quality – Aphasic Writer Cohort
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Obj Score . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.3: Summary Statistics – Conversation Quality – Aphasic Doer Cohort









Obj Score < . . < .
Doer ICSI . . .
Writer ICSI . . .
Doer ICR < . . .
Writer ICR < . . .
Table B.4: Comparative Statistics Between theree Cohorts – Conversation Quality
All Statistics are p-value from GEE








ICSI . . .
ICR . . .
TableB.5:Comparative Statistics BetweenWriters and Doers within Each Cohort – Conversation Quality
All Statistics are p-value from GEE comparing Writer’s Scores to Doer’s Scores

B.3. Write-It Do-It: GEE Correlations between Measures of Conversation
Quality
Objective Writer ICSI Writer ICR Doer ICSI Doer ICR
coef p-value coef p-value coef p-value coef p-value coef p-value
Objective . . — — — — — — — —
Writer ICSI . . . . — — — — — —
Writer ICR -. . -. < . . . — — — —
Doer ICSI . . . . -. . . . — —
Doer ICR -. . -. . . . -. < . . .
Table B.6:GEE Correlations – Conversation Quality - Control Cohort
Results represent Coefficient and P-Values from GEE
Objective Writer ICSI Writer ICR Doer ICSI Doer ICR
coef p-value coef p-value coef p-value coef p-value coef p-value
Objective . . — — — — — — — —
Writer ICSI . . . . — — — — — —
Writer ICR -. . -. < . . . — — — —
Doer ICSI -. . . . -. . . . — —
Doer ICR -. . -. . . . -. < . . .
Table B.7:GEE Correlations – Conversation Quality - Aphasic Writer Cohort
Results represent Coefficient and P-Values from GEE
Objective Writer ICSI Writer ICR Doer ICSI Doer ICR
coef p-value coef p-value coef p-value coef p-value coef p-value
Objective . . — — — — — — — —
Writer ICSI -. . . . — — — — — —
Writer ICR . . -. . . . — — — —
Doer ICSI . . -. . . . . . — —
Doer ICR -. . . . -. . -. < . . .
Table B.8:GEE Correlations – Conversation Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
Results represent Coefficient and P-Values from GEE

Objective Writer ICSI Writer ICR Doer ICSI Doer ICR
R R R R R
Objective — — — — —
Writer ICSI — — — — —
Writer ICR — -. — — —
Doer ICSI — — — — —
Doer ICR — — — -. —
Table B.9: Pearson’s Correlations R for Significant Correlations – Conversation Quality - Control Cohort
Results represent Coefficient from Pearson’s. It should be noted that Pearson’s does not account for the correlated
nature of the data.
Objective Writer ICSI Writer ICR Doer ICSI Doer ICR
R R R R R
Objective — — — — —
Writer ICSI — — — — —
Writer ICR -. . — — —
Doer ICSI — — — — —
Doer ICR — — — -. —
Table B.10: Pearson’s Correlations R for Significant Correlations – Conversation Quality - Aphasic
Writer Cohort
Results represent Coefficient from Pearson’s. It should be noted that Pearson’s does not account for the correlated
nature of the data.

Objective Writer ICSI Writer ICR Doer ICSI Doer ICR
R R R R R
Objective — — — — —
Writer ICSI — — — — —
Writer ICR — -. — — —
Doer ICSI . — . — —
Doer ICR — . — -. —
Table B.11: Pearson’s Correlations R for Significant Correlations – Conversation Quality - Aphasic Doer
Cohort
Results represent Coefficient from Pearson’s. It should be noted that Pearson’s does not account for the correlated
nature of the data.

B.3. Write-It Do-It: Correlation Statistics of Writers Conversation Quality







ICSI . . .
ICR . . .
TableB.12:Correlation Statistics BetweenWriters and Doers within Each Cohort – Conversation Quality
All Statistics are p-value from GEE comparing Writer’s Scores to Doer’s Scores

B.4 Write-It Do-It: Linguistic (Raw Value/Count) Tables
B.4. Write-It Do-It: Summary Statistics - Writer’s Linguistic Measure Value
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Writer’s Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Content Words . ( . )  [  , . ]
Writer’s Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Adjectives . ( . )  [ . , . ]
Writer’s Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Punctuation . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.13: Summary Statistics for the Control Group – Writer’s Values
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Writer’s Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Punctuation . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.14: Summary Statistics for the Aphasic Writer Group – Writer’s Values

Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Writer’s Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Punctuation . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer’s Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.15: Summary Statistics for the Aphasic Doer Group – Writer’s Values

B.4. Write-It Do-It: Summary Statistics - Doer’s Linguistic Measure Value
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Doer’s Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Punctuation . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.16: Summary Statistics for the Control Group – Doer’s Values
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Doer’s Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Punctuation . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.17: Summary Statistics for the Aphasic Writer Group – Doer’s Values

Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Doer’s Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Punctuation . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer’s Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.18: Summary Statistics for the Aphasic Doer Group – Doer’s Values









Writer’s Lines . . .
Writer’s FunctionWords < . . < .
Writer’s Content Words < . . .
Writer’s Words < . . < .
Writer’s Adjectives . . .
Writer’s Verbs < . . < .
Writer’s Nouns . . .
Writer’s Adverbs < . . < .
Writer’s Punctuation . . .
Writer’s Questions . . .
Writer’s Continuers . . .
Table B.19: Comparative Statistics Between theree Cohorts – Writer’s Linguistic Measures (as raw
occurrence values)







Doer’s Lines . . .
Doer’s FunctionWords . . < .
Doer’s Content Words . . < .
Doer’s Words . . < .
Doer’s Adjectives < . . < .
Doer’s Verbs . . .
Doer’s Nouns . . < .
Doer’s Adverbs . . .
Doer’s Punctuation < . . < .
Doer’s Questions < . . < .
Doer’s Continuers . . .
Table B.20: Comparative Statistics Between theree Cohorts – Doer’s Linguistic Measures (as raw
occurrence values)
All Statistics are p-value from GEE

B.4. Write-It Do-It: Correlation Statistics of Writers Linguistic Measure







Count Lines < . < . < .
Count FunctionWords . . .
Count Content Words . . .
Count All Words . . .
Count Adjectives . . .
Count Verbs . . .
Count Nouns . . .
Count Adverbs . . .
Count Punctuation . . .
Count Questions . . .
Count Continuers . . .
Table B.21: Correlation Statistics Between Writers and Doers within Each Cohort – Linguistic Measure
Values
All Statistics are p-value from GEE comparing Writer’s Count to Doer’s Count all Words that are of specified
typee

B.4. Write-It Do-It: Correlations betweenWriter’s Linguistic Measure Valuess
and Objective Conversation Quality
Coefficient p-value
Writer’s Lines . < .
Writer’s FunctionWords . .
Writer’s Content Words . .
Writer’s Words . .
Writer’s Adjectives . .
Writer’s Verbs . < .
Writer’s Nouns . .
Writer’s Adverbs . < .
Writer’s Punctuation -. .
Writer’s Questions . < .
Writer’s Continuers . .
Table B.22: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures With Objective Conversation Quality -
Control Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other
Coefficient p-value
Writer’s Lines . .
Writer’s FunctionWords . .
Writer’s Content Words . .
Writer’s Words . .
Writer’s Adjectives . .
Writer’s Verbs . .
Writer’s Nouns . .
Writer’s Adverbs . .
Writer’s Punctuation . .
Writer’s Questions -. .
Writer’s Continuers . .
Table B.23: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures With Objective Conversation Quality -
Aphasic Writer Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other

Coefficient p-value
Writer’s Lines . < .
Writer’s FunctionWords . < .
Writer’s Content Words . < .
Writer’s Words . < .
Writer’s Adjectives . .
Writer’s Verbs . .
Writer’s Nouns . < .
Writer’s Adverbs . < .
Writer’s Punctuation . .
Writer’s Questions . .
Writer’s Continuers . .
Table B.24: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures With Objective Conversation Quality -
Aphasic Doer Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other

B.4. Write-It Do-It: Correlations betweenWriter’s Values of Linguistic
Measures andWriter’s ICSI
Coefficient p-value
Writer’s Lines -. .
Writer’s FunctionWords -. .
Writer’s Content Words -. .
Writer’s Words -. .
Writer’s Adjectives . .
Writer’s Verbs -. .
Writer’s Nouns -. .
Writer’s Adverbs -. .
Writer’s Punctuation . .
Writer’s Questions . .
Writer’s Continuers . .
TableB.25:Correlations -Writer’s Values of Linguistic MeasuresWithWriter’s ICSI Conversation Quality
- Control Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other
Coefficient p-value
Writer’s Lines -. .
Writer’s FunctionWords -. .
Writer’s Content Words -. .
Writer’s Words -. .
Writer’s Adjectives -. .
Writer’s Verbs -. .
Writer’s Nouns -. .
Writer’s Adverbs -. .
Writer’s Punctuation -. .
Writer’s Questions -. .
Writer’s Continuers -. .
TableB.26:Correlations -Writer’s Values of Linguistic MeasuresWithWriter’s ICSI Conversation Quality
- Aphasic Writer Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other

Coefficient p-value
Writer’s Lines . .
Writer’s FunctionWords . .
Writer’s Content Words . .
Writer’s Words . .
Writer’s Adjectives . .
Writer’s Verbs . .
Writer’s Nouns . .
Writer’s Adverbs . .
Writer’s Punctuation . .
Writer’s Questions -. .
Writer’s Continuers -. .
TableB.27:Correlations -Writer’s Values of Linguistic MeasuresWithWriter’s ICSI Conversation Quality
- Aphasic Doer Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other

B.4. Write-It Do-It: Correlations betweenWriter’s Values of Linguistic
Measures and Doer’s ICSI
Coefficient p-value
Writer’s Lines . .
Writer’s FunctionWords . < .
Writer’s Content Words . .
Writer’s Words . < .
Writer’s Adjectives . .
Writer’s Verbs . < .
Writer’s Nouns . .
Writer’s Adverbs . < .
Writer’s Punctuation . .
Writer’s Questions . .
Writer’s Continuers . .
Table B.28: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures With Doer’s ICSI Conversation Quality
- Control Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other
Coefficient p-value
Writer’s Lines -. .
Writer’s FunctionWords -. .
Writer’s Content Words -. .
Writer’s Words -. .
Writer’s Adjectives -. .
Writer’s Verbs -. .
Writer’s Nouns -. .
Writer’s Adverbs -. .
Writer’s Punctuation . .
Writer’s Questions -. .
Writer’s Continuers -. .
Table B.29: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures With Doer’s ICSI Conversation Quality
- Aphasic Writer Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other

Coefficient p-value
Writer’s Lines . .
Writer’s FunctionWords . .
Writer’s Content Words . .
Writer’s Words . .
Writer’s Adjectives . .
Writer’s Verbs . .
Writer’s Nouns . .
Writer’s Adverbs . .
Writer’s Punctuation -. .
Writer’s Questions . .
Writer’s Continuers . .
Table B.30: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures With Doer’s ICSI Conversation Quality
- Aphasic Doer Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other

B.4. Write-It Do-It: Correlations between Doer’s Linguistic Measure Valuess
and Objective Conversation Quality
Coefficient p-value
Doer’s Lines . < .
Doer’s FunctionWords . .
Doer’s Content Words . .
Doer’s Words . .
Doer’s Adjectives . .
Doer’s Verbs . .
Doer’s Nouns . < .
Doer’s Adverbs -. .
Doer’s Punctuation . .
Doer’s Questions . < .
Doer’s Continuers . < .
Table B.31: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures With Objective Conversation Quality -
Control Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other
Coefficient p-value
Doer’s Lines . .
Doer’s FunctionWords -. .
Doer’s Content Words . .
Doer’s Words -. .
Doer’s Adjectives . .
Doer’s Verbs -. .
Doer’s Nouns . .
Doer’s Adverbs -. .
Doer’s Punctuation -. .
Doer’s Questions -. .
Doer’s Continuers . .
Table B.32: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures With Objective Conversation Quality -
Aphasic Writer Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other

Coefficient p-value
Doer’s Lines . < .
Doer’s FunctionWords . .
Doer’s Content Words . .
Doer’s Words . .
Doer’s Adjectives . .
Doer’s Verbs . .
Doer’s Nouns . .
Doer’s Adverbs -. .
Doer’s Punctuation . .
Doer’s Questions . .
Doer’s Continuers . .
Table B.33: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures With Objective Conversation Quality -
Aphasic Doer Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other

B.4. Write-It Do-It: Correlations between Doer’s Values of Linguistic
Measures andWriter’s ICSI
Coefficient p-value
Doer’s Lines . .
Doer’s FunctionWords . .
Doer’s Content Words -. .
Doer’s Words . .
Doer’s Adjectives -. .
Doer’s Verbs . .
Doer’s Nouns . .
Doer’s Adverbs . .
Doer’s Punctuation -. .
Doer’s Questions -. .
Doer’s Continuers . .
Table B.34: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures With Writer’s ICSI Conversation Quality
- Control Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other
Coefficient p-value
Doer’s Lines -. .
Doer’s FunctionWords . .
Doer’s Content Words -. .
Doer’s Words . .
Doer’s Adjectives . .
Doer’s Verbs -. .
Doer’s Nouns -. .
Doer’s Adverbs . .
Doer’s Punctuation . .
Doer’s Questions . .
Doer’s Continuers . .
Table B.35: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures With Writer’s ICSI Conversation Quality
- Aphasic Writer Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other

Coefficient p-value
Doer’s Lines -. -.
Doer’s FunctionWords -. .
Doer’s Content Words -. .
Doer’s Words -. .
Doer’s Adjectives -. .
Doer’s Verbs -. .
Doer’s Nouns -. .
Doer’s Adverbs -. .
Doer’s Punctuation . .
Doer’s Questions . .
Doer’s Continuers . < .
Table B.36: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures With Writer’s ICSI Conversation Quality
- Aphasic Doer Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other

B.4. Write-It Do-It: Correlations between Doer’s Values of Linguistic
Measures and Doer’s ICSI
Coefficient p-value
Doer’s Lines . .
Doer’s FunctionWords . .
Doer’s Content Words . .
Doer’s Words . .
Doer’s Adjectives -. .
Doer’s Verbs . .
Doer’s Nouns . .
Doer’s Adverbs . .
Doer’s Punctuation -. .
Doer’s Questions . .
Doer’s Continuers . < .
Table B.37: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures With Doer’s ICSI Conversation Quality -
Control Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other
Coefficient p-value
Doer’s Lines -. .
Doer’s FunctionWords -. .
Doer’s Content Words -. .
Doer’s Words -. .
Doer’s Adjectives . .
Doer’s Verbs -. .
Doer’s Nouns -. .
Doer’s Adverbs -. .
Doer’s Punctuation -. .
Doer’s Questions -. .
Doer’s Continuers -. .
Table B.38: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures With Doer’s ICSI Conversation Quality -
Aphasic Writer Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other

Coefficient p-value
Doer’s Lines . .
Doer’s FunctionWords -. .
Doer’s Content Words . .
Doer’s Words . .
Doer’s Adjectives . .
Doer’s Verbs . .
Doer’s Nouns -. .
Doer’s Adverbs -. .
Doer’s Punctuation -. .
Doer’s Questions -. .
Doer’s Continuers -. .
Table B.39: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures With Doer’s ICSI Conversation Quality -
Aphasic Doer Cohort
GEE coefficient indicates slope of correlation
GEE p-value indicates how correlated the distributions are to each other









Count Lines < . . < .
Count FunctionWords < . < . < .
Count Content Words < . < . < .
Count All Words < . < . < .
Count Adjectives < . < . < .
Count Verbs < . . < .
Count Nouns < . < . < .
Count Adverbs < . < . < .
Count Punctuation < . . .
Count Questions < . < . < .
Count Continuers < . < . < .
Table B.40: Comparative Statistics Between Writers and Doers within Each Cohort – Linguistic Measure
Values
All Statistics are p-value from GEE comparing Writer’s Count to Doer’s Count all Words that are of specified
typee

B.5 Write-It Do-It: Linguistic (Percentage) Tables
B.5. Write-It Do-It: Summary Statistics - Writer’s Linguistic Measure Values
as Percentages
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
 FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
 Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Questions† . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
 Continuers† . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.41: Summary Statistics for the Control Cohort – Writer’s Values as Percentages
All values are  (in decimal form) of all Words that are of a specific type
† is percentage (in decimal form) of type per line
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
 FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
 Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Questions† . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
 Continuers† . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.42: Summary Statistics for the Aphasic Writer Cohort – Writer’s Values as Percentages
All values are  (in decimal form) of all Words that are of a specific type
† is percentage (in decimal form) of type per line

Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
 FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
 Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Questions† . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
 Continuers† . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.43: Summary Statistics for the Aphasic Doer Cohort – Writer’s Values as Percentages
All values are  (in decimal form) of all Words that are of a specific type
† is percentage (in decimal form) of type per line

B.5. Write-It Do-It: Summary Statistics - Doer’s Linguistic Measure Values as
Percentages
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
 FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
 Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Questions† . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
 Continuers† . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.44: Summary Statistics for the Control Cohort – Writer’s Values as Percentages
All values are  (in decimal form) of all Words that are of a specific type
† is percentage (in decimal form) of type per line
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
 FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
 Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Questions† . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
 Continuers† . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.45: Summary Statistics for the Aphasic Writer Cohort – Writer’s Values as Percentages
All values are  (in decimal form) of all Words that are of a specific type
† is percentage (in decimal form) of type per line

Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
 FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
 Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Questions† . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
 Continuers† . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.46: Summary Statistics for the Aphasic Doer Cohort – Writer’s Values as Percentages
All values are  (in decimal form) of all Words that are of a specific type
† is percentage (in decimal form) of type per line









 FunctionWords . . .
 Content Words . . .
Adjectives . . .
Verbs < . . < .
Nouns < . . < .
Adverbs < . . < .
Questions† . . .
 Continuers† . . .
Table B.47: Comparative Statistics Between theree Cohorts – Writer’s Value of Linguistic Measures as
Percentages
All Statistics are p-value from GEE analysis of  (in decimal form) of all Words that are of specified type







 FunctionWords . . .
 Content Words . . .
Adjectives . . .
Verbs . . .
Nouns . . .
Adverbs . . .
Questions† < . . < .
 Continuers† . . .
Table B.48: Comparative Statistics Between theree Cohorts – Doer’s Value of Linguistic Measures as
Percentages
All Statistics are p-value from GEE analysis of  (in decimal form) of all Words that are of specified type
† is percentage (in decimal form) of type per line

B.5. Write-It Do-It: Comparative Statistics of Linguistic Measure Values as







 FunctionWords < . . < .
 Content Words < . . < .
Adjectives . . .
Verbs < . < . < .
Nouns . . .
Adverbs . . .
Questions† < . < . < .
 Continuers† < . < . < .
Table B.49: Comparative Statistics Between Writers and Doers within Each Cohort – Linguistic Measure
Values as Percentages
All Statistics are p-value from GEE comparing Writer’s Scores to Doer’s Scores of  (in decimal form) of all
Words that are of specified type
† is percentage (in decimal form) of type per line

B.5. Write-It Do-It: Correlations betweenWriter’s Linguistic Measure Values





Writer’s  FunctionWords . . –
Writer’s  Content Words -. . –
Writer’s  Adjectives -. . –
Writer’s  Verbs . . –
Writer’s  Nouns -. . –
Writer’s  Adverbs . . .
Writer’s  Questions . . –
Writer’s  Continuers . . –
Table B.50: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Objective Conver-
sation Quality - Control Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,





Writer’s  FunctionWords . . –
Writer’s  Content Words -. . –
Writer’s  Adjectives . . –
Writer’s  Verbs -. . –
Writer’s  Nouns -. . –
Writer’s  Adverbs -. . –
Writer’s  Questions -. . –
Writer’s  Continuers . . –
Table B.51: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Objective Conver-
sation Quality - Aphasic Writer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,






Writer’s  FunctionWords . . –
Writer’s  Content Words -. . –
Writer’s  Adjectives -. . –
Writer’s  Verbs . . –
Writer’s  Nouns -. . -.
Writer’s  Adverbs . . .
Writer’s  Questions -. . –
Writer’s  Continuers . . –
Table B.52: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Objective Conver-
sation Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,
otherwise – is present.

B.5. Write-It Do-It: Correlations betweenWriter’s Values of Linguistic





Writer’s  FunctionWords <. . –
Writer’s  Content Words <-. . –
Writer’s  Adjectives <-. . –
Writer’s  Verbs <-. . –
Writer’s  Nouns <. . –
Writer’s  Adverbs <. . –
Writer’s  Questions <. . –
Writer’s  Continuers -. . –
Table B.53: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Writer’s ICR
Conversation Quality - Control Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,





Writer’s  FunctionWords -. . –
Writer’s  Content Words . . –
Writer’s  Adjectives . . –
Writer’s  Verbs <-. . –
Writer’s  Nouns <. . –
Writer’s  Adverbs <. . –
Writer’s  Questions . . –
Writer’s  Continuers <-. . –
Table B.54: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Writer’s ICR
Conversation Quality - Aphasic Writer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,






Writer’s  FunctionWords <-. . –
Writer’s  Content Words . . –
Writer’s  Adjectives <-. . –
Writer’s  Verbs . . –
Writer’s  Nouns <-. . –
Writer’s  Adverbs <-. . –
Writer’s  Questions . . –
Writer’s  Continuers <. . –
Table B.55: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Writer’s ICR
Conversation Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,
otherwise – is present.

B.5. Write-It Do-It: Correlations betweenWriter’s Values of Linguistic





Writer’s  FunctionWords <-. . –
Writer’s  Content Words <. . –
Writer’s  Adjectives <. . –
Writer’s  Verbs <-. . –
Writer’s  Nouns . . –
Writer’s  Adverbs <-. . -.
Writer’s  Questions <-. . –
Writer’s  Continuers -. . –
Table B.56: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Doer’s ICR
Conversation Quality - Control Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,





Writer’s  FunctionWords <. . –
Writer’s  Content Words <-. . –
Writer’s  Adjectives <-. . –
Writer’s  Verbs <. . –
Writer’s  Nouns -. . –
Writer’s  Adverbs <. . .
Writer’s  Questions <. . –
Writer’s  Continuers . . –
Table B.57: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Doer’s ICR
Conversation Quality - Aphasic Writer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,






Writer’s  FunctionWords -. . –
Writer’s  Content Words . . –
Writer’s  Adjectives <. . –
Writer’s  Verbs -. . –
Writer’s  Nouns . . –
Writer’s  Adverbs <-. . –
Writer’s  Questions -. . –
Writer’s  Continuers -. . –
Table B.58: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Doer’s ICR
Conversation Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,
otherwise – is present.

B.5. Write-It Do-It: Correlations betweenWriter’s Values of Linguistic





Writer’s  FunctionWords <-. . –
Writer’s  Content Words <. . –
Writer’s  Adjectives <. . –
Writer’s  Verbs <-. . –
Writer’s  Nouns <-. . –
Writer’s  Adverbs <-. . –
Writer’s  Questions <. . –
Writer’s  Continuers . . –
Table B.59: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Writer’s ICSI
Conversation Quality - Control Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,





Writer’s  FunctionWords . . –
Writer’s  Content Words -. . –
Writer’s  Adjectives <-. . –
Writer’s  Verbs <-. . –
Writer’s  Nouns -. . –
Writer’s  Adverbs <-. . –
Writer’s  Questions -. . -.
Writer’s  Continuers <-.c . –
Table B.60: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Writer’s ICSI
Conversation Quality - Aphasic Writer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,






Writer’s  FunctionWords . . .
Writer’s  Content Words -. . -.
Writer’s  Adjectives <-. . –
Writer’s  Verbs -. . –
Writer’s  Nouns <-. . –
Writer’s  Adverbs <-. . –
Writer’s  Questions -. . –
Writer’s  Continuers -. . -.
Table B.61: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Writer’s ICSI
Conversation Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,
otherwise – is present.

B.5. Write-It Do-It: Correlations betweenWriter’s Values of Linguistic





Writer’s  FunctionWords <. . –
Writer’s  Content Words <-. . –
Writer’s  Adjectives -. . -.
Writer’s  Verbs <. . –
Writer’s  Nouns -. . –
Writer’s  Adverbs <. < . .
Writer’s  Questions <. . –
Writer’s  Continuers . . –
Table B.62: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Doer’s ICSI
Conversation Quality - Control Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,





Writer’s  FunctionWords <. . –
Writer’s  Content Words <-. . –
Writer’s  Adjectives <-. . –
Writer’s  Verbs <. . –
Writer’s  Nouns <-. . –
Writer’s  Adverbs <-. . –
Writer’s  Questions <. . –
Writer’s  Continuers <. . –
Table B.63: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Doer’s ICSI
Conversation Quality - Aphasic Writer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,






Writer’s  FunctionWords <. . –
Writer’s  Content Words <-. . –
Writer’s  Adjectives <-. . –
Writer’s  Verbs <. . –
Writer’s  Nouns <-. . –
Writer’s  Adverbs <. . –
Writer’s  Questions . . –
Writer’s  Continuers . . .
Table B.64: Correlations - Writer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Doer’s ICSI
Conversation Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,
otherwise – is present.

B.5. Write-It Do-It: Correlations between Doer’s Linguistic Measure Values





Doer’s  FunctionWords . . –
Doer’s  Content Words -. . –
Doer’s  Adjectives -. . –
Doer’s  Verbs -. . -.
Doer’s  Nouns . < . .
Doer’s  Adverbs -. . –
Doer’s  Questions . . –
Doer’s  Continuers . . .
Table B.65: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Objective Conversa-
tion Quality - Control Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,





Doer’s  FunctionWords -. . –
Doer’s  Content Words . . –
Doer’s  Adjectives . . –
Doer’s  Verbs -. . -.
Doer’s  Nouns . . .
Doer’s  Adverbs -. . –
Doer’s  Questions -. . –
Doer’s  Continuers . . –
Table B.66: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Objective Conversa-
tion Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,






Doer’s  FunctionWords . . –
Doer’s  Content Words -. . –
Doer’s  Adjectives . . –
Doer’s  Verbs -. . –
Doer’s  Nouns -. . –
Doer’s  Adverbs -. . –
Doer’s  Questions -. . –
Doer’s  Continuers -. . –
Table B.67: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Objective Conversa-
tion Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,
otherwise – is present.

B.5. Write-It Do-It: Correlations between Doer’s Values of Linguistic





Doer’s  FunctionWords <-. . –
Doer’s  Content Words <. . –
Doer’s  Adjectives . . .
Doer’s  Verbs <. . –
Doer’s  Nouns -. . -.
Doer’s  Adverbs <-. . –
Doer’s  Questions -. . –
Doer’s  Continuers -. . -.
Table B.68: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Writer’s ICR
Conversation Quality - Control Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,





Doer’s  FunctionWords -. . -.
Doer’s  Content Words . . .
Doer’s  Adjectives <-. . –
Doer’s  Verbs . . –
Doer’s  Nouns . . –
Doer’s  Adverbs <-. . –
Doer’s  Questions -. . –
Doer’s  Continuers -. . –
Table B.69: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Writer’s ICR
Conversation Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,






Doer’s  FunctionWords . . –
Doer’s  Content Words -. . –
Doer’s  Adjectives . . –
Doer’s  Verbs -. . –
Doer’s  Nouns . . –
Doer’s  Adverbs <-. . –
Doer’s  Questions <-. . –
Doer’s  Continuers -. . –
Table B.70: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Writer’s ICR
Conversation Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,
otherwise – is present.

B.5. Write-It Do-It: Correlations between Doer’s Values of Linguistic





Doer’s  FunctionWords -. . –
Doer’s  Content Words . . –
Doer’s  Adjectives . < . .
Doer’s  Verbs -. < . -.
Doer’s  Nouns . . –
Doer’s  Adverbs <-. . –
Doer’s  Questions . . –
Doer’s  Continuers -. < . -.
Table B.71: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Doer’s ICR Conver-
sation Quality - Control Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,





Doer’s  FunctionWords -. . –
Doer’s  Content Words . . –
Doer’s  Adjectives <-. . –
Doer’s  Verbs <. . –
Doer’s  Nouns . . –
Doer’s  Adverbs <. . –
Doer’s  Questions -. . –
Doer’s  Continuers . . –
Table B.72: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Doer’s ICR Conver-
sation Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,






Doer’s  FunctionWords . . –
Doer’s  Content Words -. . –
Doer’s  Adjectives -. . –
Doer’s  Verbs -. . –
Doer’s  Nouns <. . –
Doer’s  Adverbs <. . –
Doer’s  Questions . . –
Doer’s  Continuers . . –
Table B.73: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Doer’s ICR Conver-
sation Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,
otherwise – is present.

B.5. Write-It Do-It: Correlations between Doer’s Values of Linguistic





Doer’s  FunctionWords . . .
Doer’s  Content Words -. . -.
Doer’s  Adjectives -. < . -.
Doer’s  Verbs <. . –
Doer’s  Nouns <. . –
Doer’s  Adverbs <. . –
Doer’s  Questions -. . –
Doer’s  Continuers . . .
Table B.74: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Writer’s ICSI
Conversation Quality - Control Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,





Doer’s  FunctionWords . . –
Doer’s  Content Words -. . –
Doer’s  Adjectives <. . –
Doer’s  Verbs -. . –
Doer’s  Nouns -. . –
Doer’s  Adverbs <. . –
Doer’s  Questions . . –
Doer’s  Continuers . . –
Table B.75: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Writer’s ICSI
Conversation Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,






Doer’s  FunctionWords <. . –
Doer’s  Content Words <-. . –
Doer’s  Adjectives -. . -.
Doer’s  Verbs . . –
Doer’s  Nouns <-. . –
Doer’s  Adverbs <-. . -.
Doer’s  Questions <. . –
Doer’s  Continuers . . –
Table B.76: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Writer’s ICSI
Conversation Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,
otherwise – is present.

B.5. Write-It Do-It: Correlations between Doer’s Values of Linguistic





Doer’s  FunctionWords . . –
Doer’s  Content Words -. . –
Doer’s  Adjectives -. . -.
Doer’s  Verbs . . –
Doer’s  Nouns <-. . –
Doer’s  Adverbs <. . –
Doer’s  Questions -. . –
Doer’s  Continuers . . .
Table B.77: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Doer’s ICSI Conver-
sation Quality - Control Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,





Doer’s  FunctionWords . . –
Doer’s  Content Words -. . –
Doer’s  Adjectives . . –
Doer’s  Verbs -. . –
Doer’s  Nouns <-. . –
Doer’s  Adverbs <-. . –
Doer’s  Questions . . –
Doer’s  Continuers -. . –
Table B.78: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Doer’s ICSI Conver-
sation Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,






Doer’s  FunctionWords -. . –
Doer’s  Content Words . . –
Doer’s  Adjectives <. . –
Doer’s  Verbs . . –
Doer’s  Nouns -. . –
Doer’s  Adverbs <-. . –
Doer’s  Questions -. . –
Doer’s  Continuers -. . –
Table B.79: Correlations - Doer’s Values of Linguistic Measures as Percentages With Doer’s ICSI Conver-
sation Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort
When significance is found, we present the two R values of the secondary analysis using Pearsons’s Correlation,
otherwise – is present.

B.6 Write-It Do-It: Order Effect Tables
B.6. Write-It Do-It: Summary Statistics – by First Conversations
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Obj Score . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.80: Summary Statistics – First Conversation – Conversation Quality – Control Cohort
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Writer # Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer #Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer # Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer #Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.81: Summary Statistics – First Conversation – Linguistic Measures – Control Cohort
All values are  (in decimal form) of all Words that are of a specific type
† is percentage (in decimal form) of type per line

Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Obj Score . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.82: Summary Statistics – First Conversation – Conversation Quality – Aphasic Writer Cohort
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Writer # Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer #Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer # Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer #Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.83: Summary Statistics — First Conversation — Linguistic Measures — Aphasic Writer Cohort
All values are  (in decimal form) of all Words that are of a specific type
† is percentage (in decimal form) of type per line
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Obj Score . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.84: Summary Statistics — First Conversation — Conversation Quality — Aphasic Doer Cohort

Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Writer # Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer #Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer # Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer #Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.85: Summary Statistics — First Conversation — Linguistic Measures — Aphasic Doer Cohort
All values are  (in decimal form) of all Words that are of a specific type
† is percentage (in decimal form) of type per line

B.6. Write-It Do-It: Summary Statistics – by Second Conversations
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Obj Score . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.86: Summary Statistics - Second Conversation - Conversation Quality - Control Cohort .
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Writer # Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer #Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer # Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer #Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Adverbs . ( . )  [ . , . ]
Doer  Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.87: Summary Statistics - Second Conversation - Linguistic Measures - Control Cohort
All values are  (in decimal form) of all Words that are of a specific type
† is percentage (in decimal form) of type per line

Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Obj Score . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.88: Summary Statistics – Second Conversation – Conversation Quality – Aphasic Writer Cohort
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Writer # Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer #Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer # Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer #Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.89: Summary Statistics – Second Conversation – Linguistic Measures – Aphasic Writer Cohort
All values are  (in decimal form) of all Words that are of a specific type
† is percentage (in decimal form) of type per line
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Obj Score . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICSI . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer ICR . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.90: Summary Statistics – Second Conversation – Conversation Quality – Aphasic Doer Cohort

Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
Writer # Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer #Words . ( . ) . [ . , .]
Writer  FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Writer  Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer # Lines . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer #Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  FunctionWords . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Content Words . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Adjectives . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Verbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Nouns . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Adverbs . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Questions . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Doer  Continuers . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.91: Summary Statistics – Second Conversation – Linguistic Measures – Aphasic Doer Cohort
All values are  (in decimal form) of all Words that are of a specific type
† is percentage (in decimal form) of type per line

B.6. Write-It Do-It: Comparative Statistics of Conversation Quality and




Obj Score . . .
Writer ICSI . . .
Writer ICR . . .
Doer ICSI . . .
Doer ICR . . .
Writer # Lines . . .
Writer #Words . . .
Writer  FunctionWords . < . .
Writer  Content Words . < . .
Writer  Adjectives . < . .
Writer  Verbs . . .
Writer  Nouns . < . .
Writer  Adverbs . . .
Writer  Questions . . .
Writer  Continuers . . < .
Doer # Lines . . .
Doer #Words . . < .
Doer  FunctionWords . . .
Doer  Content Words . . .
Doer  Adjectives . . .
Doer  Verbs . . .
Doer  Nouns . . .
Doer  Adverbs . . .
Doer  Questions . . < .
Doer  Continuers . . < .
Table B.92: Comparative Statistics Between the First and Second Conversation – Within Each Cohort






Obj Score – – –
Writer ICSI – – –
Writer ICR – – –
Doer ICSI – – –
Doer ICR – – –
Writer # Lines – – –
Writer #Words – – –
Writer  FunctionWords – ▼ –
Writer  Content Words – ▲ –
Writer  Adjectives – ▲ –
Writer  Verbs – – –
Writer  Nouns – ▲ –
Writer  Adverbs – – –
Writer  Questions ▼ ▼ –
Writer  Continuers – – ▼
Doer # Lines – – –
Doer #Words – – ▼
Doer  FunctionWords – – –
Doer  Content Words – – –
Doer  Adjectives – – –
Doer  Verbs ▲ – –
Doer  Nouns – – –
Doer  Adverbs – – –
Doer  Questions – – ▼
Doer  Continuers – – ▲
Table B.93: Comparative Statistics Between the First and Second Conversation – Change in Direction
from First to Second Conversation
Arrows indicate direction of change from first to second conversation, dashes indicate non-significant
change.Blue is significance p ≤ ., Red p ≤ .

B.7 Write-It Do-It: Turn Taking
B.7. Write-It Do-It: Summary Statistics - Turn Taking
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
PWW . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
PDD . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.94: Summary Statistics for Turn Taking Probabilities – Control Cohort
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
PWW . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
PDD . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.95: Summary Statistics for Turn Taking Probabilities – Aphasic Writer Cohort
Mean (sd) Median [IQ Range]
PWW . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
PDD . ( . ) . [ . , . ]
Table B.96: Summary Statistics for Turn Taking Probabilities – Aphasic Doer Cohort








PWW . . .
PDD . . .
Table B.97: Comparative Statistics Between theree Cohorts – Turn Taking
All Statistics are p-value from GEE analysis





PWW vs. Objective -. .
PDD vs. Objective -. .
PWW vs. Writer ICR . .
PDD vs. Writer ICR -. .
PWW vs. Writer ICSI -. .
PDD vs. Writer ICSI . .
PWW vs. Doer ICR -. .
PDD vs. Doer ICR . .
PWW vs. Doer ICSI <. .
PDD vs. Doer ICSI -. .
Table B.98: Correlations - Turn Taking With Conversation Quality - Control Cohort
GEE
Coefficient p-value
PWW vs. Objective . .
PDD vs. Objective . .
PWW vs. Writer ICR . .
PDD vs. Writer ICR . .
PWW vs. Writer ICSI -. .
PDD vs. Writer ICSI <-. .
PWW vs. Doer ICR . .
PDD vs. Doer ICR . .
PWW vs. Doer ICSI -. .
PDD vs. Doer ICSI -. .




PWW vs. Objective . .
PDD vs. Objective -. .
PWW vs. Writer ICR . .
PDD vs. Writer ICR . .
PWW vs. Writer ICSI . .
PDD vs. Writer ICSI -. .
PWW vs. Doer ICR -. .
PDD vs. Doer ICR . .
PWW vs. Doer ICSI . .
PDD vs. Doer ICSI -. .
Table B.100: Correlations - Turn Taking With Conversation Quality - Aphasic Doer Cohort

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